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PREFACE

The papers presented in this book represent proceedings

of the 1st common Czechoslovak-British Seminar on Muclear

Power, organized by Department of Trade and Industry /UK/

and State Commission for Scientific and Technical Development

/CSSR/ with close co-operation of Czechoslovak Atomic Energy

Commission. Presented papers cover such topics as are contempo-

rary state of nuclear power prospect and development in

United Kingdom and Czechoslovakia, Nuclear Safety, Waste Manage-

ment, Personnel Training, Control and Diagnostics, and other

subjects associated with the safe production of power from

nuclear energy. Thus this book provide an excellent opportunity

to learn about the present state, technical level, problems and

prospects on the field of nuclear power in both countries.

The purpose of the seminar was not only to learn about the

state of development of nuclear power in both countries, but abo-

ve all to find subjects of common interest for the desirable

co-operation in this field. There is no doubt about it that

the co-operation of both countries with such a long tradition

in nuclear power utilization should be useful to both sides.

It is believed that this book will make a contribution to

this goal.

L. Antl
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INTRODUCTION

PROGRAM
OF NUCLEAR POWER DEVELOPMENT
IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA

K. Menzel, L. Jurkech
Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission, Praha

(presented by L Jurkech)
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Considering the state of natural resources of fuel in

development of the Czechoslovak economy of power, a decisive

position have and are going to have up to the beginning of

the next century home produced coal and imported fossil

fuels (above all the Soviet oil and natural gas). The reached

share of the export in securing the need of energy in an

extent ox' about 40 % should not further increase in the period

up to the year 2,000. A share of coal in the Czechoslovak

consumption of primary resources of energy will be decreasing

paralelly with a development of nuclear fuel utilization.

These structural changes of energy resources will pass in

conditions of an increasing pressure on a decrease of power

demands of our national economy and enforcement of a rational

type of the production and utilization of the sources of

energy.

In the Czechoslovak economy of power the consumption of

primary sources of energy as well as production and consumpt-

ion of electricity are showing a permanent growth (see Table

1). As can be seen in Table 1, during the period of years

1950 to 1985 the energy consumption has increased 9.1 times,

while the created national income only 5.S times. Czechoslo-

vakia covers the electricity consumption in a decisive

measure by its own production.

The most progressive direction in development of our
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own fuel and energy resources is in consistence with a long-

-termed strategy of nuclear power development. This direction

of development changes significantly a structure of the

electricity production (Table 2). Up to the year 2,000 a

contribution of the nuclear power in covering of the Czecho-

slovak primary power resources should increase from the

present 6 - 7 % up to 15 - 17 %, and in covering of the Cze-

choslovak electricity production from the present about 26 %

up to nearly 54 % (up to the year 2,005 to about 57 %)•

A decisive primary resource for production of our ov/n

electricity is at present the Czechoslovak soft coal and

lignite. Only smaller part of the mined anthracite is used

for electricity production, another part of the anthracite

for electricity production is imported from the USSR and

Poland. A share of solid fuels in electricity production up

to the year 2,000 is going to decrease, partly as a result

of an exhaustion of resources and partly with regard to

necessary reduction of harmful exhalations (above all S0p,

NO and flue-dust).
x

Burn oils and earth gas are used for electricity product-

ion only in an unsubstantional extent. With respect to a high

price, these fuels are not considered for electricity product-

ion up to the year 2,000.But the earth gas could be used for

electricity production in a steam-gaseous cycle with a high

effectiveness (above all in thermal power plant operation).

3ut in Czechoslovakia production of equipment for the steam-

-gaseous cycle is not mastered and a more extensive delivery

of the earth gas is not yet ensured by an agreement.
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Further, the long-termed prognosis of possible increments

of this fuel shows a much higher indeterminateness than in

case of an orientation at a build-up of the nuclear power

resources, for which in Czechoslovakia an extensive research

and production base has been, already constructed, supported

with a cooperation with the USSR and further member states

of the CMEA.

V/ater power plants are covering at present about 5 % of

the electricity production. Up to the year 2,000 the Czecho-

slovak share in a build-up of the water works Gabcikovo and

Nagymaros will be added, which is going to increase the share

of water power plants in the total electricity production up

to about 8 %,

In the following part of the paper a brief information

concerning the Czechoslovak nuclear power programme will be

presented.
•

Current Czechoslovak nuclear power program is based on

PWR reactors of the 7/WER-44O and WWSR-1000 types which were

developed and designed in the USSR. Their main features are

given in .Table 3.The commissioning program of Czechoslovak

nuclear power plants is shown in Table 4 and a survey of

sites in Figure 1.

A use of nuclear energy for the production of electric

power in Czechoslovakia on an industrial scale have started

in the year 1979 when the first pressurized water reactor

unit of the WWER-440 type was commissioned in the Jaslovske

Bohunice nuclear power plant. The development programme
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of nuclear power envisages that in the near future 12 reactor

units of this type will be built on 3 sites. Currently S

reactor units are in operation (4 in Jaslovske Bohunice and

4 in Dukovany) while the 4 regaining units are at different

stages of construction in .vochovce. It is expected that in

the year 1990 the number of units in operation will increase

to 10 with a further increase to 12 two years later. In this

way the first stage of implementing the Czechoslovak nuclear

power program will be terminated, comprising reactor units of

the Yir\YER-44O type. In the following period, pressurized water

reactors of the power of 1,000 ffie will be introduced, first

on the Terne1in site where preparation work has been already

started. The Temelin nuclear power plant will comprise four

reactor units of the VAVER-1000 type and the first of them

will be put into operation not earlier than in the year 1992.

The second nuclear power plant of this type (but with

two reactor units only) will be located in the east of Czecho-

slovakia near Kecerovce.

The rapid development of electric power using nuclear

sources is not only intended for meeting the increments in

electric power demand but also for replacing a major part of

the current production by coal-fired power plants. It is also

expected that nuclear power plants will be used for a district

heat supply. All reactor units under construction will be

provided with turbines capable of the heat supply. Current

analyses show that the nuclear power should meet the Czecho-

slovakia s heat supply demand by about 0.3 % in the year 1990

and at least 3 - 4 % in the year 20CC. At present, a heat
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supply pipeline from the nuclear power plant Jaslovske Bo-

hunice to Irnava is already realized. Brno will be supplied

by heat from the nuclear power plant Dukovany and the extract-

ion of heat for district heating in a close vicinity is

planned also for other nuclear power plants. The envisaged

heat supply from nuclear power plants is given in Table T«

The founaations of this development were laid down in the

year 1955 when the first agreement between Czechoslovakia

and the USSR on the development of research in nuclear physics

and on the utilization of the nuclear energy for needs of

the Czechoslovak national economy was concluded.

In subsequent years, important scientific research estab-

lishments were realized and an industrial production base

for nuclear equipment was set up. The main outcome of the

research and development was in cooperation with the USSR

the first Czechoslovak experimental nuclear power plant A-1

of the uranium metal - heavy water - carbon dioxide type with

a power of 150 luie. It was commissioned in the year 1S72 and

supplied electric power to the transmission network till 1979,

when its decommissioning has starred.

An agreement between Czechoslovakia and the USSR on

the construction of nuclear po'wer plants with the Soviet

light water reactors of the '.VvYER-440 type, concluded in 1970,

was a milestone in the development of our nuclear power.

Within the agreement, a protocol was signed on coordinated

research projects in the field of light water reactors of

this type which have been also included in the programmes

of development of nuclear power by some other ClffiA countries.

During a relatively short time, the cooperation made for our
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scientific research basis possible to create prerequisites

for the modification of the Soviet project designs to suit

to our specific conditions, to introduce the production of

the main technological equipment, and to train personnel

for the start-up and operation of nuclear power plants of

this type.

Within the state plan of this science and technology

development, production was mastered and introduced of such

equipment, as the reactor with the primary coolant circuit,

the steam generator, the pressurizer, special valves etc.

Actually, Czechoslovakia can manufacture more than 70 %

of the whole nuclear power plant equipment and following

the USSR, it is the second greatest producer of the nuclear

power equipment in the CMEA countries.

In line with the ,,Agreement on Multilateral International

Specialization and Cooperation in the Manufacture of the

Nuclear Power Plants Equipment in the ClvlEA Member States"

from June, 1S79, Czechoslovakia has supplied equipment for

nuclear power plants to the USSR, German Democratic Republic

and Hungary and an export into some other countries is planned,

The objective of the next stage of our scientific research

cooperation with the Soviet Union is to develop and start

production of the nuclear power plant equipment featuring

an advanced type of the light water reactor of 1,000 MWe

and prepare the construction of such nuclear power plants

in Czechoslovakia.
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After the year 2,000 it will be necessary, parallelly

with the reactors of the V/;VSR type, to build up a new generat-

ion of nuclear reactors, namely fast breaders enabling sub-

stantially higher utilization of the uranium substance and

high temperature reactors providing high potential heat,

desirable for industrial technologies. It is not probable

that fast reactors v/ill be constructed in Czechoslovakia

with regard to a necessity to treat irradiated fuel in a

highly radioactive state for a quick turn of the plutonium

produced. On the other hand very desirable v/ill be an in-

stallation of high temperature reactors into our economy of

power. Their application should enable an ecologically sub-

stantially better utilization of the soft coal in energo-

-chenical technologies.

2he most significant barrier of electrification develop-

ment in Czechoslovakia is a problem of investments which can

be placed inco a fuel and power complex as a whole. In the

Five-Year Plan 1581 - 1985 for example the investments into

the industry of fuel and power have amounted to 26.6 % of

the total investments into the industry. At the present time

we are fighting with disproportionate requirements of invest-

ments at a turn of the 8 t h and 9th Pive-Year Plan (i.e. 1986

to 1990 and 1931 - 1995). At the sane time it is necessary

to take care that specific investment costs of a build-up

of the nuclear power plants stabilizes and a construction

time shortens owing to equipment standardization of the blocks

WWER-10C0.

The Table 6 shows as an illustration costs of electricity

production in the Czechoslovak thermal and nuclear power plants
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(enterprisez CEZ and SEP) in the year 1$36. Fro.r; the Table

it results where should be directed an attention in increasing

of electricity production economy in the nuclear power plants.

It is an increase of the fuel utilization, above all by way

of its higher burn-up, maximum use of the installed power

by increasing of nuclear power plant components reliability

and extension of campaign continuance among refueling shut

downs (from 12 up to 18 months) as well as utilization of

the power plants in a basic loading of the electrification

system. Considerable significance has also a decrease of

investment activity costs which means first of all improvement

of organization and shortening of time of the build-up.

Prom the above mentioned considerations results, that

in Czechoslovakia the nuclear power represents at the present

time an economicly acceptable source of electricity and heat

and at present level of nuclear safety also the most advanta-

geous source from the ecology point of view. An increase of

economy of the pov/er production and nuclear power plants

safety is still possible and desirable; therefore we are

taking an active part in international cooperation, enforcing

deepening of specialization and cooperation in production of

nuclear power installations and in the operation and mainte-

nance of nuclear power plants. For operation safety and

reliability of nuclear power plants an extraordinary signi-

ficance has penetration'of electronics and microprocessors

into the control and automation of the operation, and prepar-

ation of the qualified specialists.
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Table 1. Some power parameters of Czechoslovakia in the

years 1960 to 1985

Parameter

Consumption of
primary sources of
energy

Electricity
production

Electricity
consumption

Increase of the
electricity
consumption

Unit

106

*ef

TWh

TWh

%

1

31

9

9

1

950

. 8

. 2 8

.28

00

1960

56.9

24.46

24.20

260.7

1

81

45

48

970

. 2

.16

.56

523.3

1980

103.2

72.73

74.57

803.6

1985

104.0

80.63

84.17

907.0



Table-2

Structural changes of electricity production in Czechoslovakia

Parameter

Total electricity

production,

from it:

Public steam

power plants

Water power

plants

Nuclear power

plants

Industrial
power plants

1

TWh

72.73

53.37

4.60

4.52

10.24

980

%

73.38

6.33

6.22

14.08

1

TWh

80.62

54.10

4.21

11.78

10.53

985

%

67.11

5.22

14.61

13.06

1990
expected

TWh

90.03

49.48

5.00

25.00

10.55

%

54.96

5.55

27.77

11.72

1995
prediction

TWh

101.90

45.21

7.19

39.50

10.00

%

44.37

7.06

38.76

9.81

2000
prediction

TWh

112.90

42.30

8.10

54.00

8.50

%

37.41

7.17

47.83

7.53

2005
prediction

TWh

122.90

32.90

10.00

72.00

8.00

26.77

8.14

58.58

6.51
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Table 3. :.'ain features of the vr.VER-440 and VAV2R-1000

reactor units

Thermal power, ilW

Gross electrical
p o w e r , I>r»V
Total efficiency, %

Pressure on the

reactor outlet, MPa
Water temperature

on the outlet, °C
7/ater temperature

on the input, °c

Average increase of
water temperature, °C
Water flow rate through

the reactor, nr/n
Number of loops

Inside diameter of the
pressure vessel, xm
Outside diameter of the

pressure vessel, nun
Wall thickness, mm

Height, mm
Mass (including the inner
construction), t
Fuel charge, t U
Fuel enrichment, % 2-^U

Number of fuel assemblies
Kumber of fuel rods
in the assembly

Cladding material
Average volume power
of the core, kW/1
Maximum burn-up, MWd/kg

M2R-44Q

1,373
440

31.5
12.26

2S7±2

268*2

31.0

39,000

6
3,840

4,120

160

11,800

536

42

3.3
312
126

Zr-Fo alloy
83

32.5 or 35

VrffER-1000

3,000

1,0C0

33
15.7

322±3.5

289±2

33.5

88,000

4
4,139

4,535

200

10,850
798

66

4.4
163
312

Zr alloy
111

40
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of cor^i^sicnin^ of the

reactor units

and Vi7i'r,R-1DG0

Lo

d

tr
a

ti
o

&
O

d
> jI—1

c!
o
•f-i4->

o
U

03
d
o
o
S-l
Q)

^

XJ
QJ

03
rH
PM

cality

Mr? Jaslovske

Bohunice

IJPP Dukovany

I'TPP i/Iochovce

HP? Temelin*

H-tV ifiast

Slovakia"1"

(Kecerovce)

K?P Nord

Moravia+

1>IPP East
Bohemia"*"

rype and

Reactor

VVER

VVER

VVSR

VV2R

VV£H

VVER

VVER

'HER

VVER

VVER

VVER
VVER

VVER
VVER
VVSR

VVER

VVER
VVER
VVER

VVER

VVER

VVER

WER

44C

440

440

440

440
440

440
440

440
440

440
440

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000
1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

po

T

2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

we

ur

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

bine

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000
1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

C onunissioni ng

date

1979

1580

^984

1985

1585
1986

1986

1987

1989
1990

1991

1992

1992

1994

1995

1997

1998

1998

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

+ The date is to be defined with more precision
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Table 5. The envisaged district heat supplies from the

nuclear power plants

Year

Heat supply from

NPP in TJoules

1S85

709

1930

3,150

1995

12,500

2000

31,500

2005

68,000

Table 6. Comparison of costs for electricity production in

Czechoslovak thermal and nuclear power plants

Costs
(Kcs/toWh)

Total costs

from them:

P iwer fuel

Other energy

Repairs and

maintenance

Depreciation of

basic funds

Investment activity,

preparation and

trial run

Thermal

301.14

180.34

0.62

57.19

34.32

0.22

Power plant

Nuclear

206.03

64.41

1.93

15.65

64.01

34.99
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OVERVIEW OF CEGB
NUCLEAR GENERATION PROGRAMME

M. J. Catley,
Overseas Consultancy
Central Electricity Generating Board, London
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1 INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses some of the technical developments,
and costings of the gas cooled nuclear power plants which are now
in service in the UK with the Central Electricity Generatinq
Board (CEGB).

It also looks to the future for the proposed Sizewell
'B' pressurised water reactor, and the 'follow on1 family of
PWR's.

2 EVOLUTION OF UK NUCLEAR PROGRAMME

In 1955 the L'K Government presented a White Paper 'A
Programme of Nuclear Power1 and this envisaged a programme of ten
nuclear power stations to be built by about 1965. The earlier
stations would be of the carbon dioxide cooled graphite moderated
reactors using natural uranium as fuel clad in magnox. At that
time the Government was concerned about the steadily increasing
demand for energy which would place an increasing strain on the
supplies of coal, even though the indigenous coal resources were
know to be extensive, but mostly deep under ground. Also it was
predicted that the consumption of electricity would increase by
about 3i times over a period of 20 years. In the White Paper
estimates were made of the cost of electricity from nuclear and
coal-fired power stations and it was concluded that the cost of
nuclear power would be the same as electricity from new coal-
fired stations. However in making these estimates it was
admitted that there were wide margins of uncertainty and to make
the figures balance some value was given to the plutonium
produced. It was admitted also that if no credit was allowed for
the plutonium, the cost of nuclear power would be substantially
more than that from conventional generation. Later nuclear
stations were expected to have a higher efficiency and this would
enable them to remain competitive with other power stations.

The introduction of nuclear power came at a time when
great improvements were being made in coal-fired technology and
higher steam pressures and temperatures were being introduced,
with larger sizes of generating units, and also power stations
were being sited closer to the coal fields. The result was that
the nuclear costs were chasing an ever-moving target and the
arguments went backwards and forwards on the benfit of nuclear
power.

In 1956 a further assessment was made of nuclear versus
coal-fired generation costs, and the best estimate on the basis
of 5% interest charges for stations to be brought into service
during the period 1962/65 was that nuclear power was about 10%
more expensive than coal-fired generation. However in reality
the difference in cost between the two sources was within the
limits of accuracy of the estimates.
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The First Nuclear Fewer Programme ..is under way and
there were rapid developments in reactor size, rating and
efficiency, but nuclear power was still chasing a moving target
and in a further Government White Paper in 1960, 'The Nuclear
Power Programme', it acknowledged that even though nuclear
capital costs were tailing fast, conventional power costs were
about 25% less tnan nuclear costs in the Uk due to continued
improvements in design and performance. It was thought that
nuclear generation for base load purposes would become cheaper
than conventional generation by about 1970. About that period in
time, that is late 1950s, early 1960s, oil supplies became more
plentiful and prices were coming down and nuclear power had
another competitor.

Following the 1950 White Paper, the UK Government
published a decision that for the time being, orders for nuclear
stations should be placed at the rate of roughly one every year,
which would give a nuclear capacity of about 5000 MW by 1968,
that is the programme was stretched out by a few years. This was
largely due to a surplus in coal production and increasing
competition from oil. That announcement in effect marked the end
of the magnox station programme, and a total of eight magnox
stations, each with two reactors, were ordered by the CEGB and
constructed and are now in service. [A further magnox station
was ordered by the South of Scotland Electricity Board (SSEB) and
is also in service.]

In 1962 a further review of the nuclear programme was
undertaken, looking into the relative economics of conventional
and nuclear generation and the merits of different reactor
systems, including prospective uranium supplies and prices, and
the implications of different programmes upon manufacturing
industry. This brought about a tremendous debate on the best
method of assessing the total economic effect of adding different
kinds of plant to a fully integrated system of electricity
production and operating it to the best advantage throughout its
estimated working life. In fact this is a very complex problem
since the cost characteristics of nuclear and fossil fuel-fired
plant, and the consequential operating regimes through their
lives, are quite different and it was realised that a complete
solution involved calculation of the total system costs with the
alternative plants for long periods. A large amount of work was
undertaken by the CEGB, but since nuclear power was now on the
brink of being economic on its own right - a situation that was
very different from chat in which the first programme was
announced - the accuracy of the economic calculations was of
increasing importance. The basic assumptions and the techniques
used for these calculations came under scrutiny, but were finally
accepted and apart from some refinements, have not been
substantially changed.

As a result of the 1962 review, in 1964 the UK
Government published a further White Paper 'The Second Nuclear
Power Programme1. In brief this stated that a new reactor system
should be preferred to further development of the magnox system
and that whilst the advanced gas reactor (AGR), which was under
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The AGR prog r a.-me was not without its problems and in
1972 the CECB decided that it could not proceed with further AGR
orders and advised the Government, that the next nuclear orders
should be for the Pressurised Wr.ter Reactor (PWR). This would
allow the UK to Der.ef i; from the extensive world design and
operating experience of tnis system and the large scale
commitment of industrial resources, research and finance to it.

In the event, in L9"7s the Government decided to go ahead
with a programme of Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactors
(SGHWR), a system for wnich no commercial design existed and
which would involve the difficult safety and environmental
problems of producing heavy water on a suitable site in the UK.
This decision was taker: against the advice of the CEGB. After
three years of design •>; c r.»'. it was concluded that the SGHWR had
little prospect of providing a sound basis for future nuclear
capacity in the UK and that the project should be discontinued.

In 1977 the CEGB carried out a review of reactor
strategy appropriate to the situation at that time for th^
further development CL nuclear power. At that time the AGR
appeared to be more promising than two or three years earlier
although severe problems were stilJ being encountered on the
earlier AGR stations. Hinkiey Point 'B: (and Hunterston 'B' -
SSEB] had oeen commissioned and operating experience was becoming
available. Furthermore the AGR was the only advanced reactor
immediately available for licensing in the UK. The conclusions
from the review by CECB were that the UK's thermal reactor policy
could not rest on the choice of a single system and it was
necessary to proceed with both the AGR and PWR. The AGR might
not prove to be as good an investment as the PWR, but farther
work was needed to demonstrate the acceptability of the PWR in
the UK.

In January 19 7 B the Government announced a policy on
nuclear reactors which was fully in Line with the CEGB's
strategy, that wai.- that worx on the SGHWR should be discontinued
and the AGR stations currently under construction would be
completed and brought into service as soon as possible. The
Government authorised tr.e CEGB a\\C SSEB to begin work at once
with the view of ordering one AGR station each as soon as
possible. The Government accepted the need to develop the PWR
option in the early 1980s and endorsed the CEGB's intention that
provided desijn work was satisfactorily completed and all
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necessary Government and other consents had been obtained it
would order a PWR station. Planning and design work for the PWR
station commenced and an application for planning consent was
nade to the Secretary of State in January 1981. This led to a
Public Inquiry, and the case for Sizewell '8' is discussed next
in the paper.

3 CHOICE OF THE PRESSURISED WATER REACTOR (PWR)

The CEGB's objective is to provide a secure and economic
supply of electricity to meet the needs of consumers in England
and Wales on a continuing basis and it therefore manages its
assets and undertakes new investment both to provide sufficient
generating capacity to meet demand and to supply electricity at
the lowest cost consistent with security.

The CEGB has to plan to achieve its objective against a
future which is inherently uncertain. New generating stations
normally have construction lead times of at least six or seven
years and operating lives of decades, so that the possible trends
in the electricity demand, fuel availability and fuel prices must
be considered for many years ahead in order to enable decisions
to be made on the amount and types of new plant to be ordered.

In planning the development of an electricity system the
provision of new capacity to meet the forecast demand is not the
only reason which might justify the construction of new
generating plant. New construction might also be justified on
economic grounds and allow the retirement of some existing
generating capacity. This policy is adopted by CEGB, and each
year there is a programme for retiring old and more expensive
generating plant.

At the present time, the CEGB's generating capacity
comprises coal-fired, oil-fired, nuclear, gas-turbine and a small
amount of pumped storagef hydro and other plant. Currently there
is a heavy dependence on the use of coal (in excess of 80%).
Coal will continue for many years as the principal fuel for
electricity generation in the UK and oil will persist in a minor
role, but the CEGB believes that it would be unwise to increase
dependence on fossil fuels which are likely to become more
expensive and less certain in supply. In its thermal reactor
strategy the CEGB wishes to be in a position to choose between
the AGR and an alternative reactor system for future nuclear
power station orders. Of the various alternative reactor
systems, the CEGB regards the PWR as the most suitable for the
UK. From a most detailed review of potential licensors and their
designs of nuclear steam supply systems, it was concluded that
overall, Westinghouse had a clear advantage in experience of
manufacture, construction, operation and transfer of technology
and in the scale of supporting resources and they were appointed
as licensor for the UK Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS).
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An existing nuclear: .;ite .it j.z^v.; ;n the east coast
of England was selected by m e CKGB as tr.e s.te tor a proposed
120 0 MW PWR power station.

The Public Inquiry whr:h u It ; rr.iteiy lead to planning
consent to build the station, comrcencec in January 1983 and was
closed in March 1985. The CEGB's ca.-.;.e for the construction of
Sizewell 'B' PWR power station was bas^d upon:-

(a) Economy, in that it was estimated to give lifetime and
operational savings that more than offset its original
capital cost and to have a superior economic return to
investment to either an AGR or coal-fired station.

(b) Fuel diversity, making a contribution by displacing
fossil fuel up to the equivalent of 2.5m tonnes of coal
per annum.

(c) Provision of capacity, in that in would provide part of
the new generating capacity likely to be needed to
replace time expired plant and to meet any increase in
electricity demand.

Additionally the Boards reasons for adopting the PWR
strategy were that:

The PWR was a proven reactor system
The PWR was easier to construct and maintain than the
AGR
The PWR was the mainstream of world development
The PWR was safe and would fully meet UK licensing
requirements.

To implement this strategy the planning and design work
for a PWR station has been in progress for several years and an
application for planning consent was made to the Secretary of
State in January 1981. As stated previously this led to a Public
Inquiry was commenced in January 1983 and lasted just over 2
years. As evidence for the Inquiry the CEGB presented its
Statement of Case for building Sizewell 'B', which was
subsequently discussed and questioned at the Inquiry. To a great
extent the arguments settled on the economic and safety aspects
presented by CEGB.

Expanding on the preceeding paragraphs it is easily seen
why the CEGB wanted to build a British PWR nuclear power station
at Sizewell, why it was a better choice for electricity consumers
than the AGR, and why it will provide good job opportunities for
the UK both now and into the future. The CEGB is not wedded to
any generation technology or reactor system for its own sake. It
is the CEGB's job to look at the available alternatives on their
own merits and to choose plant which on the evidence will provide
the cheapest electricity for our customers and which is safe. It
is also our responsibility to maintain electricity supplies both
now and into the future.
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The facts of th>j -dtt-.-i' are '."JI:

(i) The PWR will provide oioctric:ty an substantially lower
cost than any other typo of ;,ow« r :--cation, 20% to 25%
less than an AGR. This is nainly i^cause of the higher
capital cost of the AGR which requires two reactors, the
nuclear plant of each of which is more complex and
costly than for a single PWR, to produce similar amounts
of power. Secondly the PWR's operating ife is expected
to be 10 years longer than that of the AGR. Except for
Britain all those countries who once used gas cooled
reactors have abandoned them for the advantages of water
reactors.

(ii) The PWR is a proven reactor system which has been chosen
by 26 of the 31 countries which have developed nuclear
power and we can thus tap into a worldwide wealth of
experience.

(iii) Because of the extended period it has taken to bring the
AGRs to power our operational experience is still very
limited. We know that the AGR has more onerous
operating conditions than the PWR because it operates at
a much higher temperatures, and is more difficult to
maintain and repair. The durability of the AGR is thus
less certain, and its expected operating life is in any
event shorter than a PWR's.

(iv) The PWR and AGR are both safe. Each has to meet the
sane current UK safety and licensing requirements.
Whilst the PWR is close to completing this process a
further AGR would have to await the outcome of a
comprehensive safety review and perhaps a safety
examination at a public inquiry. This would take time
and could lead to increased costs.

(v) In terms of where it will be built and job opportunities
the PWR is already a British reactor. Nearly all the
plant of the Sizewell *B' PWR would be made in the UK.
Design contracts have been let to numerous British firms
who only await the go-ahead to turn the orders into
high-quality engineering work and the skilled jobs which
would flow from this. It would create 10,000 jobs a
year for seven years and do so at least two years
earlier than a possible next AGR. With the PWR furtner
jobs from participation in export markets can also be
looked for.

(vi) A decision to proceed with the PWR does not preclude the
construction of further AGRs should this be desired.
The CEGB is committed to keeping the AGR technology
alive.
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The reasons m favour of the PWR are essentially the
same as those on which the 1977 thermal reactor strategy was
based. That strategy which was supported by the CEGB, NNC, SSEB
at the time, and by two successive administrations envisaged the
development of the option to build the F-WR as an alternative to
the AGR for further nuclear planting through the design and
construction of Sizewell 'B'. It has been argued that
circumstances have changed now that AGR operational experience is
greater and the requirement for new power sttion capacity is
lower. But this is not really the case. Whilst recent AGR
operating experience is more encouraging, the combined operating
experience of all the AGRs is 20 full power reactor years and- AGR
station operation at or close to design rating has been limited.
On the other hand operating experience of the PWRs is very
extensive and is equivalent to about 480 full power years.

Moreover as was nade clear at the Sizewell Inquiry a
significant programme of generating capacity, about 9,000 MW,
would be required by the CEGB to the turn of the century just to
replace the Magnox and other stations which would be retired in
the interim and to meet modest growth in electricity demand. The
shortage of AGR experience coupled with its more onerous
operating conditions and greater difficulty of repair and
maintenance mean that the AGR is a less secure option than the
PWR and a riskier investment. As the PWR is also expected to
generate electricity substantially cheaper than the AGR there is
no good reason for departing from the thermal reactor strategy at
this stage.

The CEGB has the responsibility to provide safe, secure,
and low cost electricity supplies to its customers. It believes
that the PWR is the right way to help achieve this objective and
at the end of the day it is the CEGB who is accountable for the
decisions it has to make.

4 SIZEWELL 'B' - FROM THE PUBLIC INQUIRY TO PRESENT,
CONSENTS, LICENSING, AND SAFETY

On completion of the Public Inquiry in March 1985 there
followed a period of several months before the report was issued
(January 1987) recommending the go ahead for Sizewell 'B1. This
was then endorsed by the Secretary of State for Energy before
submission to, and subsequent approval by the Government in March
1987.
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Target Programme is thus:

CEGB applied for statutory consent
Public Inquiry's main hearings began
Public Inquiry closed
Inspector's report republished
Consent given by Secretary of

State for Energy
Engineers move on site
Site licence granted by Nil
First major construction activity
Pouring of first permanent

structural concrete
Installation of Reactor
Pressure Vessel

Pre-Operational Safety Report to Nil
Start Cold Hydro
Start Hot Functional Test
Start Load Fuel
Raise Power

3 0 January 1981
11 January 1983
7 March 1985
26 January 1987

12 March 1987
23 March 1987
4 June 1987
July 1987

July 1988
February 1991

September 1992
June 1993
August 1993
November 19 93
February 1994

Design

One advantage of the exhaustive scrutiny that the safety
case for Sizewell 'B' has undergone by the Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate (Nil) and at the Public Inquiry, is that the CEGB
can be very confident that changes to the design will not be
required during construction as a result of licensing issues.
Indeed, the robustness of the 'reference' design has been
demonstrated by the low level of design changes which have been
necessary during the years since CEGB established the design.
CEGB has now frozen the detailed design for the civil works.
This point has been reach by a collaborative effort between the
CEGB, NNC, the other consultant engineering companies, and the
design offices of the contractors.

The new management arrangements for Sizewell 'B' place
the primary responsibility for the design specification and
overall layout, and for co-ordinating the detailed design work
with the Project Management Team (PMT). The CEGB is drawing
heavily on the services of NNC, who provide about half of the
engineers in the PMT and under a separate contract undertake a
major part of the system design and safety analysis work. The
two other major participants in the design phase of the project
are the pipework joint venture formed by Babcock Power, Pipe
Engineering Division (of British Steel) (PED) and Aitons [now
Babcock Power and Aitons as PED is part of the Babcock parent
company] (BPA) , and Nuclear Design Associates(NDA) who acting as
consultants, carry out the civil design. NDA is jointly owned by
Taylor Woodrow and Sir Robert McAlpine. Design work has also
been undertaken by GEC, Framatome, and Westinghouse under Phase I
of their supply contracts.

The CEGB are concentrating the design effort and project
management at Booths Hall, Knutsford. Beside the PMT and NNC,
BPA and the new Westinghouse/NCC PWR Power Projects company have
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design offices at Knutsford. These teams have settled down well
and have achieved good communications, with all parties having
ready access to the engineering models. State of the art CAD and
CAE is in current use and CEGB are investigating further
advances including a 3D modelling capability.

The detail design i3 coming together very well, not
surprising when it is based on well proven Westinghouse and
Bechtel designs. The choice of the 5NUPPS plants as CEGB model
has been vindicated by their excellent performance.

The final Sizewell 'B' design bears comparison with the
latest French and US designs and will be suitable for replication
for a small family of stations. In anticipation of likely future
requirements, design work for a Mkll design for use in a second
round of stations commenced soon after Section 2 consent for
Sizewell 'B1. The existing design has anticipated and
incorporated many of the features in the advanced designs such as
that being proposed by Mitsubushi. Thus there are likely to be
only a few areas in the Sizewell 'B' design which will change,
reflecting an overall convergence between the designs in France,
USA, Japan and ourselves. It is anticipated that no further
changes will be necessary for safety, but CEGB will wish to
increase the output for economic reasons and introduce features
which will improve the load following characteristics.

Development Work

Some initiatives CEGB have taken to help British
industry to qualify themselves to supply the equipment for
Sizewell 'B' and hence for overseas PWR's include the harsh
environment test facilities at NNC and Rolls Royce and
Associates, the Marchwood valve test facility, the rig
constructed at Weirs, to enable full flow testing of the primary
pumps, and the development of large specialist forgings by
Sheffield Forgemasters.

Contractual Arrangements

Early Ordering

The CEGB adopted an early ordering policy, and these
contracts were planned to be released in phases. Phase 1
releases the contractor to undertake the front-end design work
and provide a feedback to the layout engineers and civil
consultants. Phase 2 releases the contractor to procure
materials such as forgings which have a long lead time. Phase 3
is manufacture and erection, and were not released until the
project was fully sanctioned.

The CEGB's intention is to maximise the amount of
British supply for Sizewell 'B' and wherever possible to promote
the upgrading of potential suppliers so that on a subsequent
station even more of the supply will be British. It has been
gratifying to find that many manufacturers have already improved
their manufacturing facilities and quality assurance capability.
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In summary, CEGB anticipate thac the great majority of
the NSSS equipment, supply and its erection will be by British
companies, with the BPA joint venture and their sub-contractors
supplying the pipework. Setting to work and commissioning will
involve the equipment suppliers and PWR Power Projects. CEGB
believe that these arrangements will provide an effective means
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of securing the introduction of PWR technology into the UK and
should allow British manufacturers the opportunity to increase
their participation in the world wide market for PWR component
supply, and in replacement and refurbishment work on existing
stations.

Contracts for the Balance of Plant

The balance of the plant is of course open to
competitive tender from CEGB's traditional suppliers.

Contracts placed to date and their monetary value

Total Hardware (plant/works) Contracts placed

_£
684m

Total Software (Inspection/Consultancy/Design/Architects and
Computer Software assessment) placed

Total Value of Contracts placed (at varying price basis dates)

£
746.5m (1 October 1988)

During the current month two key contracts worth almost
£60m have been awarded by CEGB for Sizewell 'B's' process plant
control and instrumentation, and construction of the cooling
water (CW) works. These take the total committed in major
contracts for the £l700m project to over £800m. »

Keir Construction Ltd has been awarded the £35m plus
contract for the CW works, and work began immediately.

NEI Electronics has been awarded the process plant -
control and instrumentation package worth more than £20m.

Construction

The planning of the construction phase has been
undertaken in substantial detail, making use of the PWR 1:20
scale model and a 1:75 scale construction model. This work has
confirmed that the 72 month construction programme from first
permanent concrete to commissioning is attainable, subject to all
participants on the project playing their parts effectively,
designers, contractors and unions. Good industrial relations
on site are of course central to achieving the construction
programme and the Board are anticipating similar arrangements on
Sizewell as have been successfully deployed on Heysham II (AGR)
and Drax (coal-fired).
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Construction to date (October 1988)

At site work is progressing on the construction of tne
permanent buildings. Concreting of tne .oase r/.ats for tne
buildings making up the Power Block is in ".and and a start has
just been made to the walls of the Auxiliary Building. On
Sizewell the Power Block is surrounded oy a series of service
tunnels which conveniently provide routing for cabling and
service pipework maintaining the segregation ebtween safety
trains. These tunnels form significant civil engineering
structures and work on these is nearing completion.

Most of the design and manufacturing contracts are now
in place. Major contracts which have yet to be placed include
C'ble Bulk Supply, Cable Installation and Supply of HVAC
Equipment. The manufacture of all major reactor components is
proceeding to programme.

As part of the licensing process, the Nil impose a
series of hold points beyond which construction may only proceed
provided that clearance has been given. There are a total of 9
hold points on the Sizewell project and so far the first two have
been cleared. The first enabling mass fill concreting to
commence and the second allowing the start of structural
concreting. The next hold point which is due for clearance in
the summer of 1989 will allow installation of supports for the
Reactor Pressure Vessel.

Construction overall is some 6 weeks ahead of target
programme.

Jobs

Sizewell 'B' will provide a valuable boost to employment
in the UK. As stated previously during the seven years following
approval to go ahead with the project an average of about 10,000
jobs would be provided in industry and on site. Due to the
distribution of employment with time, this should peak at about
15,000 including over 3,000 jobs on site.

More than 1,200 of the construction jobs should be
filled by people living locally or within daily travelling
distance of Sizewell 'B1. In addition, further job opportunities
for people in East Anglia would arise from the stimulus the
project would give to the local economy. Much indirect support
is required in providing new roads and in improving local
services and amenities.

Many contracts remain to be awarded and the message CEGB
are getting from the power plant and construction industry is
that they desparately need these contracts to sustain their work
load.
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5 THE FUTURE

The CEGB continues to study alternative forms of energy
as an informed potential user. Some development work is in
progress by CEGB such as the installation of prototype wind power
generators on the system to examine their performance. However
at the present time the overall conclusion is that none of these
technologies can offer with any assurance, an economic, reliable
and sufficient source to be competitive with nuclear plant.

The level of activity in the nuclear power plant
industry will depend on the CEGB's programme of new construction
to replace decommissioned plant and to meet any growth in demand.
Predicting future requirements is always difficult, but recently
the CEGB announced that it was anticipating the need for some
12,000 MW of new plant to be commissioned by the year 2000.
PWR's remain attractive on economic and fuel diversity
considerations.

With Sizewell under construction the CEGB intends
exploiting the opportunity for replicating the design on other
sites to secure the full economic return from investment in PWR
technology. An application has been made (August 1987) for a PWR
at Hinkley Point ('C Station), and follow that by applications
for sites drawn from Winfrith (Dorset), Dungeness (Kent),
Druridge (Northumberland), Trawsfynydd and Wylfa (North Wales).

On 10 May 1988 the CEGB announced its intention to apply
later this year for permission to build a PWR at Wylfa in
addition to the existing magnox station. Like Hinkley 'C the
application to the Secretary of State for Energy for consent to
build this station will be accompanied by an Environmental
Statement, a detailed report describing the proposal and steps
which would be taken to minimise the effect on the environment.

The CEGB's intention is to create a minimum family of
four or five replicate plants. Such a programme should provide
British plant suppliers with continuity of manufacture and enable
progress to be made along the learning curve not only of the -
technology, but in terms of controlling costs and project
management. Then for the first time in the history of the
nuclear power industry in this country the UK will have the
prospect of building plants which have the potential to
significantly reduce the cost of electricity to CEGB consumers
and which can lead to significant exports of equipment.

If a PWR family is built, British companies are likely
to compete successfully for even more than the 90% of project
value they should achieve at Sizewell 'B1. Depending on the
number of projects and the time intervals between them, the PWR
family could on average produce direct employment of about 25,000
~jobs each year over 15 years.



Even the nuclear part of each of *_hese power stations
would be mostly British-built. Probably the only 'hardware' not
provided from Britain would be the reactor pressure vessels and
some reactor internal components/ which require expensive
dedicated production facilities.

This month (4 October 1988) the Public Inquiry into the
proposed building of Hinkley 'C commenced, and the CEGB's
senior officers are now giving their evidence.

It is the CEGB's belief that Britain's second
pressurised water reactor (PWR) nuclear power station could be
built more quickly and at significantly lower capital cost than
its counterpart Sizewell B, now under construction in Suffolk.

By repeating the design, with minor modifications for
site differences, savings of at least £250m could be made in the
basic capital costs of the proposed Hinkley Point 'C PWR in
Somerset. (£l470m against £l640m for Sizewell 'B' - 1987
prices.)

The station's target construction programme, pouring the
first structural concrete through to fuel loading, is estimated
at 60 months, a reduction of 3 months on the Sizewell 'B'
programme. Subject to approval, main site work at Hinkley would
start in 1991 with the station fully operational by 1997/8.

The anticipated improved construction target programme
is based on:

the availability of additional information from
.., contractors and from the detailing of the design of

Sizewell 'B1;

the result of the design being relatively further
advanced on Hinkley Point 'C so that more
prefabrication of assemblies would be possible? and

- the benefits of replication in that the building and
commissioning of plant at Hinkley should be completed
more quickly than at Sizewell 'B'.

The reduced capital cost estimates for Hinkley Point 'C
reflected a number of important factors, in particular:

- avoidance of the large launching costs and first-of-a-
kind engineering costs for Sizewell 'B' which would not
be repeated;

lower costs due to placing repeat orders with
contractors. This should follow from the contractors'
first-of-a-kind design costs and the benefit from the
use of specialist factory facilities already set up for
Sizewell 'B*.
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In order ;.o Luild a power station 10 time and cost the
CEGB attaches great: importance to t;£ fect ive project management.
To achieve tnis for Sizeweii 'B', a Project Management Board
(PMB) and executive Project Management Team (PMT) were set up.
This team was being expanded so tr.at it :;o'_;.!d take full
responsibility for the H^nkley Point 'C' project a i any further
PWR design and construction work. [As from 1 November 1988, NNC
staff become CEGB employees.]

In addition, the CEGB had entered into option agreements
with the contractors for most of the main plant and equipment.
These would provide the option to purhcase, on a repeat ordering
basis, replicates of equipment supplied for Sizeweii 'B' at an
agreed price.

Meanwhile the CEGB is to proceed at its own risk with
early ordering of key long lead items of plant for the Hinkley
Point 'C (PWR).

In the CEGB's view early ordering was necessary to
ensure that, if and when consent for the station was given,
Hinkley Point 'C could be built and commissioned by 1998. (A
similar decision on long lead items was taken during the Public
Inquiry for the Sizeweii 'B' PWR, now under construction in
Suffolk.)

If orders for Hinkley Point 'C items were not placed
now and if consent was given, the project would be delayed. This
would result in substantial additional costs and, depending on
the length of delay, could result in foregoing many of the
benefits of replication, in particular a loss of continuity in
manufacturers' works.

The items which would have to be ordered in advance of
the Board's assumed consent date of May 1990 include forgings
and castings for the reactor pressure vessel (RPV), the steam
generators, the pressuriser and associated inspection work. The
cost commitment on these items before Section 2 consent is £l7m
compared with the total cost of £1500m for Hinkley Point 'C1.'

A contract for the first of those items, fabrication of
the PRV forgings, was being placed with the French company
Framatome, manufacturers of the Sizeweii 'B' vessel now under
construction. The current programme would mean delivery of the
Hinkley Point 'C vessel for installation in 1994.

The decision to proceed with the orders now was taken
without prejudice to the eventual decision which the Secretary of
State for Energy might make. On a balance of considerations the
CEGB had concluded that it would be right to proceed with the
expenditure and risk the possibility that it might be abortive.
As at Sizeweii, the CEGB accepted that the commitment was not in
itself a reason for granting consent.
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The CEGB has taker, the decision on the basis that it
will minimise the cost involved should consent not be given, and
that the expenditure will be contained within approved overall
capital expenditure.

Looking further to the future, developments of the PWR
design will of course Lake place. In the UK we will be focusing
such developments on the design of a Mark-2 PWR to follow on from
the first series. The CEGE do not expect the developments to be
very radical, and the emphasis will be on improved economics and
operational flexibility. This Mark-2 design is for the mid-
1990s, and in the meantime the Sizewell 'B1 project is providing
a firm foundation for the future British programme.
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Abstract

The paper describes main features of Czechoslovak nuclear

power programmer, utilization of NPP with, proven design, high

degree of standardisation, high share of domestic industry and

tight cooperation with USSR. Further competence, position and

organisation of regulatory bodies is explained with the main

attention on safe regulation from the nuclear safety point of

view, which is performed by Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission.

All main aspects of regulatory activity /review and assessment,

licencing process, inspection and enforcement, regulations/ are

discussed in detail and methods and experiences gained are

described. In short the other regulatory activities /operating

personnel, emergency planning, research, information/ are mentioned.
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1. Czechoslovak, nuclear power

The Industrial peaceful use ot r.uclear energy started in

Czechoslovakia In 1955, when a bilateral agreement en assist-

ance and co-operation with the Soviet 'Jr.icr. was signed. In

195 7 the first research nuclear reactor in Czechoslovakia

was put into operation and in the 1950s Czechoslovakia in

collaboration with the USSR participated In development and

construction of a heavy water power reactor which entered

test operation in 19 72.

In 19 70 the Czechoslovak Government decided to base the

Czechoslovak nuclear power programme en the well proven Soviet

PWR type marked WER. In Czechoslovakia there are at present

eight units of the type WER-4 40 in cperarion at the sites

Jaslovske 3ohunice and Dukovany, four units WER-4 40 are at

an advanced stage of construction at the site Mochcvce and

construction of four units WER-1C00 has begun at the site

Temelin.

In the terms of absolute values, i.e. the installed

capacity / 2520 MWe/ or the share on produced energy /26 %/,

the Czechoslovak nuclear programme falls approximately into

the middle of a sequence of countries employing nuclear power-

However, from the standpoint of both prospects of development

and relative figures /as the number of reactors per million of

inhabitants or the number of reactors per unit of area/ the

Czechoslovak nuclear programme has attained a prominent posi-

tion in the world. This importance of nuclear power in Czecho-

slovakia follows especially from the limited resources of

fossil fuels as well as environmental considerations. Since

19 80 in Czechoslovakia only nuclear power plants and

hydroelectric plants are to come on line.

Among the main features of the Czechoslovak nuclear power

programme belongs:

- adherence to a proved nuclear power plant design with reac-

tor WER-440 and later WEP.-1C00;
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- high, degree of standardization of construction and operation;

- high share of domestic industry on the component supply

/8O %/;

- tight international cooperation with other CMEA countries,

especially the Soviet Union.

These circumstances are naturally reflected in the

requirements and activities of safe regulation.

Czechoslovakia belongs to countries with an open fuel

cycle; the remaining services /manufacture of fuel elements,

reprocessing of spent fuel/ are provided for the Czechoslovak,

nuclear programme by the USSR.

All other activities within are executed on Czechoslovak

territory and are subjected to supervision by regulatory

bodies.

2. Competence, position and organization of regulatory bodies

Regulatory activities form an integral part of the Cze-

choslovak nuclear programme from its beginning. Following the

distribution of competence among the governmental authorities

and the tradition there are several independent regulatory

bodies acting in nuclear power:

- the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission - nuclear safety

- the hygienic service bodies - radiation protection

- the Offices of Technical Safety - technical safety

- the fire protection bodies — fire protection

Except the nuclear safety all of them are conventional

regulatory bodies which extended or deepened their activities

with the coming of nuclear power. Nuclear safety is a matter

of a new regulatory body, whose formation has been necessitated

by the specifics of nuclear energy and whose function hasn "t

been covered by other regulatory bodies.
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In otrier countries this fur.cti:;: ; i usually associated

with, some of other regulatory ac":Lvi:.i-i;, :;.g. radiation

protection /L'SA, Finland, GUR/ c: :e:r_-.:.-:jiL safety /USSR,

Hungary/.

All regulatory bodies act!" r in •:::•.= .rhoslovakla in the

field of nuclear cower meet the requirement of entire

independence on the departments of designers, manufacturers,

constructors and operators of nuclear installations and their

competence has been determined by separate lavs. The existence

of several regulatory bodies makes increased demands on their

co-operation. The rules of this co-operation have been set

down by pertinent agreements, which have been concluded.

The competence to perform the supervision of nuclear

safety has been entrusted to the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy

Commission from two reasons: it is a central authority with

federal authority, entirely independent on manufacturers,

constructors and operators; besides it is a body -*ith highly

qualified personnel, which is fully accepted by other bodies.

The state supervision of nuclear safety in Czechoslovakia

has been implemented since 19 70, but its legislative base has

evolved much more slowly. The ma]or legislative milestones

were the years 19 76 /Civil Engineering Act Mr. 50/, 19 79

/Governmental decree Mr. 19 6 concerning the supervision in

nuclear power/, 19 84 /Nuclear Safety State Supervision Act

Mr. 2 8/ and 19 87 /decree Nr. 5 6 concerning the extension and

deepening of nuclear safety state supervision/. The most

important one among those listed has been the Nuclear Safety

State Supervision Act Nr. 28/1934, which has created a full

value and comprehensive legal base for performance this activity.

In comparison to atomic acts with a rather general character,

it presents a narrowly aimed legal arrangement. The act

contains a definiton of nuclear safety as "a condition and

capability of a nuclear installation and ics operationg staff

to prevent an uncontrolled progress of the fission chain
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reaction and unpermitted release of ionising radiation and

radioactive materials into environment", which, could be

considered as sufficiently comprehensive. The act includes

rights and obligations of both principal partners of the

licencing process - the regulatory body and the responsible

organization; it determines the phases of licensing process,

the documentation, liable to approval, principles and require-

ments of inspection activity, including sanctions, the right

to issue regulations, etc. Its only weak, point, is the fact

that it defines as a responsible organization the investor

and operator of a nuclear installation as well as the shipper

of nuclear materials, and not the manufacturer of equipment.

In addition to the regulatory activity the Czechoslovak

Atomic Energy Commission /CzAEC/ acts as sponsor of the

scientific and technological development within the Czechoslo-

vak nuclear programme both in the energy and non-energy field;

it ensures the international co-operation and it manages four

research institutes.

The regulatory activities are in the CzAEC performed by

the Department of the General Inspector, which is divided into

Nuclear Safety Division and Division of Nuclear Materials; the

planned number of its staff is 54. The Nuclear Safety Division

performs evaluations of nuclear safety of installations with

nuclear reactors, inspection of quality assurance of equipment

and personnel, evaluation of sites, etc. The Division of

Nuclear Materials performs supervision of the remaining nuclear

facilities /interim storage, nuclear waste depositories, trans-

portation/, physical protection and nuclear material control

and accounting and the connections for the safeguards system

of IAEA.

All its staff-members have university qualification in

various branches /nuclear engineering, mechanical engineering,

electrical engineering, chemistry/ and they have been recruited

from various organizations /operators, manufacturers, research,

other regulatory bodies/. After a training lasting 3 to 6
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months a staff member is er.tru3.ed with the function of an

inspector with righ.cs and obligations following from the law.

Staff members, who are directly engaged in nuclear safety of

the operation have a operator licence.

On constituting the regulatory body and its function,

two principles have been followed:

- the aim is a regulatory body, which should not be too large

and should have highly qualified personnel;

- all staff-members — in the framework of their specialization -

should participate in all elements of the regulatory activity

/review and assessment, inspections, regulations/.

With increasing volume of the regulatory activity a need

has emerged to form a legal group within the regulatory body

to ensure the desirable legislative and formal quality of the

regulatory results.

3. Licensing activity

The Act Mr. 23/1984 prescribes three basic phases of the

licensing process:

- site approval including the exclusion :or.e f

- permit with the start of construction,

- licence for the permanent operation,

which correspond to the basic phases as determined by the

Civil Engineering Act. To obtain a permit for each phase, the

responsible organization shall submit the safety analysis

report /introductory, preliminary, pre-operational/. The

requirements upon the content and layout of safety reports

are set down by the regulatory body and correspond do IAEA

recommendations. According to the Act the time, during which

a decision is to be taken after submitting of the application

with mandatory documents, should nor. exceed tv/o months. In the

course of this time the documents should be comprehensively

examinated and reviewed by the regulatory body, with regard to
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the shortness of the prescribed period, external reviews have

been also employed, especially by virtue of the Institute of

Nuclear Research, which, is subordinated to the regulatory

body. In accelerating of the licensing procedure the extensive

standardization of the Czechoslovak nuclear programme is

helpful.

The Act allows to subject an approval of the regulatory

body to compliance with, timely limited conditions. Non-fulfilment

of a condition, which, could seriously endanger the nuclear

safety, may lead to withdrawal of the given approval. Accord-

ing to the Act the regulatory body is authorized to order a

reduction of the output or shutdown of the unit, if there is

a danger in case of delay or if there are arising material

facts with regard to nuclear safety.

The decisions rendered by the regulatory body in these

three basic phases of the licensing process form a binding

basis for an approval by local authorities /District National

Committee/. In this way the participation of local bodies in

the licensing process for nuclear installations in Czechoslo-

vakia is ensured, as they can assert their own requirements,

besides those of the regulatory body. As the experience showed,

after rendering an approval of the permanent operation the

regulatory body was losing the possibility to rise upon the

licensee any demands based on an assessment of the safety of

operation. Therefore the regulatory body has adopted granting

of timely limited operating licence, at first for two years

and later for four years, in correspondence with schedules of

completion of in-service inspection cycles of nuclear safety

related equipment. This approach has fully acquited itself.

The specifities of nuclear installations together with the

nuclear safety requirements had necessitated introduction of

additional phases of the licensing process, especially within

the period between granting of the construction permit and

licence of the permanent operation.
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The Act Nr. 28/19 84 settles these additional phases;

- start of the fuel loading into the reactor core,

- beginning of the physical start-up,

- beginning of the power start-up on successive power levels

of 5 I, 20 %, 50 %, 75 %, 90 % and 100 %, including the

socalled complex test lasting 144 hours,

- beginning of the trial operation /6 months/.

These decisions of-the regulatory body are conveyed

directly to the responsible organization; local authorities

are not linked up with these phases, as these are a matter of

intermediate and exclusively special technical decisions.

The basis for rendition of these decisions consists in

an review and inspection of the preparedness of the equipment,

personnel and documentation, which is defined for each phase

by the regulations.

For granting of partial permits, e.g. for the starting of

power start-up tests on a higher power level, the resident

inspectors at the sites have been usually authorized. In these

cases the regulatory body must react operatively.

In addition the regulatory body renders other decisions on

approving selected documents, as provided by law: the quality

assurance programmes, programmes of the physical or power

start-up, limits and conditions of safe operation as well as

all proposed and justified changes of these documents.

All these decisions are rendered in a standard form and-

from the side of a responsible organization are not appealable.

The total number of decisions rendered by the regulatory body

ranges from 150 to 200 per year.

4. Inspection activities and sanctions

The inspection activity forms an integral part of

regulatory body's function; it involves an actual contact with
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the responsible organization and its personnel and a control

directly at the site; moreover it constitutes the necessary

feedback for the regulatory activity.

The ensuring of the inspection activity has been given

considerable attention from the beginning. The inspection

activity is realized in two forms:

- inspections performed by staff from the head-office in Prague

once a week, on the average;

- inspection activity of resident inspectors at nuclear power

plant sites, which has practivally a continuous character.

Majority of inspections is announced to the responsible

organization in advance, including their date and subject

matter. Non-announced inspections have been performed

exceptionally, if necessitated by their character.

Till now most inspections have been aimed at an investi-

gation of events occurred at nuclear powe plants or at an

examination of preparedness for the beginning of certain phase

subject to a decision. At present a plan of inspections of a

predominantly preventive character has been prepared.

Each inspection results in an inspection report, which is

an internal document of the regulatory body. The report contains

the aim of the inspection, its detailed course, including a

description of used inspection methods, its results and pro-

posed provisions.

According to situation and agreement the inspection can

be concluded on the spot by a joint record. In case the

inspector finds deficiencies cr non-compliances, which have or

may have influence on the nuclear safety, he draws up a proto-

col on the spot and winds it up with a representative of the

responsible organization. The protocol is an official document,

which can be employed in subsequent proceedings. Such protocols

have been worked out in about 25 % cases of inspections.
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The form of resident inspectors at nuclear power plant

sites was adopted in Czechoslovakia for the first time in

19 80. It has fully acquited itself and nowadays there are 7

resident inspectors working at 3 sites /Bohunice, Dukovany,

Mochovce/.

It has been decided to have at a site with. 4 units

available 4 resident inspectors of different specialization

in order to cover important fields of inspection activity

/operation, quality of equipment, electrical equipment, etc./.

A number of inspectors at a site also enables, in case of

need /e.g. start-up of units, important tests and experiments/,

to establish a continuous supervision. In general the form of

resident inspectors has proved competent in practice and its

merits /high expertness, operativeness/ have predominated

over its potential deficiencies /relations to the partners/.

The requirements for qualification of resident inspectors are.

aimed especially at their field experience in construction

and operation. Hence, they have been mostly recruited from

the personnel of the responsible organization, whereby dif-

ficulties have been arising, especially with regard to the

determination of their salaries.

Between the head-office and resident inspectors there are

daily contacts by means of telephone or telex. The resident

inspectors document their activity by pariodic weekly reports.

Once in a month they take part in a session of the regulatory

body at the head-office, in case of need, however, they attend

the head-office even in the meantime.

The nuclear safety inspectors are authorized to execute

of their duty by a special certificate entitling them to the•

entry into a nuclear installation. In addition the inspectors

have necessary certification for the entry into the control

zone.

In case of deficiencies or non-compliances found upon

inspection the regulatory body may impose a fine. The law
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enables to impose fines on individuals /'up to the value of

three months salary/ and responsible organizations /up to

1 million Kcs/ for an exposure to danger or an infringement of

nuclear safety requirements. In the Czechoslovak, practice no

serious impairment of the nuclear safety has yet occured; in

a few events it has been only potentially endangered. In most

cases of minor impairments the money and other penalties have

been imposed directly within the responsible organization upon

an assessment by a incident commission. The inspectors are

entitled to participate in the proceedings of the incident

commission and care there about an objective and expert

evaluation of causes and course of an event, including proposed

provisions. Only in repeated or more serious cases the regula-

tory body takes up an imposition of a fine. As bases for this

purpose inspection reports, protocols or other documents

/photographs, records of instruments, etc./ are used. Existing

practice has shown the necessity of a methodical elaboration

of this area , among others for the reason that these are the

only decisions, which are appealable from the side of the

responsible organization according to the. law. Till now the

regulatory body has imposed one fine yearly on the evarage.

5. Issue of regulations

The issue of regulations determining the requirements of

nuclear safety at different stages of the nuclear programme

began already in 19 73. A survey of regulations hitherto

issued is shown in Table 1- At present an issue of additional

regulations is being prepared /physical protection, transport/

and some regulations are amended /quality, personnel/ or

supplemented /siting/.

The preparation and issue of regulations is based on a

principle to set requirements for all fundamental activities

ensuring the nuclear safety in the form of minimum requirements,

which must be met and have a general character. Other require-
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merits, which, are dependent on the type of facility or on the

actual situation, are then asserted in the form of conditions

incorporated in individual decisions. The reason ]ies also in

the fact that a relatively small regulatory body cannot be

permanently burdened with preparation of regulations -

The existing position of the regulatory body doesn't

enable it to issue the regulations independently, but only in

co-operation with the Federal Ministry of Fuel and Power or

other interested departments, which leads to delays and possibly

to compromises. At present in the framework of the realized

reconstruction of the economical and social mechanism a modi-

fication has been prepared, which should remove this deficiency.

Similarly a co-operation with other regulatory bodies needed

to ensure conformity and non-coincidence of requirements.

6- Other activities

Licensing and inspection activities of the regulatory body

for other nuclear installations /research reactors, radioactive

waste depositories, interim fuel storage/are in principle

analogous to those for the nuclear power plants. In case of the

transport of fresh or spent fuel and' of radiactive wastes the

licensing procedure has two phases: approval of the transport

container and approval of the transport itself. At present the

regulatory body is also engaged in the decommissioning of the

nuclear power plant A-l. This facility has been ultimately

shut-dlown in 19 79. With regard to the unique character of

decommissioning of the ^ actor it has been decided to proceed

gradually in small steps. In 19 87 the utilisation of heat from

NPP started in Czechoslovakia and is planned extensively for

each' site. Regulatory body in cooperation with radiation

protection bodies decided to implement regulatory activity

also in this area.

Considerable attention of the regulatory body has been

paid to the checking of the high professional qualification
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and preparedness of the operating personnel of nuclear instal-

lations. Since 1936 the departmental examination board has

been converted into the Stace Examination 3card, which is

nominated by the Chairman of the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy

Commission, and its chief functions are held by the regulatory

body staff-members.

The regulatory body has verified and approved the c_ga-

nizations which have been designated for the personnel educa-

tion and preparation. Sets of examination questions for

written and oral examinations have been prepared and a general

methodology of a State examination has been developed. The

main contribution in area of personnel preparation has been the

start of operation of a full-scale training simulator of the

WER-4 40 unit in 19 84.

The examination beard is predominantly composed of the

most experienced people from the operator's branch; participa-

tion of the regulatory body is a prerecuisite and its repre-

sentatives have a right of veto. The examination is divided

into three phases: written test /eliminating/, oral examination

/analytical/ and a field test /doubling/ which lasts from 4 to

8 weeks. On granting licenses a rule of advance from a lower

to a higher function should be kept /secondary system operator

- primary system operator - unit manager - shift supervisor/,

and the minimun period of performing a function is 1 year. The

license holds 2 years, exceptionally it could by granted for

4 years. The regulatory body looks after the objectivity and

quality of examination, which is witnessed by the fact that

the rate of failures at the examination amounts to about 20 %.

According to law the regulatory body is entitled to verify

independently the operating personnel and to demand a withdrawal

of the license in justified cases.

From the beginning the regulatory body, together with

bodies of the hygienic service and the civil defense, has taken

an active part in formulation of the philosophy and practical

solutions of emergency planning. In 19 30 a special regulation
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for this ohject was issued and in 19 82 a governmental co-ordi-

nation commission was established. The regulatory body directs

the activity of a Central Advisory Group, which is an expert

consultant of the governmental co-ordination commission. At

present the valid regulations and directions /monitoring,

notification and warning/ have been amended on the base of" the

gained experience.

According to law the regulatory body is obliged to utilize

actively the scientific research results for the regulatory

activity. Since 19 75 the regulatory body has co-ordinated a

task of the State Reasearch Plan, aimed at the creation of a

scientific base for its activity. Besides the physical and

thermohydraulic computation codes a method of probabilistic

safety assessment has been developed and applied, and material

properties have been investigated within the scope of this task.

Moreover a standardization of computation codes for the

purposes of safety documentation has been taken up and bases

for expert viewpoints on selected nuclear safety problems are

prepared. As the experience has shown, the regulatory body

needs for its activity certain scientific backing in order to

be capable of being a qualified partner towards the responsible

organization.

Considerable importance has been also attached to the

information activity of the regulatory body. Since 19 83, the

regulatory body has been elaborating periodic quarterly reports

on its activities. These reports are distributed among the

leading political and economic people of branches involved in

nuclear power, including the partner regulatory bodies. Based

on these reports a summary annual report is prepared and

submitted to the Czechoslovak government. In the draft govern-

ment resolution to the report the regulatory body has the

.opportunity of carrying justified proposals for further improved

ensuring of nuclear safety or elimination of existing defi-

ciencies.

Annually all regulatory bodies hold a press conference
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to inform the media of the regulator'/ activity results. As

needed or by request the regulatory body reacts operatively

upon current problems of nuclear safety in Czechoslovakia

as well as abroad.

7. International co-ooeration

From the Czechoslovak part a great importance has been

always attached to the international co-operation of regulatory

bodies, even though such relations have developed rather

slowly. These relations are advantageous, as they enable to

compare the methods and results of activity of bodies working

under different conditions. During the 19 70s bilateral rela-

tions were entered with regulatory bodies of countries opera-

ting nuclear power plants with the YVER reactors /CSSR, GDR,

Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland/.

In 19 37 an important progress has been made by the

establishment of the Council of Regulatory 3cdies of the CMEA

countries engaged m nuclear rower, which enables to improve

the co-operation on the international level.

Contacts with other regulatory bodies have been kept

mostly through the IAEA. This co—operation has intensified

since 19 86, when - on the basis of a Soviet proposition - a

programme of an international regime of safe nuclear pewer

development was launched. The Czechoslovak representatives

have taken active part in the preparation of the NUS3 programme,

in the system of incident reporting IRS-IAEA ar.c m a number

of other activities.

The regulatory body acts as a point of contanct for the

IAEA conventions for early notification and assisstance in the

case of nuclear installation accident and for the bilateral

agreement with Austria.
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1. Introduction

As part of its contribution to the evolution ..•f civil nuclear power in

the UK the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (AF.A) has developed

substantial capabilities in non-destructive, testing. The range of skills,

facilities and constituent techniques has grown to he very large and by any

standard represents a unique combination. Over a period of thirty years to

date the Authority's Laboratories have been ins!"rumen:a 1 in advancing the

basic science of non-destruct ive .testing (ndt ) mpi hods ami are al.-:o at the

forefront of many of the most recent advances in app1i mi inspection

technology.

NDT research, development and applications work ;?: the AEA is carried out

principally at its Risley and Harwell Laboratories. Historically, Ri.sley

Laboratory has developed technical strengths in appiioii nuclear ndt especially

ultrasonic testing. The Laboratory also h-'usc-s the Risjoy Inspection Service

- an operational field inspection service- -nid (ho Inspection Validation

Centre. Harwell Laboratory has been the. focus within > hn Authority for basic

technique research and development, particularly MI ri.-m ~n.u: 1 ear ndt with this

type of work being carried out at the Nat ional NUT c.c-.^i I P . During the past

ten years however Harwell Laboratory lias also d<-.vo! on, ,-i capabilities in

tuic 1 t»;ii" ndl • drawing upon t ho ski 1 Is dcvi' IOIHHI in timi nncliMr areas. It is

important to note that all aspects of ndt for hno i o;.;-, in thp AEA are developing

in an atmosphere of technical synergy. Although well co-ordinated, the

various Laboratory groups retain a separate idrnt.it--1.

This paper reviews the AEA's capabilities ,in<l summarises recent.

achievements in advancing basic scientific i:rvU t st andir.g, applied inspection

technology and service inspection capabilities. References to further reading

are given as appropriate: they are not inL^ndttd to bo exhaustive, merely

illustrative.
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2. Developments in basic scientific understanding

2. \ Ultrasonic l.itno of flight diffraction techniques

Perhaps the single most important AEA achievement in ndt research in

the recent past has been improvements made with the accuracy and

reliability of ultrasonic defect location and sizing. The impetus for

such work was provided by increasing sophistication in fracture mechanics

assessment methods bringing the need for accurate defect height

measurement as well as the traditionally (and more easily measured)

defect length. Therefore fifteen years ago research and development

effort in ultrasonic defect location and sizing was concerned with the

accuracy of existing techniques and whether more accurate techniques

could be developed. Interpretation of ultrasonic data was hampered by

the blurring of the response from any defect by the relatively large

width of the ultrasonic beam. For a thick sectioned component this width

could be many times the defect height and hence provided a very real

limit to the effectiveness of the decibel drop (dB-drop) techniques

commonly used for sizing. In the same period it also became clear that

non-recognition or mislocation of defects were also contributory factors

to the overall unreliability of ultrasonic inspection.

This background prompted extensive research into high-sensitivity

and high-resolution pulse echo ultrasonic inspection techniques and also

into the ultrasonic time-of-flight diffraction technique. The latter

work, carried out by the National NDT Centre, successfully explored and

developed techniques by which defect dimensions are related to the

transit times of ultrasonic pulses. The ultrasonic transit time was

little affected by experimental variations and therefore was expected to

form the basis for a precise sizing technique. A combination of the

time-of-flight approach with the utilisation of the diffracted energy

from the defect extremities led to the powerful time of flight

diffraction technique. (Fig 1). Further developments in the theoretical

understanding of the method and furthering its applicability to reliable

ultrasonic defect detections followed the early emphasis on defect

location. The current situation is summarised in a recent review(l).

2.2 Other contributions

Substantial contributions have also been made to the theory of the

interaction of ultrasound with defects (2,3) and the theory of ultrasound
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transmission through materials(A). Appropriate verification of models

has allowed I ho roliahility of NOT to ho. asstissfid such that, its impact

upon overall system reliability may also be assessed (5). A strong

theoretical base in eddy current techniques, including computer

modelling, has also been developed(6).

Applied inspection technology

3.1 Historical position

Given its technological birthright it is not surprising that the AEA

makes its largest technical effort on inspection development in the field

of applied inspection technology, especially nuclear ndt development. In

this respect the early needs for reactor-oriented ndt development and

applications were largely met by Risley Laboratory; much of this work

was concerned with radiography or other inspections by well-established

techniques. Ultrasonic inspection of PWRs and other reactor plant was

carried out by the Reactor Plant Inspection Service (now Risley

Inspection Service). The inspection conditions were dictated by the nuclear

plant environment and often demanded the engineering of highly ingenious

manipulators and allied semi-automatic equipment.

A major challenge to the adequacy of the technology embodied in this

position was posed by the proposed introduction of the

Westinghouse-designed PWR system into the UK. Reservations expressed by

the Government Chief Scientist caused the AEA to set up an LWR Study

Group(5) under Dr W Marshall (now Lord Marshall) and amongst its

recommendations was the greatly increased use of ultrasonic testing of

t ho rone: I or pressure vessel (RI'V). Further, it was recommended in the

1976 Marshall report(5) that the proposed inspection techniques for

different regions of the RPV should be demonstrated on realistic test

assemblies containing relevant flaws.

These recommendations assumed increased significance as the results

of the first international PISC (Plate Inspection Steering Committee

(1976-80)) Trials revealed shortcomings in the ASME III section XI

procedures as they then stood. The results did however indicate that

considerably improved performance could be obtained by the use of more

advanced ultrasonic techniques, particularly if used together or

sequentially to provide a degree of diversity or redundancy.

Subsequently the UKAKA organised its own 'round-robin' Defect: Detection
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Trials as a follow-up to PISC-1 and this action marked the point in

history that Harwell became involved with nuclear NOT. Tn this case it

was specifically to evaluate TOFD, which was then in the development

stage.

3.2 The DDT and P1SC II exercises: results

The DDT trials were carried out in 1980-82 and the results confirmed

that, highly-effective inspections could be obtained with advanced

automated techniques. Well conceived ultrasonic inspection procedures,

based on high-sensitivity pulse-echo and time-of-flight diffraction

techniques with synthetic aperture processing were shown to provide

high-quality repeatable results. Digital data acquisition, analysis and

display capabilities were developed and employed during the Trials.

Some of Uiu implanted defects in the DDT specimens were highly

artificial in that their edges were straight and parallel to the

inspection surface. A more realistic test of the capabilities developed

was provided by the PISC II (1981-86) exercise, involving teams

representing all of the major nuclear power plant producing countries

outside the eastern bloc. The PISC II specimens included clad test

blocks and nozzles containing simulated fabrication and service induced

flaws. Based on the results(7), the Authority teams from Risley(8) and

Harwell(9) are acknowledged to be amongst the leading teams in the PISC

II exercise, and with this achievement confirmed the earlier results of

the DDT exercise. The combination of pulse echo and diffraction

techniques(8) proved particularly effective and also demonstrated the

value of using I ho specular pu l.se-ocho response to eliminate t.ho

occasional ambiguities of interpretation which could result from

considering TOFD data in isolation. An example of effective detection

and sizing resulting from the latter approach is shown in Fig 2 where the

defect sizes and locations reported by Risley are compared with actual

defect parameters determined by a four-stage non-destructive examination.

3.3 Data handling and presentation in automated NDT

Apart from the benefits noted above, participation in the DDT and

PISC II exercises has also meant that Risley and Harwell have developed

inspection capabilities for PWR geometries that are at the forefront of

the technology concerned and most importantly, have been proven in field

trials. These systems are now being applied wherever appropriate to
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promote highly reliable inspection. Advanced automated data presentation

and analysis are topics of continuing development in order to provide

routine computer-based methods to assist decision-making by operators

during large-scale or complex inspections. Some early work in this

respect is now described.

Ultrasonic instrumentation is usually based either on modular

construction or on general purpose instruments designed to collect data

from an entire waveform for storage in the memory of a digital computer.

The data are then analysed to obtain the information required for a

particular use. The ultrasonic ZIPSCAN equipment, developed initially by

the National NDT Centre and now available commercially under licence, is

such an instrument. It is capable of configuration as a thickness gauge,

flaw <lot.«!ct.or, drfoct. sizing tool ot.c, simply by changing the software.

Most recently it is finding increased application with TOFD, especially

for critical defect sizing. The National NDT Centre has also developed

other ndt instrumentation, notably electromagnetic acoustic thickness

gauges, J-SCAN - a computer controlled eddy-current system and SVJEEPSCAN,

a portable intelligent ultrasonic system (10).

The versatility and flexibility of small desk-top computers has been

also exploited to assist the analysis of ultrasonic data, a process which

remains essentially manual, often demanding high interpretational skills.

Data analysis often proves to be a bottleneck in a large inspection

programme unless specific measures are taken to ease the inspection task.

Gonuino inriicat ions nrn recorded along with spurious signals associated

with various types of noise, geometrical reflections and probe

reverberations and as these signals can be of higher amplitude than the

signals from flaws they cannot simply be eliminated by raising the

recording threshold. Harwell and Risley Laboratories are working in

collaboration with the CEGB's NDT Applications Centre to develop

automated methods of discriminating between defect signals and noise for

a range of inspection problems. To do this a number of different noise

rejection and signal recognition techniques are being investigated, the

philosophy being to reproduce in the computer the methods by which a

skilled ultrasonic operator decides whether signals are due to defects or

are artifacts of the ultrasonic technique. The operator would then

consider such information together with all other relevant sources before

taking a decision. Advances with automating the flaw detection stage of
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an inspection(11) and with flaw classification(12) have been summarised

recently. It appears that, in the particular studies thus far, all of

the defects that would be found by a skilled operator can also be. readily

found using automated methods. An example of data reduction together

with sizing is shown in Fig 3 and automatic flaw classification in Fig A

In both cases colour graphics are used to promote ease of analysis. This

style of image presentation is itself a significant technical advance.

3.4 Inspection validation

A further extension of the philosophy underlying practical trials of

an ultrasonic procedure using test blocks containing deliberately

inserted defects is inspection validation. Indeed inspection validation

in.-iy be defined as ,'in i ndepondonl COM ! I rm.'it. i on I.hat. an in.spocl Ion will

achieve the purpose for which it was designed. Small scale validations

or less rigorous performance demonstrations have been increasing in use

for sensitive applications but the large scale application of inspection

validation is unique to the UK PWR RPV pressure vessel. The CEGB's

philosophy for the ultrasonic inspection of the RPV during the various

stages of fabrication and during service is given in detail elsewhere(13)

but it may be summarised as one of diversity, redundancy and validation.

Redundancy of ultrasonic inspection is introduced in order to provide

assurance that the total inspection programme is adequate to avoid random

failures of flaw detection. This is achieved by the repeat application

of the same ultrasonic procedure by different teams of inspectors. A

diverse ultrasonic inspection is one which goes beyond basic good

practice and incorporates additional features aimed at achieving the

detection of any particular flaw by several means. Such additional

features could involve the use of extra beam angles or scanning from

other surfaces. Validation provides an independent confirmation of the

adequacy of both the diverse and redundant elements of the inspection.

In order to carry out independent validation of the specific

procedures and ultrasonic operators to be used during the manufacture and

in-service inspection of the Sizewell 'B' RPV the CEGB placed a contract

with the AEA to establish the Inspection Validation Centre (IVC) at

Risley Laboratory. To ensure the independence of the IVC, a Management

Advisory Committee has been appointed to oversee and report on the IVC

act ivities.
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The method of working between CEGB and the IVC involves three main

stages (i) Procedure approval and technical just ification.

Each inspection procedure document is submitted to the IVC along

with a technical justification document for the choice of that particular

inspection procedure. This includes t ho rn.su I t s of (. ho supporting

theoretical and experimental work which demonstrates the reliability of

the procedure for defect detection and sizing.

(ii) Practical validation on test assemblies.

The IVC manufactures large test assemblies such as that shown in Fig

5, which are representative of the geometry of pressure vessel components

and of the final vessel and are deliberately defected. The details of

the inserted defects remain confidential to the IVC and are not revealed

to the CEGB or any of its contractors. The IVC assess the effectiveness

of the procedures in the light of the results obtained on the test

assemblies and also from their assessment of the technical justification

and if they are satisfied issue the appropriate certificates to CEGB.

(iii)Approval of operators and equipment.

For operators the IVC assesses and endorses the methods by which the

CEGB certifies and approves its cv.n and its contractor's operators. To

this purpose the IVC can and does apply extra tests to each operators

although this is at its discretion. The validation of the equipment is

largely achieved through its successful performance on the test

assemblies in (ii). To provide confidence that the equipment will

continue to perform satisfactorily and that nominally identical equipment

will also perform satisfactorily, the CEGB supplies details of its

standards for initial selection and in-service monitoring of the

equipment together with a justification for the standards.

The IVC operational experience to date has had a major impact on the

ultrasonic inspections for the Sizewell B RPV. As a result some

improvements have been made to the intended inspection procedures which

make a positive contribution to the overall programme designed to ensure

the structural integrity of the plant. It has been shown that inspection

procedures can be written in an unambiguous manner which are capable of

being followed by the approved operators, and which are able, by

application of suitable quality control, to be applied during the actual

inspections in an identical manner to that demonstrate during validation.
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The IVC have also been asked to validate inspection procedures to be

used on the steam generators, the pressuriser, the reactor coolant pumps

and some of the reactor internals for the Sizewell 'B' power station.

Apart from this work the FVC is seeking to extend validation concepts to

ot hnr roattor systems and non-nuc: lonr applicnt ions in general.

3.A The ultrasonic simulator

It is readily apparent from Fig 5 that such test assemblies may be

both time consuming and very expensive to produce and could only include

small numbers of flaws. A precise knowledge of the size, tilt and skew

of each flaw is required and this can only be obtained by inspection

during assembly or by destructive examination. Although the IVC has

developed the necessary capabilities to provide such large test

assemblies for its validation programmes there are obvious advantages to

developing alternative methods. The ultrasonic simulator!14) is such a

method and is being developed at Risley Laboratory and is shown

schematically in Fig 6. The system simulates an ultrasonic inspection

i>uvironnuMit in which various defects with specific characteristics are

scanned, and produces an output, identical to that of an ultrasonic defect

detection/inspect ion system. The equipment presents pre-recorded

ultrasonic waveforms to the inspector and his equipment in real time, as

the test piece is scanned. The signals and presentation are of an

identical form that would be expected from the normal operation of such

inspection equipment, and give the illusion that the inspection equipment

is actually scanning a block of steel with defects occurring in it. The

use of such a simulator is foreseen in operator training, the validation

of NDT Inspectors, and evaluating the various techniques of ultrasonic

inspection in many fields. A particularly valuable use will be with the

assessment of reliability of a given ultrasonic technique. Unlike real

Icsl blocks n simulator could allow n largo number of dofocts to be nsod

thus giving statistically significant results with a high degree of

confidence.

At the present time two prototypes have been constructed for

evaluation in the nuclear industry and the aircraft industry.

3.5 Reliability in inspection

The increasing complexity of modern inspection systems and the

attendant possibility of increased costs have caused attention to be
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focused on the reliability and cost-r;f fee. > iveness of ultrasonic

inspection. In the UK a comprehensivt: programme of work to investigate

such factors for PWR inspections ( 1'3) is bc-i:ij; carried out by Risley

Laboratory in conjunct.ion with trie r.KCH.

Aspects such as inspect i on procedures, ;'(|d [ pment and data

interpretation arc included, and in part icuiar, emphasis has been given

to the dove 1 opment of analytical t ei.hn i ques to ensure- that the design

capability of an inspect ion system is not downgraded during routine

inspections due to human error, or inadequate procedures or training. A

methodology has been developed for analysing proceduralised tasks for

human error in a systematic and auditable manner. The method, termed

SHERPA (Systematic Human Error Reduction and Prediction Analysis), has

been applied to power plant inspection in the UK and has demonstrated the

capability to identify a very high proportion of potential sources of

human error. The methodology is outlined schematically in Fig 7.

The overall programme on inspe-'ion reliability utilises the

prototype computer-based ultrasonic simulator for studies of the

reliability of manual inspection, dec is ion-making and flaw

<• I n s s i f i c.i I i o n .

3.6 Other main areas of current nuclear NDT development

Many reactor components are constructed from austenitic stainless

steels due to a combination of high temperature fracture toughness, creep

strength and corrosion resistance. Where the material is forged

ultrasonic inspection is relatively straightforward although attenuation

and scattering limit the frequencies that can be employed. However for

castings and weldments, the large grain si^e coupled with anisotropifc

elastic properties make inspection particularly difficult if not

impossible in some cases. Columnar giiin structure can lead to beam

distortion and skewing. Sub-grain structures can also result in leading

to .n high level of structural noise in I lie received .signals.

Generic programmes of research are underway in which a. closely

integrated programme of theoretical modelling, experimental ultrasonics

and digital signal processing is being carried out in order to derive the

optimum inspection parameters for anv given metallurgical structure.
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This work is being carried out at Harwell and Risley and has potential

applications for the PWR and East reactor systems.

A broadly similar approach has been adopted to study the

widely-observed problem of inter-granular attack in steam generator

tubing. This is a type of degradation that has been observed close to

(he joint with the tube sheet, in existing plant. The tubing dimensions,

npprox im.il c I y I r> mm <i i .imel or and 1 mm wall t.hicknnss, .'irt! markedly

different to other reactor structural components and as a result the

ultrasonic frequency needs to be an order of magnitude higher. The

method being developed at Harwell relies on there being a difference in

ultrasound velocity between the parent metal and the degraded layer.

It is important to note that much of the AEA's applied inspection

technology capabilities have been developed as part of a closely

integrated programme between the UKAEA, the electricity generating boards

and other interested parties in the UK nuclear industry. Collaboration

programmes also exist between selected European and other partners.

U. Service inspection capabilities

For the past fifteen years the AEA has offered larger scale nuclear plant

inspection capnbi1it ios through its Reactor Plant Inspection Service, now

known as Risley Inspection Service. A wide range of manual and automated

inspections of nuclear plant in the UK and Europe has been carried out using

analogue and digital systems to ASME standard. The service can provide

complete project management of a large-scale site inspection, including the

preparation and execution of the inspection plan. On-site inspection and

(consultancy services on nuclear and non-nuclear plant are also now provided.

Other special NDT services are based at the Advanced Applications Unit of

the National NDT Centre at Harwell and include in particular industrial

radiography, eddy current testing, ultrasonic inspection and the recently

developed pu I sc- v i <teo t tu'tmogrnphy.

5. Closing remarks

The historical development of the AEA's capabilities in inspection

technology has been reviewed, together with significant recent advances. It

has been shown that the AEA are working on a very wide technical front and

expect to continue in this fashion as vigorously in the future as in the past.
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I XAMl'LIS (M TIST ASSEMBLIES TO BE
I S U ) FOH VALIDATION.

Test iissi'inblv No.24 flangr/nozzle course seam & outlet nozzir.
Wright 28 IOHMPV

Test assfinblv No. 27 closure head.
Weight 20.3 tonnes

FIGURE 5
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The Foster Wheeler Energy Application (FWEA) Modular Vault Dry Store (MVDS) is a dry
storage concept for the storage of all types of irradiated reactor fuel. For
applications in the US, FWEA submitted an MVDS Topical Report to the US NRC during
1986. Following NRC approval of the MVDS Topical Report concept for unconsolidated
LWR fuel, US utilities have available a new, compact, economic and flexible system
for the storage of irradiated fuel at the reactor site for time periods of at least
20 years (the period of the first license). The MVDS concept jointly developed by
FWEA and GEC in the U.K. ,has other applications for large central away from reactor
storage facilities such as a Monitorable Retrievable Storage (MRS) installation.
This paper describes the licensed MVDS design, aspects of performance are discussed
and capital costs compared with alternative concepts. Alternative configurations of
MVDS are outlined.

MODULAR VAULT DRY STORE (MVDS)

r

The MVDS has the inherent flexibility of operation to suit the wide ranging
requirements of the Utilities, the uncertainties of detail relating to the US
Repository or the Monitorable Retrievable Store (MRS), and the methods of
transporting spent fuel to these facilities. Irradiated fuel can be moved to the
MVDS using a range of existing lightweight licensed transport casks and subsequently
transferred after storage in any DOE 6pecified shipment cask. Fuel is not
containerised for storage and therefore transport to, or operations at MRS or
Repository are not hampered by an Incompatible container. For the Utility the
operating cost and operator dose often associated with fuel containerisation are
avoided.

The MVDS (Figure 1) is designed for the vertical storage of irradiated fuel
assemblies. The design submitted to, and approved by, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is for the storage of unconsolidated PWR or BWR fuel typically 5 years
after removal from the reactor. Consolidated spent fuel could also be submitted for
licence approval. The basic building comprises a minimum of two storage modules
with a transport cask reception/despatch facility located at one end. The end
remote from the reception/despatch facility is designed to allow the addition
of further storage modules (Figure 2).

Within the storage modules the irradiated fuel is housed in individual storage tubes
arranged in a regular matrix. The civil structure of the storage modules provides
necessary shielding for the fuel and integral cooling ducts direct air across- the
tube bank, for removal of heat from the fuel. This structural arrangement provides
protection against extreme external events such as tornado missile strikes and
seismic disturbance.

Decay heat from the spent fuel is indirectly rejected to the environment by a highly
reliable passive heat transfer 6ysCem. Primary heat rejection from the spent fuel
to the storage tube envelope is by radiation and convection. Secondary heat
rejection from the outside of the storage tube to the environment is produced by a
self-regulating natural thermosyphon buoyancy-driven cooling flow using ambient air
flowing over the outside of the storage tubes (Figure 3). This cooling air-flow is
drawn by buoyancy forces from the outside of the vault, via building ducts, and then
across the tube bank before exiting to the atmosphere via the discharge ducts. The
effectiveness of the cooling system is such that maximum fuel rod temperatures will
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be around 150°C for typical fuel assemblies initially placed into storage. The
guaranteed low temperature of the stored fuel is an important part of the safety
analysis and allows utilisation of a fuel confinement system instead of the normal
fully closed containment boundary.

Each storage tube (Figure 4) is closed at its bottom end and sealed at the top by a
removable shield plug. The storage tubes are connected to a common manifold system
composed of small bore pipework. The pipework system allows groups or individual
storage tubes to be connected to one of two auxiliary Gas Service Systems (Figure 5).
Tne Gas Service Systems allow the gas environment within the storage tubes to be
monitored, changed and the pressure regulated. The Nitrogen System (see Figure 5)
is one of these auxiliary systems and It maintains an inert atmosphere within the
storage tubes at a nominal positive pressure. Monitored and alarmed flow measurement
instruments will detect leakage by excess nitrogen usage. Nitrogen would be
maintained inside the storage tubes only until storage in Air is possible. The Air
System (see Figure 5) allows an atmospheric pressure, dry air environment to be
.maintained in the storage tubes. The air system incorporates a small extract fan
which can be operated to establish a small negative pressure within the storage
tubes. Flow measurement instruments allow routine gross leak checking of the
connected storage tubes with the extract fan running.

Any gas (nitrogen or air) displaced from the storage volume during loading or storage
operations, passes to atmosphere via small HEPA filters and a ventilation stack which
is continuously monitored for particulate and gaseous activity. The storage tubes,
connecting pipework and associated Gas Service Systems provide a confinement for the
irradiated fuel that is adequate for the potential hazards associated with stored
fuel at low temperature whilst allowing routine leak monitoring of the system and
monitoring of the irradiated fuel condition.

The use of air for long term storage removes the operational need to maintain and
confirm that a non-oxidising environment is retained for the spent fuel over long
periods of time. Air environment storage is possible with the MVDS because of the
low fuel temperatures reliably maintained by the cooling system. The case for air
storage and a methodology for determining the allowable heat output from the fuel
assembly that will not cause deleterious oxidation of exposed uranium oxide (defected
fuel rod) is included in the MVDS Topical Report.

Irradiated fuel is moved to the MVDS using a standard dry transport cask loaded at
the reactor pool and moved to the storage installation using conventional truck and
trailer. The NL1 1/2, NAC-1, TN8 or TN9 casks would be suitable. All of the casks
are familiar to Utility operators and they are of a weight unlikely to require
Reactor Auxiliary Building crane modification. Spent fuel is loaded into the MVDS
storage tubes using a low level crane gantry mounted Fuel Handling Machine (see
Figure 1, 6 and 7). This machine provides necessary shielding, confinement and
passive cooling features for the fuel, utilising proven technology derived from the
UK gas reactor programme. Figure 8 illustrates typical handling operations to move
irradiated fuel assemblies into MVDS.

The MVDS design incorporates important features that are relevant to the IAEA
requirements for SAFEGUARDS against the diversion of spent fuel. The possibility to
remotely control and monitor conditions Inside the storage tubes and the ability to
readily use the Fuel Handling Machine to routinely Inspect fuel assembly
identification numbers whilst the assembly remains in the storage location, without
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significant operational coses, are unique developments in dry storage design for
safeguards control.

The primary MVDS design codes and storage capacity data are provided in Table 1.
Environmental design parameters are provided in Table 2. Table 3 provides the
bounding fuel parameters used in the Topical Report but these are not necessarily
limiting and site specific needs could be accommodated including storage of
consolidated irrdadiatcd fuel.

MVDS COOLING PERFORMANCE

Of the many special features of the MVDS the spent fuel cooling system provides the
most essential system important to safety and preservation of fuel integrity. The
cooling system selected for MVDS derives from 20 years of continuous and successful

.experience of a cooling system employed in the UK at the CEGB's Wylfa magnox fuel dry
storage installation (ref. 1). Apart from favourable operating experience, the
supporting developmental and extensive pre-operational testing work at Wylfa also
supports the MVDS cooling system design.

The thermal/hydraulic design and optimisation of the MVDS thermosyphon cooling system
of necessity accommodates conflicting structural, shield! .ig and operational
requirements. However, the fundamental criterion that must be guaranteed is the
continuous and passive rejection of the fuel decay heat to the environment for the
expected meteorological conditions and for the range of conceivable fault/accident
situations. The MVDS thertnosyphon cooling system is reliable and its performance
has been predicted by conservative assessment methods, which have been independently
validated and supported by an experimental programme. The analysis has addressed
all the operational states of a single storage module:

a) Normal steady state operation with still air conditions and with the effects of
wind direction and velocity over the full range of ambient temperatures.
Figures 9 and 10 provide typical examples of the analysis output showing the
effect of wind velocity on the fuel storage temperature history and wind
direction on tht air cooling flow.

b) Transient performance for both normal and extreme diurnal and seasonal
temperature variations, with both increasing and decreasing environmental
temperatures. Figure 11 shows typical transient performance for diurnal
temperature variations.

c) Full and part heat load situations.

d) Conceivable fault situations such as partial or total duct blockages.

The thermal/hydraulic optimisa* :'OP of the MVDS has investigated the sensitivity of
the system performances to changes in geometric parameters to ensure that the system
is operating in a stable regime. Particular attention ha6 been given to the
following aspects of the design:

a) Tube array geometry - to optimise the balance between heat transfer and pressure
loss parameters, including comparisons between in-line and staggered tube banks
and the effect of pitch to diameter ratio.
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b) Numbers of tube rows - to optimise the storage tube temperature and indirectly
concrete temperatures.

c) Inlet and outlet duct geometry - to minimise flow resistance, while ensuring
adequate radiation shielding.

d) Inlet and outlet collimators - to ensure that adequate radiation shielding is
maintained while minimising the flow resistance and obtaining maximum benefit to
the vault air flow distribution.

e) Outlet duct height - to optimise the buoyancy flow rate and the wind influence
on the oitlet.

KVDS CAPITAL COSTS

The cost of a dry storage installation needs to be assessed on three major aspects,
namely the costs of Storing, Monitoring and Handling the irradiated fuel assemblies.
In most previous cost comparisons between various storage concepts the tendency has
been to largely ignore, or to place negligible value on the last two aspects. In
practice however, fuel handling and monitoring arrangements can have a major
influence on the relative economics of the various storage options.

Storage Capital Costs

The capital cost of the MVDS configuration for the Storage of PWR fuel at reactor
site using the design specified by the MVDS Topical Report has been estimated on a
commercial basis at 1987 US dollar levels. Capital costs Include direct and indirect
costs as defined In Ref.2.

Figure 12 illustrates MVDS Storage capital cost as a function of store capacity. For
comparison the alternative dry storage options are Included on Figure 12 as derived
from Ref.2, escalated by 1.015 to give 1987 values but with a nominal $500,000 for
fuel handling arrangements deducted in each case.

Cost of Fuel Handling Arrangements

An important feature of the MVDS concept is the method of handling irradiated fuel
assemblies. Within the MVDS the only fuel assembly movements are vertical lifting
and lowering either In or out of storage tubes or transport casks. All such
movements are carried out using a fully shielded fuel handling machine which Is a
member of a large family of such machines which have played a key role in Britain's
highly successful on-load refuelled gas-cooled reactor programme. The precursers of
the MVDS fuel handling machine have been responsible for the dry handling of over
1.7S million irradiated fuel assemblies over the past 23 years. There is of course a
price to pay for such reliability and Integrity but a sum of $2.85 million for such a
machine is clearly a good investment.

As mentioned earlier, MVDS provides total future fuel strategy flexibility. The
reception area can be sized to accommodate the maximum conceivable dimensions of DOE
shipment casks. MVDS fuel handling machines can be arranged to discharge
non-consolidated or consolidated assemblies into any desired capacity or arrangement
of shipment cask. The costs of the reception/discharge bay on a typical MVDS
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any future fuel cycle strategy.

Cost of Fuel Monitoring Arrangements

MVDS is a true MRS, whether built on-site or as an AFR facility. The status and
integrity of each fuel assembly in store can be continuously monitored and recorded.

With dry cask storage, it is literally not possible to ascertain the condition of a
given fuel assembly without removing the assembly from the cask by completely
reversing the fuel loading route. This will normally mean transferring the cask back
to the reactor pool or to a dry hot cell if detail examinations are required. The
monitoring of the storage atmosphere within a cask would require arrangements and
site activities not normally considered in cost comparisons.

The storage atmosphere pipework system connecting each MVDS storage tube provides a
,simple monitoring link with each fuel assembly in store. The ability to promptly
detect and locate a defective storage tube can be followed by simple and quick
removal of the fuel assembly into another storage tube.

The cost of fuel assembly monitoring in an MVDS is quite minor, it being essentially
a bonus of the basic storage concept. Experience on the 1000 tonnes capacity
air-cooled dry stores at the UK 1100 MWw Wylfa Nuclea: Power Station has demonstrated
the enormous value of this feature in maintaining a level of public acceptability.

Total Capital Costs

Capital cost breakdowns for nominal 100, 500 and 1000 MTU capacity MVDS (PWR)
installations are provided in Table 4 assuming complete storage facility construction
in one phase with no modular construction.

MVDS OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE COST

Based on the time cycle details included in the MVDS Topical Report and Transfer Cask
turnaround times derived from Ref. 3 the total 20 year average operating costs can be
calculated for the at reactor MVDS (PWR) assuming a 40 assembly per year loading
rate. The resulting costs are included in Table 5. Typical utility site labour
rates are used in the analysis.

Maintenance costs can be derived by examination of the mechanical and electrical
components of the MVDS (PWR) that will be subject to normal and off-normal
maintenance operations. Maintenance by replacement spares is assumed where
necessary. Table U provides the breakdown of maintenance spares and labour costs by
MVDS system. The averaged 20 year cost of maintenance is incorporated in Table 5
which sums the total 0 6 M costs. The allowance made for 0 & M costs used In Ref. 3
of 1.4Z of capital cost has also been applied to rhe mechanical and electrical direct
costs of MVDS (PWR) and this information is also Included In Table 5 for comparison.

ALTERNATIVE MVDS CONFIGURATIONS

The MVDS concept can be configured for centr.il storage applications where the
quantity of spent fuel could approach severs! thousand MTU.
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As an example Figures 13 and IU illustrate an MVDS installation able to meet the
total receipt and interim storage requirements of the proposed MRS (Ref. 3). For
comparison Figure 13 shows the limited storage capacity using the DOE proposed
concrete silos (12 storage positions/silo) installed on the same ground area. The
flow diagrams shown in Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the simplification in handling
possible using MVDS. The MVDS system used • for this application allows
containerisation of the spent fuel when the repository compatible container design is
completed and confirmed, reduces fuel handling operations, minimised land utilisation
and would signxficantly reduce costs without loss of safety.
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TABLE 1 - MVDS DESIGN CODES AND STORAGE CAPACITY

LICENSING:

CAPACITY:

10CFR72 +

MVDS

MVDS

(PWR)

(BWR)

Design

Module

Module

Basis Tornado Missiles

Capacity : 83

Capacity : 150

fuel

fuel

assemblies/38

assemblies/32

MTU

MTU

DESIGN CODES: ANSI/ANS 57.9 - 1984
ANSI/ACI 349-80
AISC - 1978
ANSI A58.1 - 1982
ANSI/ASME NOG-1 - 1983
ANSI/ASME N5O9 - 1980
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TABLE 2 - MVDS ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN PARAMETERS

Criteria or Parameters

Tornado (RG 1.76) requirements
Max Wind Speed
Rotational Speed
Translation Speed
Pressure Drop

Snow and Ice Pressure (ANSI A58.1)
(max Ground Snow Load)

Seismic (RG 1.60 + 10 CFR 72.66-6
(ID)

Flood

Ambient Air Temperature

Wind Velocity

Value

360 mph
290 mph
70 mph max/5 mph mln
3 psi at 2 psl/sec

100 lbs/ft2

0.25 g Horizontal
0.17 g Vertical

Site specific
provision

+38*C to -29*C

110 aph. with a
coablned gust factor
of 1.3
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TABLE 3 - BOUNDING FUEL ASSEMBLY PARAMETERS FOR STORAGE IN THE MVDS

PHYSICAL

Assembly Length (ins)
Nominal Envelope (in)
Total Weight (lbs)

THERMAL

Typical maximum decay
heat output (kw/assembly)

RADIOLOGICAL

Gamma Source per Assembly (MeV/sec)
Neutron Source per Assembly (N/sec)
Kr85 gap inventory (Ci per assembly)

CRITICALITY

Maximum Initial Enrichment

PWR

177
8.536
1516

1.0

9.32 x ioj5

5.17 x 10°
116.3

4.0

BWR

176
5.614
600

0.27

1.85 x loj.5
2.05 x 10
46.2

3.0
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TABLE 4 - CAPITAL COSTS FOR MVDS (PWR) $K(87) EXCLUDING MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

Total Direct Costs(Storage, Handling,
Monitoring

. Storage Facility Equipment
Mechanical + Electrical
Civil Structure

. Site Labour Costs

. Site Preparation (5% Capital)

. Contingency (included above)

Total Direct Cost Z Total Capital
. Storage only Direct Cost
. Storage only Z Total Capital

Total Indirect Costs(Storage, Handling,
Monitoring)

. Engineering & Fees
Mechanical + Electrical
Civil Structure

. Administration

. Construction Equipment & Management

. Facility Licensing**

. Contingency (included above)

. Storage only Indirect Cost

. Storage only Z Total Capital

Capital Cost Total $K
$/Kg

Capital Cost Storage only $K
$Kg

MVDS (PWR) Capacity

100 MTU

5680
1992

791

603

69Z
3740
28

935
1138

770

754

507

1324
10

13170
132

5064
51

500 MTU

14?14
5623

1826

1505

72*
17842

56

1009
3208

2143

2074

507

6161
19

32109
64

24003
48

1000 MTU

24879
10165

3119

2622

73Z
35459

64

1101
5795

3859

3724

507

12206
22

55771
56

47665
47.7

** 7% Capital Cost of first minimum functional MVDS store
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TABLE 5 - OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST FOR HVDS (PWR) - 20 YEAR LIFE

Operating Labour Cost
Average $/year/MTU
(454 + 317)

No.V.M.)*

Maintenance Cost: Equipment >
Average $/year/MTU
(50 + 5600)

No.V.M.)

Maintenance Cost: Labour
Average $/year/MTU
(6750 + 24G0)

No.V.M.)

Total Average 0 & M Cost
$/year/MTU

Total Average 0 & M Cost
based on 1.41 of Capital for
Mechanical & Electrical Plant
$/year/MTU

MVDS

100 MTU

574

21.7

76.6

672.3

795

(PWR) Capacity

500 MTU

478

1

14

493

398

1000 MTU

466

0.26

7

473.3

346

* Vault Module (V.M.) : 38 MTU PWR at 0.456 MTU per assembly
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TABLE 6 - MAINTENANCE COST (EQUIPMENT & LABOUR) FOR MVDS (PWR) - 20 YEAR LIFE

MVDS (PWR) System

Ventilation System

Gas Services

Fuel Storage Tubes (off normal

Fuel Handling Machine and
Fuel Handling Machine Crane

Transfer Cask Handling
Equipment & Craneage

MVDS Monitoring Systems

Structure

Total

Total

only)

$K

$/VM/year

Equipment Cost
$K(87)

20.6

16.5

1 x No.Vault •
Modules

28

7

28

12

NO.V.M.+112

50 + 5600
No.V.M.

Labour Cost
$K(87)

6.2

17.5

135 x No.Vault
Modules

12.5

3.0

5.5

3.5

135xNo.V.M.+48

6750 + 2400
No.V.M.
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FIG. 1 MODULAR VAULT DRY STORE-MVDS TYPICAL

200MTU PWR SPENT FUEL FACILITY
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FIG. 2 TYPICAL MVDS MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
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FIG. 6 MVDS FUEL HANDLING MACHINE (FHM)

(Shown in Transit Position)
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FIG. 7 MVDS FUEL HANDLING MACHINE (FHM)
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1. Introduction

Waste management covers in Czechoslovakia two broad fields

- collection, treatment and disposal of wastes from the use of

radioisotopes and treatment and disposal of wastes from nuclear

power plants and their nuclear fuel cycle.

Czechoslovakia is a small continental country and becouse

of its unfavourable geological and hydrogeological conditions

and high population density, the dispersion and dilution capa-

city is rather limited.

Based on these factors, the following principles of waste

management were accepted:

a/ Minimum discharges of radionuclides with liguid or gaseous

effluents from nuclear installations,

b/ Unsuitability of long-term storage of liguid concentrates,

spent ion exchange resins and untreated solid wastes,

c/ Unsuitability of public transport of untreated radioactive

concentrates and solid wastes,

d/ Minimum investment costs and maximum use of Czechoslovak

machines, devices and material,

e/ Minimum manpower reguirements for waste treatment and dispo-

sal operations,

f/ Successive realization of waste treatment and disposal systems.

2. Legal aspects of waste management

Radiation protection including waste treatment and disposal
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as well as environmental protection is basically laid down by

the Decree No. J9 of the Ministry of iieal- 'i of the Czech Socia-

list Republic and by the Decree No. 6 5 of the Ministry of Health

of the Slovak Socialist Republic. Both ;'.-•:.-.:•.'• .s were issued in

1972 and the wording is identical. A IVJV: J- :ree is under prepara-

tion for several vears and it will be issued in the near future.

The Decrees formulate the basic principles of protection

against radiation, based on the ICRP recommendation that dose

committements of workers and population must be kent as low as

reasonably achievable, economic and social considerations being

taken into account.

The Decrees qive the legal definition of "radioactive

waste" - wastes in solid, liquid or gaseous state formed during

the application of radioactive sources and radionuclides or in

mining and nilling of raw material or in nuclear power plant

operation, that contains radioactive- material or that is con-

taminated with it. In accordance with the Decrees the establish-

ments are nor. allowed to dispose into the ground radioactive

sources and r>; iioaccive wastes or to discharge them into the

water or the u!v '..'i cheat t:Lo permission of the authorities of

hygiene service. The authorities of hygiene service issue the

permission to deposit radioactive wastes into the ground or to

remove radioactive effluents into the surface waters in agree-

ment with the :;::thcri ties of the Water Inspection, and the

permission :o : : .-;.::.,.̂'o these wastes into the air in agreement

with the authorities oi the State Technical Inspection for

Protection of the .'.triosphere.

Radioactive waste from the application of radionuclides

that cannot be removed according to above mentioned methods or

stored in the workplace for decay must be conditioned for trans-

port and disposal in the Central Waste Disposal Site. Transport

and disposal of radioactive wastes in the Central Waste Dispo-

sal Site is carried out by the Institute for Research, Produc-

tion and Application of Radioisotopes. The conditions are

determined by this institute with approval of the Chief Hvgienist.
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Radioactive wastes produced in mining and treatment of raw

material and in the operation of nuclear power plants are

treated and disposed of by organizations where these wastes are

produced.

Legal responsibility for radiation protection including

waste management is shared among the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy

Commission, the Ministry of Health of the Czech Socialist Repub-

lic, the Ministry of Health of the Slovak Socialist Republic,

the Inspection of Water Economy and the State Technical Inspec-

tion for Protection of the Atmosphere.

Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission has issued the Decree

No 67 on Ensurance of Nuclear Safety in Management of Radio-

active Waste in June 1987. The Decree covers all nuclear instal-

lations and contains reguirements for collection, treatment,

storage, transport and disposal of radioactive waste.

Further on, in the final stage of preparation are the Cri-

teria for Wastes Suitable for Disposal and the Regulations for

Transport of Radioactive Wastes.

The Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission operates three

research institutes working also in the field of waste manage-

ment:

a/ Nuclear Research Institute at ftez is responsible for co-ordi-

tion and participates in the research and development works

in treatment and disposal of wastes from nuclear fuel cycle

and operation of nuclear power plants /treatment of liguid

waste, calcination and vitrification of concentrates, cemen-

tation of liguid waste, evaluation of disposal sites, opti-

mization of waste treatment systems, etc./,

b/ Institute for Research, Production and Application of Radio-

isotopes in Prague is responsible for collection, transport

and disposal of wastes from the application of radionuclides

and operates the Central Disposal Site for these wastes.

Limited amount of development works is connected with an

improvement of conditioning methods and evaluation of safety

and capacity of the Central Disposal Site,
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The basic: _;•. ;:::;io:is on site approval and commissioning of

nuclear reactors are in the responsibility of the Commission

of Nuclear Safety. The members of the Commission are represen-

tatives of -.r.v ..:...-: . ,.;f:;vu/ /.v.or.uc Energy Commission, the Czech

and Slovt-k .::.::_._ . . -J~. '•[•••:.'. ~'r., the Czechoslovak Academy of

Sciences, r.'..^ :•'..:-._j- • : . .v. ".. and Electricity c'ind many other

organizations.

The Insptrc-v. •.-•.;- r" -'ater Economy defines the permissible

concentrations of ::'..< :: ._̂ al pollutants and rariionuclides in

the surface wat^r: ;-.d r.-lvcr permission '"or ar.y discharge of

radioactive substances into water streams.

The State Technical 'i >...;.••-•ct ion for Protection of the

Atmosphere defines the ner;r<' ssible concentrations of chemical

pollutants and jradionuclidor in the r.ir cr,d gives permission

for any discharge- of gaseou.-" of flu. .ho .. v..".:.. sp.-.ere.
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3. Sources of radioactive wastes

The present sources of radioactive wastes are the nuclear

industry /mining and treatment of uranium ores/, operation and

decommissioning of nuclear power plants, nuclear research and

development and application of radioisotopes in science, medici-

ne and industry.

The first Czechoslovak nuclear power plant was of GCHWR

type, using natural uranium metal as fuel, heavy water as mode-

rator and CCU as cooling medium The nuclear power plant A-l

was put into operation on 25th December 1972 at Jaslovskd Bohu-

nice and was in operation up to February 1977, at present it

is in a state of decommisioning.

At present only nuclear power plants with two WER - 440

reactors are in operation. The reactors are of PWR type, using

slightly enriched U02 in zircaloy tutes as a fuel. The first

stage of nuclear power plants with WER - 440 reactors includes:

Jaslovskd Bohunice 4 x 440 MWe

Dukovany 4 x 440 MWe

Mochovce 4 x 440 MWe

The present output of LWR in Czechoslovakia is 3,026 MWe.

The second stage should comprise the reactors VVER of

1000 MWe per unit. The nuclear power plant Temelin is already

in construction, the siting of other reactors WER - 1000 is

not yet exactly laid out.

An important source of radioactive wastes is the Nuclear

Research Institute at Re2 with 2 reactors, production of radio-

isotopes and a system of hot laboratories for research and

development works. Waste treatment plant of this institute ser-

ves also for the treatment of liguid wastes from the Institute

for Research, Production and Application of Radioisitopes in

Prague.
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The use of radioisotopos, labelled compounds, sealed

sources and other types of radioactive material is relatively

wide - there are about 350 isotope users. The application of

radioisotopes is closely connected with ;::••_ activities of the

Institute for Production, Research and Application of Radio-

isotopes. One of the most important services provided by the

Institute is the central distribution of all radioactive mate-

rials, either imported or home produced, for the whole ter-

ritory of Czechoslovakia. This distribution was connected from

the beginning with complete records of all radioisotopes. The

first radiological protection act in 1963 has got out of this

practice and put the Institute in charge of corresponding radio-

active wastes.

4. Waste treatment methods

Wastes from uranium mines are discharged into the surface

waters, in some cases special filters are used for removal of

uranium and radium. Radium contaminated pit waters are purified

by cation exchange resins and spent regenerating solutions are

treated by finely crushed barytes or by co-precipitation in mixer-

settlers. The waste rock containing radioactivity is not used

for industrial purposes. It is either used for backfilling of

mines or it is gradually or after closing of the mine covered

with a layer of earth and afforested. In treatment of ores,

both alkaline and acid processes are used. The alkaline process

is working in a completely closed cycle. In the acid process

about 2/3 of water is recirculated and 1/3 is discharged. The

surplus technological waters, after settling in the disposal

pond, are discharged through a system containing crushed baryte.

The disposal ponds were also used for the burial of radium con-

taminated solid wastes from all users of radioisotopes. The

unused tailing ponds are stabilised, covered with a layer of

earth and afforested.

At the nuclear power plant A - 1 liguid waste from the

laundry were treated by coagulation and technological liguid

wastes by combination of coagulation and evaporation. Concen-
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trated liguid wastes were stored in stainless steel lined con-

crete tanks. Solid wastes were pressed and stored in pits in

the solid wastes repository.

Treatment of radioactive wastes at nuclear power plants

of the type WER - 440 will be discussed in detail in other

paper. For the treatment of liguid wastes several waste treat-

ment units are used, based on the following processes:

- mechanical filtration

- evaporation

- cation resin filters

- anion resin filters.

Evaporator concentrates and spent ion exchange materials

are stored in steel storage vessels. In a final stage of

construction is the solidification plant, based on bitumization

in a rotor film evaporator. Another available technology is a

mobile cementation unit.

At the Nuclear Research Institute at Re2 in the original

waste treatment plant the effluents were treated in a system

of kettle and film evaporators with a design capacity of about

1 m /day. The second waste treatment plant contained a combina-

tion of chemical treatment, evaporation and ion exchange, but

the ion exchange columns are seldom used. Chemical sludges and

evaporator concentrates were treated by cementation or bitumi-

zation and the solidified product is transported at the Central

Waste Disposal Site. Solid wastes are baled on a special press

straight-forward into the storage drums.

All wastes from application of radioisotopes are collected

and disposed of by the Institute for Research, Production and

Application of Radioisotopes. The activity of the Institute

includes:

- preparation and publishing of technical conditions for condi-

tioning of radioactive wastes prior to transport and disposal,

- transportation of all radioactive wastes either for treatment

to the NRI or to the disposal site,

- selection, construction and operation of permanent waste dis-

posal sites, and
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- recording of all radioactive- wasti.: • .-M -;;ortc-c:. fro.": dif-

ferent isotope users to the disposal :vo.

In the individual workplaces th. .-.c-: are col-

lected in transportable metal contai:.'. . transported to

the disposal site. The handling of .11 -d.: effluents depends

on the volume and activity. Concentret.ed solutions are col-

lected in hot Lies and eitho: fixed .-:i concrete or transported

for treatment to the NRI. Ail other i:cruid effluents from

laboratories are collected in hold-up ••ossels. The effluents

are usually discharged after monitorinq, or can be transported

to the NRI for treatment. The short-lived wastes with a half-

-life of radicnac] ulos of 1 <--:;::. than 2: -Jays are kept in labo-

ratories for a period of ab~>at 10 half-lives and then they

are treated as non-active wastes. The wastes containing natu-

ral radionuclides are not stored in the Central Waste Disposal

Site, but in an old uranium nine,

5. Waste disposal sites

Initially a sn.all temporary facility was built and the

experience gained in its operation was used to construct the

permanent installation. As a temporary storage site the gal-

leries of a disused limestone guarry situated approximately

100 m from a small river and about 5 r,i above water level were

chosen- The area for waste storage was a part of the system

of horizontal galleries without any fissures. The temporary

storage site was used in 1959 - 1963 and it was closed and

sealed in 1963.

Permanent storage was provided in a large disused limes-

tone guarry, comprising a complex system of unaergrou.iu corri-

dors with an entrance above ijrouml.The guarry is in the area

of the Bohemian chalk system, which consists of various fine

sandstone rocks of the marl, marl-lime-stone and marl-sand-

-stone types, and it is at a distance of about 75 km north-

west of Prague. The facility was put ir.:.c operation at the

beginning of 1964. It forms a system of hails and galleries
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used for the transport and storage of wastes. The approximate
2

area of the used underground space is 4.000 m and the volume

10.000 m with the possibility of further expansion. The space

is aired by means of mechanical ventilation system, channels

and pipes drain the water over control pits and collecting

pets to the sewage.

For the disposal of wastes from^an operation of nuclear

power plants two regional repositories of a surface type are

in the final stage of construction, one for Bohemia and Mora-

via at the site of the nuclear power plant Dukovany and anot-

her one for Slovakea at the site of the nuclear power plant

Mochovce. The repository is designed with two series of rein-

forced concrete double pits, each double pit having the axis

dimensions of lenght 2 x 18 m, width 6 m and height 5,3 m.

The bottom and side walls of the pits are insulated by bitumen

from soaking by water. The pits are based on a gravel sand

coat of 30 cm, placed on a layer made from broken stone and

asphalt, under which there is a layer of natural clay at least

50 cm thick. The filled pits are covered with standard panels

and after waterproof insulation they will be covered with

0/6 m of soil.

6. Perspective waste management systems

The present methods used for treatment and disposal of

wastes we consider from radiological point of view satisfactory,

but they are relatively expensive and tharefore there are many

possibilities of further improvement.

Improvements of the present waste management system have

the following main objectives:
m

a/ To decrease the volume of wastes to be disposed off. The

reason is relatively high cost of space in the disposal area

and costs of transport;

b/ To decrease the potential release of radionuclides from the

disposal sites;
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c/ To improve the economy of treatment, transport and disposal,

of wastes;

d/ To develop technology and eguipment ..' - . ndling and treat-

ment of higher active accidental was..:

In agreement with the above mentioned objectives, our

attention is concentrated on several parts of waste manage-

ment system.

6.1. Disposal sites

The basic attention is given to the disposal sites. Also

the surface disposal of low and intermediate level radioactive

wastes is satisfactory and it is internationally acceptable,

a development programme has been initiated with an aim to

evaluate the feasibility of geological disposal in granite

formations in a depth of about 500 m. The results will be avai-

lable in the year 1990. In accordance v/ith some preliminary

calculations, deep geological disposal may be economically

acceptable in our country not only for some specific wastes,

but even for standard low and intermediate level radioactive

wastes from nuclear pov/er plants.

In design and construction of Regional Disposal Sites

several engineered barriers were applied and therefore the

disposal costs are relatively higt. Attention is given to

further environmental studies of these sites and the engineered

barriers themselves. Based on the results, it is intended to

optimize the number of engineered barriers in construction of

further disposal ponds.

6.2. Solidification processes

Solidification of v/astes is considered as a key part of

the waste treatment process. Significant improvement can be

still reached in volume reduction and in properties of the final

product.
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For several years attention is given to application of

the vitrification process to the waste from WWER nuclear power

plants. Suitable glass compositions have been developed and

tested in laboratory and on a pilot plant with induction

heating. Large scale experiments on glass furnace with direct

electric heating have started in the year 1987.

For treatment of some specific liguid wastes at the nuclear

power plant A - 1 suitable glass compositions were developed

and a pilot plant using batch process in middle-freguency in-

duction furnace is tested. It is intended to develop the pro-

cess further for treatment of accidental wastes from nuclear

power plants, because at present there is no available techno-

logy for treatment of such wastes.

Significat improvement of bitumization and cementation

processes is the last part of the solidification programme.

In case of cementation an attention is given to improvement

of the final product in a direction to lower solubility and

higher salt content. In case of bitumen the aim is to replace

bitumen with other product, using the same eguipment.

6.3. Treatment of solid wastes

Development of methods for treatment of solid wastes has

not been considered up to this time so urgent because the solid

wastes are relatively low active. Nevertheless the basic methods

for treatment of these wastes - baling and incineration - were

developed and are already in operation with satisfactory

results.

But a complex treatment of solid wastes still reguires

further development. The guestion of assortment of wastes prior

to treatment is still under discussion and insertion of wastes

into the furnace is considered to be too elaborate. Also an im-

mobilization process for ashes is not in a final form. For

purification of gaseous phase a low temperature process has

been used and possibilities to increase the temperature of gas

purification system are studied.
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Several new processes suitable for treatment of metallic

wastes are in early stage of development - fragmentation, high

pressure baling and melting. These processes are intended above

all for decommissioning wastes.

6.4. Treatment of liguid wastes

Development of new precesses is limited by reguirement to

use preferably local material, mechines and devices. Therefore

many potentially perspective processes are not studied. Attentio

is given to application of some natural sorbents for removal of

cesium.

In many cases there were difficulties in treatment of loun-

dry waters, containing complexing agents. These problems have

been solved by development of new washing and cleaning agents.

At present special agents are used with increased decontamina-

tion factor and decreased content of complex^forming substances.

The work in this field will continue.

6.5. Decommissioning of nuclear installations

Experience in this field is still rather limited. The

topics studied include decontamination of different surfaces,

preparation of regulations for reuse or disposal of different

very low active metallic materials, and the technologies for

dismantling and fragmentation.

7. Conclusion

Alongside with further use of nuclear energy in Czechoslo-

vakia the works connected with management of radioactive wastes

will continue/ the main objectives being to increase the short

term and long term radiological safety and to improve the eco-

nomy. Several new methodes are in relatively advanced stage

of development at present and some are at the very beginning

of research. The Czechoslovak contributions given during the

seminar have described some of these works and their results

in more detail.
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ABSTRACT

The policy of safe management and disposal of radioactive
waste /RAW/ from nuclear power plants /NPP/, determined by the
decision of the Czechoslovak-Government, is based on the
bituminization of liguid RAW and spent ion exchange resins and
on the volume reduction of solid RAW by compaction and
incineration. The final products of RAW technologies, filled in
standardised steel drums, must be transported into shallow
ground regional repositories for the final disposal.

To impliment the presented policy the development of
technology and equipment in Nuclear Power Plants Research
Institute Trnava /NPPRI/ and Nuclear Research Center /NCR/ ftefc
had been realized. For treatment of RAW the development of
bituminized equipment and compactor had been finished in NPPRI
and full scale equipments for NPP needs are now constructed
/Jaslovske* Bohunice, Dukovany, Mochovce/.

The aim of this time research and development efforts is
incineration of solid wastes and calcination and vitrification
of liquid wastes. A type of transport containers for the
conditioned waste has been introduced into production together
with the necessary handling devices and means of transport.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are two operating nuclear power plants /NPP/ of

WER - 440 type in Czechoslovakia, each NPP consists of four

units /four units in Jaslovske" Bohunice and four units in Du-

kovany/. Both Czechoslovak nuclear power plants were put into

service without being equipped with a comprehensive radio-

active waste /RAW/ management system. The solid waste treat-

ment was limited to the storing on site in concrete shafts

and the liquid RAWs were treated by concentration through eva-

poration. The concentrates and spent ionexchange resins were

stored at NPP site in steel tanks, too. The capacity of tanks
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is limited for 5 years's operation of NPP. In course of this

period, either additional storages will be constructed or a

comprehensive waste management system will be worked out and

brought into realization.

Czechoslovak policy of a safe management of RAW from NPP

was formed gradually and comprises the following engineering

approaches:

- radioactive concentrates and spent ion-exchange resins will

be solidified by a suitable method at the power plant site

and packaged into steel drums /bituminization, cementation

and calcination connected with bituminization or cementation/,

- the non-combustible solid waste will be pressed into steel

drums and combustible waste will be incinerated, ash residues

and.fly ashes immobilized by suitable bonding agent and

packaged into steel drums,

- drums with solid, solidified and immobilized waste will be

transported in sheelded transport containers from the NPP

into regional RAW repository,

- treated waste in drums will be stored in subsurface tanks
£••••

made from reinforced concrete provided by additional protec-

tive barriers against the release of radioactive nuclides

into environment.

For realization of above mentioned policy for RAW management

from NPP was established the extensive and comprehensive research

project. The program of this research project was in pursuit of

following factual objectives:

- limitation of RAW production and its minimalization in NPP,

- development of processes and equipment for the decontamination

of selected parts of primary circuit,

- completion of process and equipment development for liquid RAW

bituminization including the equipment for transport and dis-

posal of bituminized products,

- completion of process and equipment development for solid

waste treatment by incineration and pressing,
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- optimization of RAW management processes.

Research work in some mentioned areas was started in 1980

already and nearly 50 institution and organizations take part

in the work. The main ones are Nuclear Research Institute fte2,

Nuclear Power Plants Research Institute Trnava and Chemical

Equipment Research Institute Brno.

2. TECHNICAL RESULTS

Technical part of the paper is oriented to describe the

technologies of RAW treatment. Information on transport

vehicles and disposal of conditioned RAW are only supplementary.

2.1. Bituminization of liquid RAW

Experimental works in technological research of bituminiza-

tion of liquid RAW was performed in the cooperation of NPPRI Tr-

nava and CHERI Brno. Personnel of NPPRI elaborated the program

of chemical technological research and the personnel CHERI solved

the problems of engineering research.

The scheme of experimental pilot plant bituminization

equipment is in Fig. 1. The main part of equipment is the

rotor thin-film evaporator FRO 2 S /manufactured by Kra"lovo-

polska" strojfrna Brno - KSB/. The rotor film evaporator has

following performance parameters:

- rotor speed: 500 min

- heat-transfer surface: 2 m

- motor input: 7,5 kW

- evaporation output: 100 - 120 dm ,h~

- heating: 0,9 - 1,0 Mpa steam

- rotor: with swing blades
3 4

- decontamination factor: 10 - 10

The following parts of equipment are seen at the scheme

in Fig. 1: storage cask for liquid RAW, heated storage cask

for liguid RAW, two heated storage casks for bitumen, two
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smelting casks for bitumen, condenser, condensate storage cask,

columm for oil removal from condensate, oil collector, venti-

lator, dosing pump for liquid RAW /JABSCO/, dosing pump for

bitumen /internal-gear pump/ and roller table. There is equip-

ment for drum caping in the milde of roller table,

Both liquid waste and bitumen or bitumenous emulsion

"Silembit EAS-6O" are pumped into the evaporator tangentially

above the heated zone and are distributed evenly over the inner

circumference of the body wall by a rotor-mounted distribution

ring. Motor-driven rotor blades spread a thin film of waste

and bitumen on heated interior surface of the evaporator, thus

generating highly terbulent conditions that enhance evaporation.

The dry waste particles and bitumen are simultaneously mixed by

the rotor blades, and the mixture is then discharged from the

bottom of thin-film evaporator into drums.

The following tasks were the main purpose of technological

experiments:

- to incorporate the maximum amount of dry solid residue from

liquid RAW into bitumen at the maximum output of rotor film

evaporator. The amount of water in bitumen products should

had the minimum value,

- to keep the technological process in reliable state,

- to verify the relation berween the physical and chemical

composition of liquid RAW and bitumen product characteristics,

- to verify the influence of technological parameters on bitu-

men product quality.

Table 1 presents the characteristics of bitumen products

prepared by using bitumenous emulsion "Silembit EAS-6O" or

birumen "A-80" as a solidification agent.
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Property-

Salt content in

product, % w.

Softening point,

°C

Flash point, °C

Leach rate of 137 Cs

after 63 days,
—2 —1

g. cm .d
Leach rate of salts

after 63 days,
-2 -1g. cm . d

Viscosity at 100°C

at 160°C

Water content in

product, % w.

Silembit
EAS-6O

40

45 -56

225 - 242

1,3 - 4,2

0,7 - 4,5

142 - 373

13 - 141

< 1

.10"3

.lO"3

P

P

Bitumen
A-8O

4O

51 - 55

238 - 247

1 3,9 -5,3.1O~5

3,6 - 7,8,1O~5

40 - 53 P

1 r 16 P

< 1

Table 1 Characteristics of bitumen products

2.2. Bituminizat.ion of ion-exchange resins

Developed process for bitum nization of ion-exchange resins

is based on drying spent ion-exchange resins followed by bitumi-

nization in a kettle homogenizer. For drying spent ion-exchange

resins a horizontal rotor evaporator was chosen, which was deve-

loped originally in Nuclear Research Institute fte2 for drying

high-level liquid RAW. Water content in ion-exchange resins can

be reduced under optimum temperatute regime to a level which

doesn't cause foaming during bituminization. No problems were

encountered with gaseous decomposition products of treated

ion-exchange resins.
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2.3. Cementation of liquid concentrates

The main drawback of cementation with respect to bitumi-

nization is the low filling of product with RAW. The leaching

of radionuclides also is higher. Both shortcomings are due to

the fact, that incorporated RAW retains its solubility in the

cement matrix and doesn't behave as an inert material.

Wide experience with the liquid RAW calcination in CSSR

eventuated the use this proces for the compatibility enhau™

cement of RAW with the cement matrix.

This is the way the object has arisen of developing mobi-

le unit of modular type which v/ould be able

- at output 0,6 m .h" to cement solidify directly the liquid

concentrates /salt content in final prodect 10 % w./,

- at output 0,1 m . h** to calcine and cement solidify liquid

concentrates /salt content in final product 30 % w./,

- to treat liquid concentrates by calcination only and calci-

nate package into drums without further immobilization.

Technical flowsheet of experimental unit named MESA 1

manufactured in NRI ftez is on Figure 2, The unit are build

into three modules which could be placed in each other. The

modul can be disassembled in a short time, transported sepa-

rately by usual transport means and assembled again on the

site where the unit is to be operated.

2.4. Compaction of solid waste

About 250 m of solid RAW in year arise in NPP with two

WER reactor units representing considerable volume require-

ment for their disposal. The RAW producers try, there-fore,

to reduce their volume as well subject then! to a treatment

yielding the solid waste in a form with low probability of

radioactivity leakage during transport and disposal.
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In the Czechoslovak NPP a low pressure hydraulic press is

used enabling pressing of waste into 200 dm steel drums.

Volume reduction factor attained in pressing various materials

is 2 - 5 in this press. The press is complete with the exhaus-

tion of radioactive aerosols from the pressing area and with a

device for pulling - out the filled drum from press. The main

parameters of press are in Table 2.

Parameters

Weight

Thrust force

Specific pressing

pressure

Output

Value

1 100 kg

0,12 MN

0,5 MPa

300 kg,!!**1

Table 2 Main parameters of low pressure

hydraulic press

2.5. Incineration of solid waste

Incineration of solid waste is from technological view more

complex problem but, on the other hands, it allows to attain

high volume reduction factors and transform the biological non-

resistance material into stable anorganic form.

Technology of incineration of burnable RAW is at present

in CSSR under the development. In NPPRI Trnava was built

up experimental incinerator. It comprises the following compo-

nents:

- waste dosing device,

- two chamber furnace SP 602

- air cooled vertical tube cooler,
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- regenerable fabric prefilter, /

- absolute filter,

- ventilator and chimney.

The unit is provided with temperature -, under pressure -

and flow-meters, gas sampling device for chemical and radio-

chemical analysis and a panel for the control of technological

parameters. In experiments in this unit are used real RAW from

NPP Jaslovske" Bohunice. Volume reduction factor 100 - 115 was

attained. Average calorific value of the waste is 28 000 kJ.kg"

and the incineration output 40 kg.h . Specific radioactivity

of used RAW was 0,27 - 3,2 MBq.kg" . Distribution of radioacti-

vity is follewed: 96 % of radioactivity passage to the ash from

furnace, 0,3 % to the fly-ash and 3,5 % is catched by filter

system. Total activity of gaseous; discharge was substantially

less than the limits allowed by Czechoslovak regulations.

2.6. Transport of treated RAW on a regional repository

All the waste /pressed or incinerated solid waste and

immobilized liquid waste/ is packaged into 200 dm drums. For

their transport on a regional repository a transport unit was

developed comprising the following components:

- production-type towing vehicle :LIAZ or TATRA make/,

- specially adapted three-axle platform trailer with a loading

capacity of 36 tons,

- system of stabilization frames for a safe clamping of trans-

port containers on the platform trailer,

- series of 5 types of transport containers with graded shield-

ing /for low - and intermediate-level activities/.

Transport containers proved successful in the handling

tests and also satisfied in the insultation power test under

extraordinary conditions /drop test/. The entire unit is well

manoeuvreable.

All necessary handling equipment was developed /cranes of
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the required parameters/.

Combined transport, i. e. road and railway, is under

consideration recently.

The regional repositores now under construction are of

the shallow ground type; geological survey is carried out in

order to confirm possibilities of underground disposal.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Czechoslovak policy of safe management of RAW from NPP

operation based on the immobilization of liquid RAW, volume

reduction of solid RAW and final disposal of conditioned RAW

/packaged in 200 dm steel drums/ on the regional shallow

ground repository was officially authorized 8 years ago.

Its realization is at present completely ensured by

Czechoslovak own technological processes and own manufacture

of all necessary equipment as well as of handling and trans-

port means.
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Fig. 1 Pilot plant bituminizetion equipment

1 - rotor film evaporator
2 - condensator
3 - roller table
4 _ _»_ -••_
5 - scale
6 - storage cask of liquid RAW
7 - heated storage cask of bi-

tumen
8 - heated storege cask of li-

quid RAW
9 - heated storage ceck of bi-

tumen

TO - smelting cask of bitumen
10a- -"- -"- -"-
11 - transport tank
12 - cask for preparing model

solutions
13 - storage cask of condensate
14 - condensate storage cask
15 - drop separator
16 - oil f i l ter
17-22 - pmrrps
23 - ventilator
24 - compressor
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12

-1H13

Fig. 2 Simplified flow chart of MESA 1 unit
/without the cooling, decontamination, deaeration,
and control systens/

A, B, C - ^nodules

1 - concentrate storage tank
2 - concentrate scales
3 - calciner
4 - concentrate conveyer
5 - cement conveyer
6 - scales for loose ma.terial /ceincnt and calcinate/
7 - condenser
8 - homogeniser
9 - additive tairk

10 - drum for the product
11 - condenser tank
12 - concentrate supply and overflow
13 - liquid waste from the process
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ABSTRACT

The paper outlines the main aspects of the UK policy with regard to
radioactive waste management. It defines the categories of waste arising
at BNFL's nuclear fuel reprocessing plant at Sellafield in Cumbria and
their main sources. It goes on to describe existing waste management
arrangements at Sellafield as well as future plans for the further
reduction of liquid effluent activity and the preparation of retained
waste for disposal.

INTRODUCTION

The nuclear power industry, like all complex industrial activities,
results in the production of wastes. Radioactive waste at Sellafield
arises from the reprocessing of spent fuel. Currently this is Magnox fuel
but in the early 1990s, when the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP)
begins to operate, it will also come from the Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor
(AGR) fuel in the UK and from overseas Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel.
The main sources of radioactive wastes together with their current or
planned methods of treatment are shown in Fig 1.

UK DEFINITIONS OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE CATEGORIES

Waste types in the UK are defined as follows:-

(a) Lew active liquid and aerial effluents are those which can be
discharged from the Site to the environment after monitoring to
ensure compliance with appropriate regulations;

(b) High level (heat generating) wastes (HLW) are those in which the
temperature may rise significantly as a result of their
radioactivity. In practice the HLW category is applied
specifically to the concentrated waste product from the first
extraction stage of a fuel reprocessing plant (in the USA this
category includes spent fuel);

(c) Intermediate level wastes (ILW) are those containing
radioactivity above the levels set for low level waste, but
which do not require heating to be taken into account in the
design of storage or disposal facilities (generally similar to
the US TRU waste category - 40CFR Part 191 - although some ILW
are high beta gamma emitters);

(d) Low level wastes (LLW) contain radioactive materials other than
those acceptable for "dustbin" disposal (very low level), but
not exceeding 4 GBq/t alpha or 12 GBq/t beta/gamma (additional
limits - 10 CFR Part 61 - are applied in the US).
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UK POLICIES FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

Radioactive discharges from the Sellafield Site have always been
subject to authorisation by the appropriate UK Regulatory Bodies which,
since 1960, have been the Department of Environment (DoE) and the Ministry
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF).

In establishing discharge limits the Authorising Departments take
into account the objectives of radioactive waste management as stated in
Government policy documents. These objectives are based on the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) system of dose
limitation as expanded and interpreted by the National Radiological
Protection Board (NRPB), and take account of the recommendations of the
Radioactive Waste Management Advisory Committee (RWMAC). The Company's
policy is to operate well within statutory requirements and to keep any
radiation exposure as low as reasonably achievable.

Aerial Discharges

Before 1 January 1988 the authorisations for aerial discharges at
Sellafield required BNFL to use the Best Practicable Means (BPM) to
minimise the activity discharge with no defined limit. However new
authorisations are now in force which set quantitative limits on the
activity level of discharges.

Liquid Discharges

A revised authorisation reducing the existing annual limits and
imposing restrictions on the solvent and solids content of these
discharges was introduced in 1985. An extensive revision came into effect
in July 1986 which is both more restrictive than the 1985 authorisation
and requires the Company to use BPM to ensure that all discharges are as
low as reasonably achievable.

Solid Wastes

UK policy is for the ultimate disposal of all solid or solidified
radioactive waste and no technical barrier exists to prevent this. There
is a wide range of activity levels in solid wastes and these require a
number of separate approaches.

For LLW, the only disposal site currently available to Sellafield is
the BNFL owned site at Drigg in Cumbria. This is a shallow repository and
the Authorising Departments have stated their intention to review the
conditions under which the disposal of LLW at Drigg is authorised every
three years.

Revised, more stringent, authorisations for Drigg came into force at
the beginning of February 1988.

Following the Government announcement in May 1987 the longer term
policy for disposal of LLW is in deep repositories such as those which
had already been identified as necessary for the disposal of ILW. Such a
repository, operated by the UK Nuclear Industry Radioactive Waste
Executive Ltd (NIREX) is not expected to be operational until the turn of
the century. Until this time fresh arisings of ILW, in a conditioned
form, will be stored above ground in purpose built stores.
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UK Government ov> ••<•-• is for solidified HLW to be held in surface
storage for at least SO years by which time the heat generation rate of
the wastes will be much reduced and disposal will be simplified.

General

All BNFL's overseas contracts undertaken since 1977 contain clauses
enabling wastes generated from spent fuel reprocessing to be returned to
the customer.

SOURCES OF WASTE ARtSINGS AND WASTE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AT SELLAFIELD

Aerial Effluents

Aerial effluents at
cell area^ and from p-ocp~

se from the ventilation of vessels, containment
ss plants.

They are discharged to the environment after passing through various
items of plant developed by BNFL to retain most of their original activity
e.g. High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters and scrubbers. BNFL
monitors the discharges &nd undertakes additional analyses to ensure that
the gas cleaning systems and filters are operating satisfactorily, thus
providing protection against plant malfunction and minimising the
radioactivity discharged.

Liquid Effluents

Liqui
which are
One major
decanning
other coll
sentencing
all of the
from the 1
in volume,

d effluents are collected into two major and two minor streams
subsequently discharged to sea via thr authorised pipelines.
stream, comprising the effluents from Magnox storage and
plants, is continuously discharged after treatment whilst the
ects effluent from the rest of the Site and is held for
before discharge. These two streams together contain almost
radioactivity discharged to sea. The two minor streams arise

aundry and from surface drainage water and although substantial
their activity content is negligible.

frf
Figures 2 and 3 show the past and projected Sellafield discharges

•om 1971 up to 1993. by which time both THORP and all the major effluent
treatment plants wiV! be in operation. The "total beta" figures given in
Fig.3 refer to a method of estimation which effectively excludes low
energy beta emitters, BOSZ significantly tritium and plutonium 241.
Howevar, both these raaionuc!ides are measured in effluents and taken
fully into account in tne assessment of radiological impact. Discharges
have never exceeded authorised limits.

In 1986, "total alpha" discharges were about 4 TBq and "total beta"
about 120 TBq. However, the reduction in liquid discharges has only been
made possible by holding more raw ILW on Site in anticipation of
subsequent treatment and disposal.

Site Ion Exc h ange_ Cffluent Plant (SIXEP)

Spent fuel delivered to Sellafield for reprocessing is first stored
in water-filled ponds. During storage, particularly with Magnox fuel,
some corrosion takes place leading to production of radioactive sludges
and the presence of radioactive ions in the storage water. Steps have
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been taken to reduce this corrosion by car.: f>> 1 :.•:-t o) of the pond water
chemistry, maintaining a high pH, and by the introduction of containers
for spent fuel. To limit further the concentrations of both radioactive
and non-radioactive ions, water is purged from the ponds at over 3000 m a
day.

This purge liquor could be discharged directly to sea well within the
limits i.et by the Authorising Ministries. BNFL decided, however, as part
of their continuing policy to reduce levels of activity discharged, to
build a plant, SIXEP to remove radioactive s. Judges and soluble caesium and
strontium from the large purge volume.

After evaluation of the options BNFL aciopiea sand pressure filtration
and ion exchange. Particular problems had, however, to be addressed with
the ion exchange process because of the complex <hemistry of the pond
purges containing very low levels of caesium and strontium. This
necessitated the use of a very selective ion exchange material.
Additionally the spent ion exchange material had to be suitable for
encapsulation as an ILW solid waste.

Development work completed by BNFL solved the complex requirements
for ion exchange and optimised the operation of the sand pressure filters.

SIXEP was designed to limit the average dcse uptake to the operators
to 5 mSv/y. This necessitated the design and development of a range of
remotely maintainable equipment. Additionally the Company developed fully
remote methods for the discharge and replacement of spent ion exchanger
and filter sand.

SIXEP has operated for nearly three years 3rid its performance has
fully proved the design and development work carried out. The plant has
achieved an excellent availability of over 99%. The performance of the
ion exchange material has been successful with average caesium
decontamination factors of approximately 1000. In the three years there
have been no failures of any of the specially developed equipment and the
remote discharge system for spent ion exchanger has been operated eleven
times with no problems.

The technology used in the development and design of SIXEP is
applicable to a range of effluent treatment problems and much of it is
currently being used in the designs for a further plant with different
process requirements.

Salt Evaporator

Attention has also been given to another significant effluent arising
from the actual fuel reprocessing cycle. This effluent contains high salt
levels coupled with very significant levels of alpha activity and even
higher levels of beta activity, mainly the short, lived isotope ruthenium
106.

In order to reduce the levels of discharges at the earliest possible
date it was decided to concentrate and store this effluent on Site in
anticipation of its subsequent treatment. Storage also has the advantage
of allowing the ruthenium to decay. However, to give manageable volumes
for storage, evaporation is necessary and the Salt Evaporator came into
operation in 1985 and has operated very successfully.
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A new plant, described below, is being built for operation in the
early 1990s which will remove alpha activity from the stored concentrate.

Enhanced Actinide Removal Plant (EARP)

In the early 1980s the discharge to sea of medium active concentrates
ceased and these, together with the Salt Evaporator concentrates, are
currently stored in stainless steel tanks. EARP is being constructed to
remove alpha and some beta activity from comparatively small volumes
(about 1100 m per year} of these concentrates and from comparatively high
volumes (about 70,000 m per year) of low active effluents.

Development work completed by BNFL has shown that these streams can
be chemically treated to form a ferric hydroxide floe and that the
majority of the alpha activity co-precipitates with this floe. The
addition of small quantities of specific chemicals also enhances the
separation of beta active nuclides.

The ferric floe precipitate is, however, produced as only a very
dilute suspension of solids in liquid and this requires dewatering to
produce a decontaminated liquor suitable for discharge to sea and a
thickened floe suitable for encapsulation.

The parameters for this dewatering step are critical if further
treatment stages are to be avoided and an ultrafiltration system has been
developed for this purpose. This development work' has proved the routine
operation of the ultrafilters and has established methods for cleaning.
In addition the filters have been designed so that their maintenance can
be carried out within an average radiation operator dose uptake of 5
mSv/y. This, coupled with the use of equipment developed for SIXEP, will
give a plant with a high level of safety and reliability.

The plant is due for operation in 1992 and will make a further major
contribution to the reduction of radioactive discharges from Sellafield.

High Level Waste

Liquid HLW is the raffinate from the first solvent extraction stage
of fuel reprocessing. It contains over 97% of the total activity of the
fuel solution and most of the transplutonium actinides, together with
traces of uranium and plutonium.

After removal of the entrained solvent (by steam-stripping), the
liquor is concentrated by evaporation and stored in high-integrity
stainless steel tanks which are fitted with cooling coils to remove
fission product decay heat. The waste is gradually self-evaporated during
storage and the eventual concentration is carefully controlled to avoid
crystallisation. The solution is agitated to keep any precipitated solids
in suspension and to maintain optimum cooling conditions. This safe
storage system is widely employed throughout the world and has been used
satisfactorily at Sellafield for more than 30 years. Currently about 1200
m of these wastes, resulting from Magnox reprocessing, are stored at
Sellafield. Future Magnox reprocessing is expected to give rise to some
further 1200 m of HA liquor with the baseload THORP operations adding
some 1300 m .
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However, storage in solid form is advantageous. The potential for

escape of radioactivity is much reduced and safe supervision in store is
also more easily achieved for lower cost. Solid waste is also more
suitable for eventual transport and disposal. For these reasons a
vitrification process has been developed to incorporate the fission
product wastes into borosilicate glass blocks within metal containers.
The Windscale Vitrification Plant (WVP) is currently under construction at
Sellafield and is planned to come into operation in mid-1990. This plant
which is sized to handle the current arisings of liquor and to work off
the backlog, is described in a separate paper to this Conference ("High
Level Waste Vitrification at Sellafield", A D Elsden, A Woodall).

The Vitrified Product Store, also being built at Sellafield, will
house the blocks produced by the WVP. It is currently planned that the
blocks will be kept in surface storage for at least 50 years prior to
disposal.

Intermediate Level Waste Arisings
3

Approximately 30,000 m of ILW have arisen from operations at
Sellafield over the last 30 years and these wastes are currently stored,
unconditioned, on the Site. These are of varying activities and some ILW
may contain long-lived isotopes and highly active fission products, just
as high level waste does, although heat generation is generally not very
significant.

There are a number of streams covering a wide range of activity which
are classified as ILW:-

1 Magnox fuel element cladding and AGR and LWR assembly fittings.
These either remain after the fuel dissolution or are removed prior
to it and may have become contaminated with fuel during processing;

2 graphite sleeves and stainless steel components from AGR fuel
assemblies contaminated by activation products. These are removed
prior to reprocessing and are uncontaminated by fuel;

3 low alpha/high beta-gamma wastes eg contaminated unserviceable
equipment and other items arising from plant operations and
maintenance;

%
4 high alpha/low beta-gamma wastes, e.g. materials contaminated with

Plutonium, (PCM);
5 sludges and ion-exchange resins from storage pond water treatment and

concentrates of liquid waste streams/plant wash-outs.

Although the storage of unconditioned waste fulfils current safety
requirements, detailed technical assessments undertaken by BNFL have shown
that storage in an encapsulated form represents a reduction in the risk
level under accident conditions and leads to reduced dose uptake to
operators and cost savings. A major R&D programme was started in 1982
both to investigate the properties of a variety of encapsulation matrices
and, if suitable ones were identified, to select appropriate formulations
for each of the ILW streams at Sellafield.

Resulting from this study BNFL's strategy is the direct encapsulation
of future arisings of ILW in a suitable matrix. Backlog material
currently at Sellafield will be retrieved, conditioned to a form suitable
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for encapsulation, and processed over the operating life of the
encapsulation facilities.

Other options to the direct and early encapsulation of future
arisings which were considered included:-

1) the storage of raw waste, to allow activity to decay;

2) the removal of activity by pretreatment;

3) compaction or comminution of solid waste.

These were shown to be both economically and radiologically less
favourable than the preferred early direct encapsulation route without pre
treatment.

The adopted strategy for the direct encapsulation has the following
aims:-

1) to prepare an essentially monolithic product which is both safe and
easy to handle for at least 50 years storage;

2) to provide a product that can be safely and conveniently transported
to a repository after similar times;

3) to ensure that the product will satisfy ultimate disposal
requirements, possibly with the use of additional overpacking.

Four plants are being constructed at Sellafield to encapsulate ILW in
a cement matrix. One plant will treat fresh arisings of Magnox swarf, a
second will treat wastes from THORP and other operations, including
retrieval of waste, a third will handle PCM arisings while the fourth will
encapsulate EARP floes.

These plants are all planned to come into operation over the period
1988 to 1992 and when operational they will encapsulate a wide range of
ILW using various cement formulations and a standard 0.5 m product
container. The residue packages produced will be held in monitored
retrievable stores until an appropriate ultimate disposal facility is
available.

Process Description

Each encapsulation process is tailored to suit the physical and
chemical nature of the waste stream. Thus, for solid items such as swarf
or hulls, an in-drum grouting process is to be employed which involves the
addition of a pre-mixed cement grout to a 0.5 m stainless steel container
of waste. The grout is sufficiently fluid to be easily pumped and during
grouting the container is vibrated to eliminate voidage.

For the encapsulation of waste slurries, floes and ion exchange
resins an in-drum mixing process has been selected in which dry cement is
added to the appropriate volume of waste slurry which is then mixed using
a 'sacrificial' paddle.

Both these processes entail the remote transfer and sequential
positioning of containers for multiple, automatically-controlled
operations at a series of work stations. The radioactive nature of the
wastes also varies widely so that the plant designs range from full
containment for high alpha wastes to massive shielded constructions for
high beta gamma wastes.
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Low Level Solid Waste

Arisings of LLW fall into three broad categories:-

1 combustible, compressible materials typically comprising stores
packaging materials, office waste paper, cleaning materials and
safety clothing;

2 non-combustible, non-compressible materials which comprise redundant
plant items and miscellaneous equipment;

3 miscellaneous process residues.

The Drigg Site, located some four miles south of Sell afield, is owned
and operated by BNFL for the disposal of low level waste. Drigg has been
used for this purpose since 1959. Low level radioactive waste arrives for
disposal at Drigg from Sellafield and other BNFL sites, from certain UKAEA
sites, defence, industrial, educational and medical premises, and from
nuclear power stations.

BNFL has begun a major effort to develop the facilities at Drigg.
Specific projects underway include the following;-

(a) treatment of Sellafield wastes by sorting, compaction as appropriate,
and containerisation;

(b) provision of concrete-lined trenches - to be known as vaults - for
future disposal;

(c) installation of a special cap over the existing and future trenches
limiting the ingress of rainwater;

(d) provision of new drains and a refurbished sea pipeline;

(e) provision of a Receipt and Monitoring Facility.

This is backed by an extensive programme of waste characterisation
and Site investigation and modelling, all of which have provided a good
understanding of the effectiveness of radionuclide containment.

The continued availability of the Drigg Site for LLW disposal is an
important aspect in the development of BNFL's plans for future operations
at Sellafield. Last year's decision by the UK NIREX Ltd to abandon the
search for an additional shallow repository has provided an added impetus
to the work outlined above.

BNFL is also co-operating with NIREX in an investigation into the
feasibility of providing a deep repository, for both LLW and ILW, in the
vicinity of Sellafield itself. This is part of NIREX's wider study of
possible sites in other parts of the UK.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

BNFL's overall waste management policy is to develop, in close
consultation with all the appropriate Regulatory Authorities, a strategy
which minimises effluent discharges and provides a safe, cost effective
method of treating and preparing for disposal all other waste arising on
the Site.

BNFL has developed various technologies and has built plants which
have substantially reduced effluent discharges from the Site. Further
reductions in liquid discharges will occur when EARP comes into operation
in the early 1990s.

BNFL has established clearly defined policies with regard to all
solid wastes as well as high level liquid waste. To further these
policies the Company has developed processes to prepare these wastes for
ultimate disposal.

BNFL will continue to dispose of solid LLw to their Site at Drigg and
will dispose of ILW in a NIREX repository when this becomes available.

All this has been, and is being, done with regard for the sensitivity
of the waste management issue in the eyes of the public.
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FIG 1: SOURCE OF TREATMENT OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE AT SELLAFIELD
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PERSONNEL TRAINING

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
SELECTED OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL
QUALITY VERIFICATION

p.
Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission, Praha
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Some other validity conditions of licences issued by the

Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission

- If a holder of the licence (certificate) has not been

carrying out his functions for more than 2 months but less

than 6 months he can resume his duties only after passing

an exam before a two-member commission of the employer and

shift doubling in the duration of 2 - 3 shifts.

- The Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission would withdraw the

licence in the following cases:

a/ non-copliance with the validity conditions

b/ upon request of the NPP at which he is employed

c/ well justified recommendation of the supervisory body

motivated by serious breach of safety regulations and/or

working or technological discipline prescribed by the

operational instructions

d/ in cases a/ - c/ the .operator withdraws immediately the
authorization to perform the function.

- The Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission keeps records

of all documents and certificates and controls activity

concerning the issuance and re-issuance of licences and/or

prolonging their validity.

- Compliance with validity requirements is inspected by the

State supervision over nuclear safety.

The Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission among others:

- awards to and withdraws from organization the authorization

to prepare and train selected personnel;

- approves the syllabus and the methodology of personnel

preparation.
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Some information about the Status of the State Examination

Commission for Verification of Professional Capability of

Selected Personnel and about the Status of the State Exam

The task of the State Examination Commission is to verify

special professional capability of the selected NPP personnel.

As prescribed by the Law No. 28/1984 on State Supervision

ov°r Nuclear Safety the State Examination Commission is esta-

blished by the Chairman of the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Com-

mission who also nominates and recalls the chairman of the

State Examination Commission.

The State Examination Commission consists of

- presidium (chairman, secretary, vice-chairman, organizational

secretary and members of the presidium -16 persons
in total)

- members (US persons including 7 inspectors of the supervisory
body)

As we can see frora the figure the NPP at each site delega-

tes to the Commission representatives of the following profes-

sions: NPP operation regimes, reactor physics, primary and se-

condary circuit installations, measurement and regulation,

electroinstallations.

The members of the State Examination Commission must have

university education.

The State Examination Commission may be in session only

if following requirements are met:

- the session takes place in the term set by the Czechoslovak

Atomic Energy Commission

- the Chairman or the vice-chairman and at least one member

of the presidium are present

- from the present members of the State Examination Commission

at least one member represents the supervisory body

- at least 5 members of the State Examination Commission are

present.
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The duties of all members of the State Examination Commission

are defined by its status.

State examination consists of a theoretical and practical

part, the theoretical part must be passed both in writing and

orally.

The examination procedure, contents and scope of the know-

ledge, capabilities and habitudes required and the evaluation

criteria are specified in the status of the exam.

The written part consists of elaborating a test; the oral

part deals with these problems of NPP operations:

- steady-state operating regimes

- standard transitional states

- failure and accident situations.

The structure of the practical part is differentiated for

every function of the selected personnel. It takes place in the

form of doubling the applicant performs certain duties and

functions under the supervision of an instructor for 4 - 8

weeks; the duration depends on results of the theoretical part

of the State exam. Those applicants who just want to prolong

the validity of their licence (usually after 2 years) do not

to pass the practical part.

The term of the State examination is announced by the

Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission in understanding with

the IIP? companies.

All other details about the State examination, its compo-

sition, preparation, proceeding, results evaluation and repeti-

tion possibilities are defined in its status.
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Act No. 28 of March 22, 1984

ore State Supervisions of the nuclear Safety

of Nuclear Facilities

The Federal Assembly of the Czechoslovak Socialist Re-

public ha3 passed the following Act:

Section. 8

(1) The Commission: shall:

a) detaraina the working activities (functions) which af-

fect directly the unclear safety and may be performed

only by members of the staff whose special expert capa-

bility has beem verified by passing successfully an exam-

ination: before a State Examination: Commission (herein-

after referred to as "selected staff members");

b) establish the methods, terms and conditions of verify-

ing the special expert capability of selected staff members;

c) determine the operational regulations for nuclear faci-

lities the knowledge of which shall constitute a compon-

ent part of the special expert capability of selected

staff members (hereinafter referred to as "selected ope-

rational regulations").

(2) The Commissions shall:

a) after having considered the technical outfit of organiza-

tions and the expert capability of their staffs, grant

to organizations authorization, to prepare selected staff

cambers and revoke such authorizations;
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•far) approve programmes and methods of preparation of select-

ed staff members ora the basis of a d̂ sigrn of the organiz-

ation authorized to prepare selected staff members;-

c) grairt and revoke authorisations TLCZ•:.-:isary to perform

activities of selected staff members; the Commission

may confide the granting °£ such authorizations to or-

ganizations authorized to prepare selected staff members,

(3) The Chaimam of the Commission, shall establish a

State Examinations Commission, for the verification, of the spe-

cial expert capability of selected staff members of nuclear

facilities and shall appoint and revoke the chairman and mem-

bers of this Commission.

Section 10

The inapectorSof nuclear safety shall be entitled:

a) to order the responsible organization; to draw up in. the

period provided therefor measures .and. a time-table for

removing deviations from the approved documentation,

especially from the limits and conditions;

b) to order the responsible organisation, to take without

delay the necessary measures, if they discovered a de-

viations from the approved limits and conditions endan-

gering directly the nuclear safety;

c) to order- the responsible organization- to carry out tech-

nical controls-, reviews and tests of the operational

capability of equipments, machinery or their: sets which:

are, according to the inspector's findingr necessary

for the verification: of the nuclear safety;
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d) to verify the special expert capability of" selected staff

members, in particular their knowledge of the Iimit3

and conditions and of the selected operational regula-

tions;

e) to withdraw tha authorization, to-perform activities,

if a selected staff member does not submit to verifica-

tion according to subparagraprt d) or if it reveals ig-

norance of the limits and conditions and of the select-

ed operational regulations, and to confer the final de-

cision, om. the body which gran-ted this authorization?

f) to enter, while carrying out inspections, the objects

im which nuclear facilities or their parts are conceived,

designed, produced, constructed, put into operation, o-

perated, repaired, reconstructed and put out of opera-

tion, and to require the necessary documents art A. infor.—

aatioru
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The Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission, Prague

CESKOSLOVENSKA KOMISE PRO ATOMOVOU ENERGII

PRAHA

OPRAVNENI
Authorization

k cinnosti vybranych pracovniku jadernych zafizeni

{ § 8 odsl. 2 pism. c/zakona c. 2 8 / 1 9 8 4 Sb.)

to perform act iv i t ies of the selected staff members
/section b, j^rbgraph 2c of the Act No. 28/19B4/

Por. c.
Serial No.

Jmp.no a prijmeni - - _ - - _...
Name
Datum a misto narozeni - 19
Date of b i r th
Zamestnavatel _ _ -
Employer

Place of b i r th

Uspesnym slozenim slatni zkousky dne - 19
According to the successfully passed State exsminstlon Date

c. zk. protokolu _ pfed Statni zkusebni komisi Dro ovirovani zvlastni odborne
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1« Introduction

Meeting all requirements of nuclear safety during
the constructions commissioning, operation and maintenance
of nuclear power plants is considered to be a task of primary
importance.

Ensuring the quality of the NPPs personnel belongs to
the most important activities which substantially influenoe
the operation reliability and the nuclear safety of UPPs.
Any human failure, such as a wrong or ill-considered inter-
vention of the operating personnel under emergency conditions,
could result in an unexpected and serious damages of the plant
devices, with consequences diffioult to remedy.

Training of personnel is one of the most important pha-
ses in the process of constructing, commissioning, operation
and maintaining of nuclear power plants. Its objective is
to establish and increase personnel professional competence
in such a way that they are able to perform reliable, safe
end economical operation of these costing installations.

The training of nuclear power plants personnel has been
carrying out in accordance with ttt Unified System of Personnel
Training for nuolear power plants, which was founded in 1979.
Scientific and technical bases for a content, legislation,
methodical and technical means of this training system were
prepared by the Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute

/ NPPRI/.
This unified system of personnel training guarantees

systematic obtaining, maintaining and increasing professio-
nal competence of the personnel for NPP commissioning,
operation and maintenance*
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There are three training centres acting within the fra-
mework of the Unified system of personnel training.
The Departmental Educational and Training Centre
(DETC-NPPRI) located in Trnava was founded within NPPRI
in 1979.

Its objective is to train selected workers for plants
(prevailingly graduates)•
DETC-NPPRI sponsors NPP personnel training and it methodi-
cally guides Educational and Training Centres within con-
oerns Czech Power Enterprises (SEZ) and Slovak Power Enter-
prises (SEP) in Brno and Piesi?any« The other two nuclear
centres realize training of technicians, maintenance and
service workers (not the graduates)*

Nowadays there are 8 operating W E R 440 units (PWR)
in our country, further fbur similar units are under con-
struction and they are to be commissioned up to 1992.
At the same time four VVER 1000 MW units are under con-
struction and they are to be commissioned from 1993 to 2000.

2« Organization of training

The employees of nuclear pov/er plants are divided into
7 groups according to their qualification and anticipated
specialization:

A - Supervising technical - administrative management
staff (chiefs of departments or sections - in ope-
ration, maintenance and services)

B - Selected operating personnel (working in shifts
-shifts supervisors, unit supervisors, reactor
operators and secondary circuit operators)

C - Engineering - technical personnel of technical
and maintenance departments
(not working in shifts - leading engineers, engi-
neers etc*)
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D - managing shift - operating staff (working in shifts
- foremen and shift foremen)

E - Workers of technical departments of the plant
(not working in shifts - e*g« leading technicians,
technicians)

P - Operational shift workers and servicemen
G - Maintenance personnel

In groups A up to C university degree ie required,
In the other groups complete secondary vocational eduoation
or vocational education is required*
DTC-NPPRI Is responsible for training and examinations of the
groups A,B,C and D* The other two training centres train
and examine groups E,P and G.

JTPP personnel training is realized according to the
Guideline No. 8/1965 of the Federal Ministry of Fuel and Po-
wer and it is obligatory for all plants*
The currently valid regulations distinguish a group of "selec-
ted workers of nuclear power plants" whose activities may have
a direct Impact on nuclear safety of the plants* According to
the State Supervision over Nuclear Safety Act No 28/1984 the
training and final exams of these workers are specially su-
pervised by the State Supervision of the Czechoslovak Atomic
Energy Commission*

The process of personnel recruitment, training and autho-
rization for NPPs can be divided into the following parts:

- establishing professional competence, consisting of educa-
tion, training and acquiring experience,

• maintaining competence,
- verifying competence*

Establishing the professional competence is closely
related with the system of school eduoation In which mostly
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general knowledge ie acquired and intellectual skills are de-
veloped (us.'.ng the knowledge in practice) • The orientation
of specializations in this educational system ©an influence
favourably the level of graduates entering the training follo-
wing the completion of the school. In the educational system,
students usually do not acquire specific knowledge concerning
the operation of NPPe, and their intellectual skills oan be
highly improved by including some training means into the
formal education in the school system (partial functional
simulators, school training reactors, etc.). Establishing
specific kmwledge, skills and habits is made possible only
by a training system in practice which usually consists of
a theoretical formal training in the classes of training cen-
tres, and of a practical training on a simulator, on-the-Job
training and guided practice at an operating unit. The level
of formal training is mostly dependent on the quality of the
contents and methods of the education, on the quality of tea-
ching materials and aids, and last but not least, on the le-
vel of lecturers and training engineers.

For assurance of the workers competence for their posi-
tion performance, which is given by their health, psychical
and professional competence, the training of nuclear power
plant personnel is divided into:
- basic training
- retraining
- additional training

The goal of the basic training is the obtaining of pro-
fessional competence of newly recruited workers for individual
performance of the position in the NPP.

There are 8 phaces in the frame of the basic draining:

e/ General theoretical preparation
b/ Specialized theoretical preparation
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c/ On-the-job training in the plant
designated for training

d/ Training on the simulator (group B)
e/ Preparating for and taking

final examinations for the Certificate
f/ Doubling in the NPP designated

for training (groups B,D,F)
g/ Preparation in the NP? of future

employment
h/ Preparating for and taking the state

ezams for obtaining the Licence
(group B)

The period of theoretic preparation (phasee a,b)
in the DETC-NPPRI takes between 14*28 weeks in dependence
of the training group. The whole training for a worker
in group B takes approx. 2 years.

The goal of retraining to maintain professions 1 com-
petence is the periodic renewal and verification of pro-
fessional capability for performing of the function in the
NPP and obtaining other knowledge and skills derived from
the innovation of technological eguipment and knowledge
from the analysis of abnormal and emergency situations*

Groups from A up to D have to pas* a retraining course
in the DETC-NPPRI once in two years. Moreover, the group B
has to pass a retraining course on simulator*
Retraining courses are organized according to groups of pro-
fessions* £ach course lasts a week* The retraining is also
organised by nuclear power plats*

The goal of the additional training is a purposeful
preparation organized by an employer* It is oriented towards
the obtaining and completing the knowledge and professional
skill? important for performing the position or in the case
of changing the worker*s position*
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3. Management of the training process

The aim of the activities of the Training Centre in the
field of the training of personnel for plant commissioning,
operation and maintenance is to train the planned number of
personnel in the required structure and quality. The training
results in a modification of the professional competence of the
personnel, i.e., In Improving their specific knovledge, skills
and habitudes In accordance with the requirements given by tech-
nological processes and requirements on sefe and reliable ope-
ration.

The process of the training management oonsists of
3 phases:

- planning,
- implementing
- reviewing.
The process is illustrated in the Appendix l.The feed-back

of this prosees is provided by utilization the information
from the evaluation for operational, tactical or strategical
management of the quality of plant personnel training. The re-
view system of the training process consists of Individual con-
trol subjects (training engineers, responsible functions in the
Training Centre, external audit authorities, etc.) that reali-
ze the review process at specified objects of the review
(trainees, training engineers, written materials for the tra-
ining, etc.) by means of the review tools (didactical tests,
class visits, examinations, statistical evaluations, verificati-
ons, etc.) •

In thir connection it Is necessary to emphasise a common
experience that a purposeful and high-quaMty preparation
of the planning process enables a better quality of the realiza-
tion of the training process. It is nevertheless evident that
the preparation of basic documents and aide for the management
of the Training Centre is a process that requires to establish
a feed-back from the training and to Implement efficient measures
for improving the quality o* thlc procesr.
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4. Experience and challenger from up-to-date implementation
of personnel training for NPPs in Czechoslovakia

As mentioned above, the quality of the formal training
depends in a significant extent on the preparatory phase for
its establishing, and on the feed-back from the training and
practice for its periodical improving. The transfer of know-
ledge from plant operation has to be assured by regular prac-
tical training of the training engineers from the training
centres, as well as by engaging plant personnel directly for
the training in the centre.

An irreplaceable part of the control room personnel trai-
ning is provided by the training on a full-scope simulator.
Besides practicing basic activities in normal operating modes
and practicing the behaviour in controlling failures and inci-
dents, the training ie extremely important for practicing team
cooperation of all control room shifts. The up-to-date experien-
ce from the training on the simulator in our Training Centre
shows an unconditional relation of the simulator training to
the formal training. At the same time it becomes evident that
It is necessary to consolidate the knowledge from the formal
training on partial functional simulators (modelling the func-
tions of instrumentation and control circuits, functions of re-
gulators, the values of both controlled and controlling parame-
ters, etc«)f these activities can effect significantly the effi-
ciency of the training on full-scope simulators* Including shift
supervisors into the control of the training process during
retrainings enables to obtain a review of the competence
and quality of the shift.

Though the practical preparation of personnel in the basic
phase of the training (on-the-job training, guided practice)
is carried out in accordance with programmes, the up-to-date
experience shows that there are significant reserves In this
field* The tutors at the training units are little Interested
In the training of trainees, there Is little available space
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right at the units for trainees, as well ae there is a lack
of motivation from the part of the trainees; these are the
reasons why the results required in improving the competence
during activities at the training units often are not met.
It is thus necessary to develop appropriate methods how to
realize the training programmes at the training units, and
to specify the training programmes in more details. The con-
trol and check of the execution of the both on-the-job tra-
ining and guided practice have to be carried out by a plant
section responsible for the training*

A practice at the plant where a trainee comes from pro-
vides a part of the improvement in his professional competence,
A phase of a preparation for the activities In the trainee's
organisation forms a part of this programme* No detailed prog-
rammes were specified for this phase up to date*

A participation of plant personnel in assembling techno-
logical equipments, in procuring these equipments, in preparing
operational manuals and Instructions, but mainly the participa-
tion in commissioning their own plant, all of this can influen-
ce the professional competence significantly*

Maintaining the professional competence is an irreplaceable
part of the regular retraining at units* The regular
training in the frame of the so called "training days" should
consist oft
- modifications in plant technological equipments,
- changes in plant transients and failure characteristics,
- modifications in operational manuals and instructions,
- corrections of failures and control of plant incidents,
- modifications in the operational limits and conditions set

up by governmental authorities,
- experience from other plants,
- evaluation of lessons learned from failures caused by human

faotor*
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It is necessary to execute the training in line with

long-terra programmes, taking into acoount ourrent changes

aocordlng to the methods that have to prescribe e precise

check of any lesson with explicitly stated goals. The consi-

dered implementation of the simulator training systems should

effect significantly the self-training and the cheok

of the refrerhing training at the unite.

Verifying the professional competence in our system of

training is carried out in each phase of the training. The

•basic phase of the training in the training centres is comple-

ted by issuing a Certificate and on the level of the verifi-

cation by a State Examination Board by issuing a Licence,

The experience up to dete shows that both authorities and the

regulatory body pay the utmost attention to the verification

of the professional competence of the selected personnel on

direct operating functions, but signifioantly less attention

to other supporting functions.

Inevitable prerequisites for successful functioning

of the training system ere organizational and material-techni-

cal conditions at the operating organizations. Tha level of the

operational manuals and instructions and of the operating sche-

mes does not correspond to current requirements laid on the

training, especially as concerns simuletors, where the training

should be realized strictly in accordance with the operational

instructions. The amount of the documentation for the training

purposes is insufficient; this documentation should be supp-

lied by operating organizations to the training centres In or-

der that the training be as close to actual conditions at i;he

unit as possible*

The evaluation of the system of staffing, recruitment,

training and licencing of plant personnel carried out In the

C*SSR in 1986 follovving the Chernobyl accident resulted

in corrective measures intended to Improve the efficiency of

this system. These measures consisted mainly of Increasing

the quality and intensifying the specialized formal training In

classes, with the orientation on the transfer of the latest
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knowledge and practical experience from the operation of both
domestic and foreign WER-440 units into the training system.
During the training in the Centre, the formal training
In nuoleer safety has been Intensified by evaluating opera-
tional events and incidents and the ways of their control.
While recently there was a complete lack of information In
this field, currently the situation becomes better owing
to the understanding of the operating organizations«

What are the results of the realization of the Unified
System of Personnel Training in Czechoslovakia?

1, There were trained 3614 workers for NPPs or for other
enterprises In the framework of this System during the
years 1979-1987• 1189 workers, from that number, have been
trained in DETC-NPPRI.

2, The Increase In the quality and effectiveness of the perso-
nnel preparation for NPPs In Czechoslovakia,

5>. The v/avs of further development of personnel training
in Czechoslovakia

The further development of the nuclear power plants
personnel training in Czechoslovekla Is being accomplished
in the following directions:
- A proposal and subsequent Implementation of e system of

life-time education tor ell personnel in nuclear power
is being prepared, In order to intensify that part of the
current system of training that enables to obtain the latest
scientific-technical knowledge,

- An enalysis of the current way of the maintenance personnel
training is being performed. The analysis will result In
the improvement of the training system of the maintenance
personnel, Including use of modern technical and methodical
meens.
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•• A training system based on partial simulators i£ being

developed to improve the intellectual skillr of direct

operating personnel. It enables to develop a "mental"

model of these workers .simultaneously with the quality

of the preparation for the training on full-scope

simulators.

- A further development of the t:eining methods v.lll consiot

iJi increasing their efficiency, mainly by the "feed-back"

of the latest information from plant operation into

the training process, and by the operative "transfer

of knowledge" from plent incidents or accidents into both

forme 1 and practiccl training.

- Two nfcvr full-scope simulators are being developed in the

£SSR to train direct operating personnel* The first of then

represents a modified type of the WER-440 simulator for

a decentralized control system, the other is a full-scope

WER-1000 Simula tor „

- The innovation of the training system and personnel training

of NPPs v.lth 1000 m reaotor is forthcoming,

- A gr*at attention is peid to increasing the quality

of retraining to maintain professional competence*

Some of these problems ere being solved in oooperation

with other socialist countries. Last but not least, the U£€

ot the experience from the developed western countries helped

VLB to solve some conceptual problems in establishing our

system of nuclear power plants personnel training. It would

be useful to go on In creating still more favourable condi-

tions in the frame of the IAEA for developing the cooperation

in the field of human faotor trailing end in the leseerch

of its reliability during cor/missioning, operating and main-

taining nuclear power facilities.
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Introduction

Probabilistic safety analysis methods are now being applied
widely in both the design and operational safety of nuclear power
stations. The methods of PSA offer a comprehensive and
structured framework within which potential accident sequences
can be identified, the likelihood of their occurrence determined,
and the severity of their consequences assessed. The results of
the analysis can be used to identify requirements for design
modifications to safety functions, the effectiveness of operating
procedures, acceptable limits on operating with failed equipment,
etc.

1. WHAT IS PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT?

PSA is a synthesis of analytical techniques that:

i identify and delineate the combination of events that, if
they occur, will lead to a severe accident or any other
undesired event,

ii estimate the frequency of occurrence for each combination,
and

iii estimate the consequences.

As practised in the nuclear power industry, PSAs have
focused primarily upon severe reactor accidents (ie core melt
accidents beyond the design basis), since they are perceived to
pose the greatest hazard to the public. The methods of PSA have
also been applied to selected issues such as system reliability
for single systems (eg auxiliary feedwater), loss of grid
(including the reliability of diesel generators) and containment
response. In these cases, it is usual to define the consequence
involved as "loss of system" rather than evaluating the
environmental impact of any subsequent radioactive release. The
PSA integrates into a uniform and disciplined methodology which
treats the relevant information about plant design, operating
practices, operating history, component reliability, human
actions, the physical progression of core melt accident sequences
and potential environmental and health effects in as realistic a
manner as possible.

It is clear that the state of understanding and data
availability varies markedly among the principal components of a
PSA as outlined above. Thus, in developing the structure of the
methods, care is given to make allowances for differing levels of
uncertainty, the use of "soft" information, including expert
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judgement and "the combination of quite different types of
treatments of errors.

1.1 The Components of a. Probabilistic Safety Assessment

A full-scale PSA of a nuclear plant is a daunting,
time-consuming and an expensive exercise. It is made up of many
components and it is usual for these comporvir.ts to be able to be
used as freestanding analytical techniques in their own right as
well as forming part of the overall PSA scheme. Thus, the value
to an operator of having the full PSA capability available to him
goes beyond the global view of environmental impact and provides
the ability to analyse the operation of the plant at a "detailed
and practical" level. The principal components of PSA are
illustrated in Figure 1. Here the basic components required for
a PSA are shown together with an illustration of how they connect
together. Diagrams such as this cannot show every detail, nor
give any appreciation of differences in requirements between the
boxes on the flow chart. The diagram is to illustrate the five
principal components of PSA.

a. Plant analysis
b. Containment analysis
c. Source terms
d. Environmental consequence analysis
e. The treatment of external events

The figure illustrates the multi-disciplinary nature of the
components as well as the major steps of the analysis. The
analysis involves developing a set of possible accident sequences
and estimating their outcomes. To this end, various models are
used, and a great deal of data is analysed. Depending on the
scope and the objectives of the study, the models may treat plant
systems, the response of the containment, radionuclide transport,
and offsite consequences.

Plant-system models generally consist of event trees and
fault trees. Event trees delineate initiating events and
combinations of system successes and failures, while fault trees
depict ways in which the system failures represented in the event
trees can occur. These models are analysed to estimate the
frequency of each accident sequence. Examples of fault and event
trees are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.

Several different models are required to represent the
events that occur during the accident buc before the release of
radioactive material from the containment. They cover the
physical processes induced by each accident sequence in the core,
the reactor-coolant system, and the containment as well as the
transport and deposition of radionuclides inside the containment.
The analysis examines the response of the containment to these
processes, including possible failure modes, and evaluates the
potential for the releases of radionuclides to the environment.
The offsite consequences of the accident, in terms of
public-health effects and possibly economic losses, are estimated
by means of environmental transport and consequence models.
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These models use meteorological data (and sometimes topographic
data as well) to assess the transport of radionuclides from the
site. Local demographic data and health effects models are then
used to calculate the consequences to the surrounding population.

As indicated in Figure 1, a full PSA covers both internally
and externally initiated events. By the former we mean plant
component failures or inadvertent operator action, by the latter
we mean accidents caused by earthquakes, floods, aircraft crash
and fires as examples. Since any plant on any site will be
subjected to a range of natural hazards possibly specific to that
site, it is fitting that a comprehensive PSA should include an
evaluation of the offsite risk arising from such initiations.
Since in all countries operating nuclear plant there is a
requirement to design plant to be able to cope with certain
levels of external events, it is rational to enquire as to the
response of the plant once these levels are passed. However, in
the main, our understanding of very rare events (eg the 10'6

earthquake) both in terms of return frequency and plant response
is not as well developed as for internally initiated event::.
Data is not readily available for evaluating building or plant
response to large earthquakes, or the effects on the internals of
buildings struck or penetrated by crashing aircraft.
Nevertheless, these topics must be treated in an overall PSA and
because of these differences, it has become usual to keep
internal and external events separate through the calculations
and not to combine the results at the end into an overall
evaluation of risk from the plant.

2. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PROBABILISTIC AND DETERMINISTIC
STUDIES

One of the most common misunderstandings associated with
safety studies is the difference between a deterministic and a
probabilistic treatment: the operational definitions of the two
stem from the use of a "design basis". In nuclear regulation,
the plant designer is given targets or guidelines against which
to design the plant. Thus, he will require to know both the
capacity (flow rate), head (pressure) and reliability required
of, say, a high pressure injection system on a PWR. This is so
that he can demonstrate that the core will be adequately cooled
if it works and that if it does not work then this is only
expected so seldom as to be acceptable. The methods used to
calculate the reliability (or availability) of such a system are
the same as in a probabilistic treatment. That is fault or event
trees plus access to a component reliability data, including
common cause failure data, are needed. However, the design basis
for the plant is defined in terms of a limited number of
initiators, chosen to envelop the requirements of the plant for
all initiators of the same type. Such a list is given in the
"fault schedule" an example of which is given in the Sizewell 'B'
Preconstruction Safety Report. It is the purpose of the
deterministic analysis to show that the plant as design is
sufficient to meet the demands of the design basis.
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3- THE STATE OF THE ART IN PSA METHODS

It is important to recognise that the level of experience
and understanding varies among the different parts of the PSA.
Thus, the reliance placed on PSA insights should depend upon the
strength of those areas of PSA used to obtain the insights. The
different areas have each reached a different level of
development, or state of the art. This section surrjnarises the
state of the art for all the areas that make up a complete PSA.

3 .1 Level of Development

A PSA study is multi-disciplinary. Depending on its scope,
a PSA may require analyses of plant systems, human behaviour, the
progression of core-melt accidents, radionuclide behaviour,
health effects and seismic hazards. However, not all the areas
of analysis involved have reached the same level of development.
For example, the methods of unreliability analysis have been used
in some form since World War II, whereas the methods used for
analysing core melt progression are new and unique to reactor
technology.

The use of PSA in the regulatory process should consider
what parts of the PSA exhibit the greatest strengths and what
parts may be weaker. A particular area of analysis can be
characterised by its degree of validity of realism, stability and
need for improvement.

The fact that improvement is needed in an area raises; the
related question of the feasibility of achieving significant
progress in that area in the next few years.

The degree of validity or realism of a method refers to the
extent that approximations or conservatisms may have been
knowingly or unknowingly introduced. This may have been done
because of insufficient knowledge or because of the need to
simplify the model. Validity is a measure of how closely the
model represents actual reality. In some cases, there is so
little experience with the phenomena of interest that it is
difficult to reach a definite conclusion on the validity of a
model. The uncertainty associated with a result may reflect
inherent variation in the data base, questions about the validity
of the model, or both.

Stability is a measure of the rate of change of the analysis
methods in an area. If no significant changes in the methods
have appeared recently, and if the methods in use are generally
accepted by most of the experts in the area, the analysis may be
•termed stable. This implies a certain degree of reproducibility.
That is, for a stable area, different analysts working separately
on a given problem will produce comparable results by similar or
equivalent methods. Note that stability does not necessarily
imply validity. A method may be recognised as using quite
imperfect models in certain areas, yet because of the complexity
of the problem there has been little progress, so the method has
remained stable. The recognised need for improvement in an area
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is an indication that there is no overall satisfaction with the
methods and this depends on our perceptions of the state of
technology in that area. These perceptions are subject to
changi-. for example, for severe;! years after ^he Reactor Safety
Study {P.SS;:;) there was little dissatisfaction with, or ir" .-:ost
ir., the area of radionuclide release, transport, and deposition
alter severe core d-i^age or melting. As a result of measurements
rr.ade at TKI after th>- accident and ongoir-; research, it was
recognised that some of the conservative -..-sumptions might not be
appropriate and the need for improvement in this area changed
accordingly.

3.2 Plant Analysis

Syster. modelling in PSA studies is usually considered to
have reached a high level of development. The degree of validity
is fairly high, and recent improvements have mostly been in the
areas of further automation and increased ability to treat large
and complex systems. The areas needing the most improvement are
human interactions and dependent failures. The data base is also
weak in certain places. The techniques of fault trees and event
trfv s have advanced considerably since their initial application
ir the RSS and a variety of approaches to their use are
available. The insights drawn from system modelling are
Ljc-'ner,-! ly quite solid, even though issues about the completeness
of the analysis persist.

The treatment of the underlying assumptions in system
analysis (eg success criteria, time dependencies, thermal
hydraulics phenomena) is still open to debate. The transient
initiator data base has improved substantially but improvements
are stj.il desirable in the failure rate data base, since the
ranges (and error factors) are quite broad for some important
a.oas. Progress has been made recently in the collection and
analysis of component data but more is needed. Few analyses of
LOCA initiators are available and causal data are sparse. Thus,
the -•erall understanding of the root causes of failure has not
improved substantially. This also affects the ability to model
dependent or common cause failures and quantitative efforts in
this area have had limited success. The improvements in data and
methods are, however, contributing to an improvement in the
ability to more accurately reflect potential dependent failure
problems and the effectiveness of defences'*'.

The modelling of human interactions introduces substantial
uncertainty. This is particularly true of operator errors of
commission and errors originating in misdiagnosis of accident
conditions. However^ even in the areas of errors caused by
failure to follow existing procedures, the uncertainties are at
least of the same order of magnitude as those associated with
component failure data. Progress has been made recently in this
difficult area and much more work is now under way. Within a few
years, this aspect of system modelling is expected to become more
systematic and the results more reproducible. For example, there
is a substantial improvement in our ability to identify potential
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human errors, due to weaknesses in design and procedures, using
the methods of task analysis and human reliability analysis13'.

There continue to be rather large uncertainties in the
numerical results of PSAs (core melt frequency, offsite risk) for
a variety of reasons. One key reason is that for some accident
sequence initiators, the likelihood of the initiator is so low
that such events have rarely, if ever, happened. In such cases
(examples of which include very large pipe breaks, large
earthquakes and failures of the reactor protection system
function) the PSA analysis must rely on synthesised estimates
that are difficult to perform and uncertain because of the lack
of data associated with them. For other initiators (including
the more common transients, the small earthquakes and most fires)
there is a valid data base that can be relied on in the analysis,
and the uncertainties are smaller. It turns out that the
numerical results of PSA are more reliable when the accident
sequence quantification relies on combining several reasonably
well-known rates and failure likelihoods; on the other than, the
results are somewhat less reliable when the key numerical inputs
are synthesised from various analyses and extrapolations rather
than taken from direct observed experience.

3.3 Containment Analysis and Accident Sequence Development

This area includes analyses of the thermal hydraulic
response of the plant to an accident, the progression of severe
accidents and containment performance under severe accident
loadings for accident sequences or groups of sequences. The
analyses include a wide range of phenomena, some of which are not
well understood.

In general, the validity of the analyses in these areas is
not as good as in the plant system analysis. Largely this is due
to the lack of experimental results against which to compare the
models. Some of the areas, especially radionuclide behaviour in
post-melt environments, are sufficiently complex that it would be
very difficult to construct models based on first principles even
if the results from realistic core-melt experiments were
available. Thus, the entire area is currently in a state of flux
resulting from the widely perceived need for improvements and the
results of current research.

Different models are required to model different phases in
the progression of an accident: core degradation and melting
within the vessel, steam and water circulation before vessel
failure, the dispersal of the molten portion of the core upon
ve&sel failure, core concrete interactions and the coolability of
the debris bed on the containment floor. Structural analysis is
needed to determine the response of the containment to thermal
and pressure stresses. Hydrogen generation and mixing in the
containment are of special concern. It is also necessary to
estimate the mount of energy that can be released in steam
explosions after the fall of the molten core into water in the
bottom of the vessel or in the reactor cavity. Furthermore,
specialised and detailed understanding of quite different aspects
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of phenomena may be required in applying PSA to different types
of reactors .

3 . 4 Fission Prr/Juc* Transport.

The characteristics of radionuclide releases to the
environment are described in terms of various timing and location
parameters, the 'cherrr.aj. energy release rate, and the quantities
of radionuclides released. The quantities of radionuclides of
the various elements available for release from the plant depend
on the processes by which radionuclides are released from the
fuel and transported through the reactor coolant system, the
containment, and possibly buildings external to the containment
before reaching the environment.

Analyses have shown that both natural and engineered
retention mechanisms can significantly reduce the inventory of
radionuclides available for release if enough time is available
for those mechanisms to act. Therefore, source terms are
strongly affected by whether or not the containment fails and, if
it fails, by the time and the mode of failure.

The capabilities in all these areas of analysis have
improved substantially since the RSS(1) and are currently rapidly
changing. Since the T'AI accident, severe accident research has
expanded broadly, the aim being not so much to improve PSA but to
acquire information about severe accident behaviour for possible
use in regulation (this is stated to be an aim in the United
States and Italy) and to enable appropriate priorities for
further R&D to set during a period of limited resources.

Advances have also been made in the PSA analysis
capabilities, including improved codes and methods for developing
and quantifying containment event trees.

Shortly after the TMI accident, questions were raised about
the appropriateness of the methods used to analyse source terms
in the RSS and subsequent PSAs. In the face of complex problems
and large gaps in the existing body of knowledge, the RSS chose
to make conservative assumptions for source term predictions in
some areas; that is for some of the radionuclides in certain
accident sequences, the RSS methods estimate higher release
fractions than we now believe would be observed in an actual
accident. These over-predictions may be significant in many
cases. As a result of suspected deficiencies, a number of
research programmes have been undertaken to improve the ability
to realistically model radionuclide release and transport in
severe accidents.

3.5 Environmental and Economical Consequence Analysis

The health and economic consequence analysis portion of a
PSA provides estimates of the frequency distribution of possible
offsite consequences for core melt accidents. Models have been
developed which describe the transport, dispersion, and
deposition of radioactive materials and predict their resulting
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interactions with the environment and the effect on the human
population. Consequences can include early fatalities and
injuries, latent cancer fatalities, genetic effects, land
contamination and economic costs.

The validity in this area is relatively high. The analysis
methods have been fairly stable for some years overall, but the
need for certain specific improvements is recognised.
Improvements in some recent PSAs have included more detailed
treatment of certain meteorological and topographical effects,
and enhanced models for the mitigation of radiation exposure (eg
evacuation and sheltering).

The first comprehensive assessment of consequences was
performed in the RSS. Since that study, modelling capabilities
have been improved, model and parameter evaluation studies have
been performed and existing models have been applied to provide
guidance in such areas as emergency planning and reactor siting.
In addition, the importance of potential consequences resulting
from releases of radioactive materials to liquid pathways haa
been examined.

3.6 External Events

External initiators are discussed separately, principally
because the method for treating them is, in some respects,
different from the method for treating so-called internal
initiators. The external initiators differ from the internal
initiators in that they are likely to cause important concurrent
events that complicate the response of the plant to the initiator
and nay degrade offsite mitigation efforts. For example, a
severe external flood is almost certain to affect the possible
evacuation of the nearby population and an earthquake severe
enough to damage the plant is also likely to cause a loss of
offsite power. External events include:

a. Earthquakes
b. Internally initiated fires
c. Floods (both external and internal)
d. High wings (tornadoes and hurricanes)
e. Aircraft, barge, and ship collisions
f. Truck, train and pipeline accidents
g. External fires
h. Volcanoes
j. Turbine missiles
k. Lightning

For a specific site, it is necessary to identify which of
these (and other hazards) must be considered - not all apply to
all sites 1

The basic approach consists of quantifying the expected
frequencies of the various initiating events, determining their
effects on various pieces of equipment and determining the
results of any degradation or failures on plant performance.
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The validity of the analyses for many external initiators
remains questionable because of the lack of appropriate
experience against which to judge models or because the problems
are inherently complex and difficult to treat. The methods of
analysis for most of the external initiators are now in a state
of flux and the need for improvement in the current treatment of
most of the important initiators is recognised. These are
discussed below.

The analysis of external initiators has seen major advances
in the last decade. Much active developmental work is in
progress and abilities in this area should continue to improve.
However, the uncertainties associated with such analyses are
still significantly larger than those associated with most
internal initiating events, principally because of uncertainties
associated with the development of the hazards curves (ie the
frequency of occurrence of an event exceeding a given magnitude).
Nuclear power plants are carefully designed and engineered to be
resistant to external initiators at the levels expected to occur.
Taking normal design safety margins into account, the external
initiators that are found to pose a significant threat to the
plant are extremely severe and thus exceedingly rare. As might
be expected, predicting the frequency of these unusual
occurrences is very difficult and the resulting expected
frequencies have very large uncertainties.

For seismic events, a consensus prevails that the
uncertainties in the core melt frequency remain quite large for
seismic PSA analyses. For these results error factors of 10 to
30 (implying ranges of 100 to 1000 for the 5 to 95% confidence
interval) might be reasonable at present. A major contributor to
this uncertainty is the likelihood of the very large earthquakes
that dominate the analysis. These large numerical ranges for
quantitative results do not negate the significant engineering
insights obtained. Many of these insights are new and could not
be acquired with traditional methods. In particular, the system
vulnerabilities and common cause dependencies revealed have
indicated areas where further investigation is arranged and where
regulatory consideration may be required.

It is still too early to judge the achievable accuracy of
the fire analysis methods. The uncertainties are probably larger
than those for internal initiators. The engineering insights
obtained from the few fires analyses performed to date have
already been very useful and are in no way invalidated by the
large uncertainties in the quantitative results. The
uncertainties will probably be reduced somewhat by the results of
current research. Methods developed for PSA are now finding
application within the design basis in demonstrating the safety
case for modern plant.

While engineering insights are available concerning
vulnerabilities from high winds, the estimates of core melt
frequency or risk from high winds are highly uncertain due to the
difficulties in determining the frequency with which wind speeds
high enough to significantly damage a reactor may be expected.
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Flooding analysis is complicated by several factors. The
fragility of safety equipment (especially electrical equipment)
exposed to the spray from an internal pipe or tank break is very
difficult to analyse quantitatively. flood induced corrosion can
compromise the ability of safety equipment to remain operable
during the recovery period after a particular flood has been
nominally "controlled". Another flaw in the analysis is the
limited ability to quantify partial blockages of drains or sumps
that are relied on to carry away floodwaters. Finally, flooding
(especially from an external source) can randomly deposit solid
matter like sludge, silt, or event sizeable objects in or on
reactor plant equipment. These effects are difficult to analyse.
The data base and analytical methods for coping with these issues
are not well developed. Difficulties in modelling human
intervention can also complicate the analysis.

External initiators such as aircraft impacts, pipeline
accidents, external fires, volcanoes and turbine missiles are
typically analysed probabilistically by performing a bounding
analysis on their frequency of occurrence. An estimate is then
made of whether the initiating event is serious enough to merit
"concern". The main insight gained from the analyses performed
on these "other" initiators (numbers 5 through 10 in the list
above) are that, generally, they have minor risk significance in
the United States. However, for European situations, aircraft
impact is seen as being of particular importance due to the large
number of aircraft movements, particularly of military craft in
European airspace. In Germany this has led to special design
provisions (the "bunker" design). This indicates how PSA can be
used as an important guide to an understanding of which issues
must be taken seriously and which can legitimately be discussed
at an early stage in the siting of hazardous plant.

4. Conclusions

As noted in this paper, PSA methods have undergone
considerable development since their first use, The Safety and
Reliability Directorate of the UKAEA have been at the forefront
of much of this development and have applied the methods to a
range of nuclear and non-nuclear plant. A number of papers are
attached to this presentation which illustrate some of the
current SRD research and development. These papers emphasise the
importance of a practical and useful approach to PSA; the aim is
to learn about the engineering of the plant not to manipulate
numbers related to risk. The outcome of a PSA should always be
to highlight the potential safety weaknesses in the plant
operation and design and to indicate how those weaknesses can be
overcome. Such indications can then be investigated in a cost
effective manner because the safety importance of the potential
modifications can be appreciated from the PSA risk contributors.
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British Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) owns and operates the nuclear fuel
reprocessing plant at Sellafield in the north of England. The plant for
reprocessing Magnox fuel has been in operation for many years, but, during
the last twelve years, there has been a major expansion at the site to
build more fuel storage ponds a new reprocessing plant for oxide fuel,
effluent treatment plants, and plants for the conditioning of high and
intermediate level wastes. During this expansion it has been necessary for.
BNFL to be satisfied that the risk from the total site operations would
remain within acceptable limits, and that no individual plant on the site
would contribute more than an appropriate amount to the overall site risk.

In Great Britain all nuclear sites are licensed by the Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate, (Nil) part of the Health and Safety Executive.
The Nuclear Site Licence for Sellafield includes may conditions which
govern the operation of the site including some which control the
construction of new facilities. For each new plant, BNFL oust obtain
agreement from Nil prior to the start of construction, prior to the start
of commissioning and prior to the start of plant operation. Nil base their
agreement on the various safety documents which BNFL have to submit at each
stage in the project. Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) plays a major
part in justifying the adequacy of a plant design and in determining the
key operational parameters. Furthermore, BNFL use FRA as an aid to
decision making during the design process to ensure that design safeguards,
which prevent the occurrence of accidents or mitigate their effect, are
applied in a Banner which is cost-effective in relation to the potential
hazard and its likelihood of occurrence.

BNFL, therefore, have developed a system of safety assessment which starts
at the conceptual design phase of a project and follows through to the
final operation of the plant. These assessments are recorded in a series
of safety documents which have been structured to meet BNFL's needs and
those of the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate. This paper will describe
BNFL's assessment methods and the system of documentation which has been
developed.

CRITERIA

Because a number of plants are being built at Sellafield it has been
necessary to develop criteria which can be used in the assessment of
individual plants, and will ensure that the summated risk from the
Sellafield complex remains within acceptable bounds.

To ensure that the design of new plant is consistent and adequate, safety
criteria have been established for both the workforce and the public
relating to normal operations and potential accident conditions.
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Normal Operation

a. The Workforce

The criteria relate to the predicted radiation dose uptake which will
be incurred as a result of the plant's normal operation.

Compliance with the criteria is demonstrated by a detailed dose uptake
study based on the calculated dose rates and predicted occupancy
times. The level of internal dose arising from airborne contamination
is more difficult to calculate, and predictions must be based on the
containment system design, the ventilation provided and the
experience gained from other plants handling similar materials.

There is also a requirement to demonstrat3 that radiation doses are as
low as reasonably achievable, ie that the cost of reducing doses
further is disproportionate in relation to the benefit.

b. The Public

Members of the public are not subjected to direct radiation from the
plants, but may incur exposure resulting from aerial and liquid
effluent discharges. These discharges must comply with the
authorisations issued by the responsible Government Department.
However, because such authorisations apply to the site as a whole,
BNFL must decide on the targets to be applied to individual plants.
Compliance with the criteria must be demonstrated through the
production of detailed flowsheets for the plants. Studies are also
necessary to demonstrate that the best practicable means have been
adopted to minimise effluent discharges.

Potential Accident Conditions

In order to estaolish criteria relating to potential accident conditions,
decisions must be made on level of risk which are deemed to be acceptable
to the workforce and to the public.

a. The Workforce

The accident statistics for a number of industries which are
traditionally considered as being "safe" industries, have been
studied. These show that individual members of the workforce are
subject to a risk of accidental death of approximately 10" per year.
BNFL considers that this is an appropriate target for the risk of
death to the workforce from radiological accidents. However, it is
recommended that this risk is not estimated because of the
difficulties encountered in accurately modelling the effects of
accidents on the workforce, but that certain standards are achieved.
In particular, it must be demonstrated that the sumaed frequency of
incidents which could result J.n prompt death to • member of the
workforce should not exceed 10" per year for any plant.

b. The Public

It is now considered that members of the public have little difficulty
in accepting a fatality risk of 10 per year, and this has been
adopted as the target level for the site as a whole. However, this
risk must be subdivided between approximately 100 plants on the site.
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In calculating the risk to the public it has been borne in mind that the
wind direction varies during the year, and, therefore, there is only
approximately a one in ten chance of an individual member of the public
being down-wind from any particular release of activity.

It is possible therefore, using the accepted relationship between radiation
dose and mortality, to set a target criterion for accidental discharges
from a single plant expressed in terms of a time-averaged dose, ie Sieverts
per year.

This criterion implies a linear relationship between frequency and
consequence, but it is recognised by BNFL that low consequence accidents
can have a severe impact on the public by causing grave concern and
disruption to their normal activities. To take account of these accidents
secondary criteria have been developed which require more stringent,
frequency targets to be met than would be dictated by the
linear-relationship between dose and frequency.

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

Assessment in relation to the Company's safety criteria is performed at
each stage of the development of a new project, but, in the early stages,
the level of assessment is limited by the information available.

In order to carry out PRA, it is necessary to:

identify all fault sequences that could give rise to hazards having
appreciable consequences (usually done by the application of HAZOPS,
fault trees or event trees);

quantify the frequency of individual hazards (initiating
condition frequency, protective system failure probability including
automatic or manual shutdown systems, containment and ventilation
systems);

quantifying the consequence of the individual hazards (fraction of
radioactive material released, dispersed then absorbed by the
operator or members of the public);

summating the frequency and consequence of all hazards to find the
total plant risk.

Identification of Hazards

A method of identifying hazards, developed in the chemical industry, is
that of hazard and operability studies, often referred to as a HAZOP study.
This consists of scrutinising the plant design, section by section, to
determine the effect of all deviations from normal operating conditions. A
study team, whose members are sufficiently senior to make decisions about
changes to the design, and who cover a wide range of disciplines, studies
the complete set of engineering flow diagrams for possible deviations from
design by following a set of guide-words.

In some sections of nuclear chemical plants, mechanical rather than
chemical processes can dominate. BNFL has developed a set of guide-words
to facilitate the application of HAZOP studies to such plant. The
guide-word "none", for example, which means "no forward or reverse flow of
liquids or gases" for chemical plant, would mean "no movement or no change
of speed" for mechanical plant.
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Hazards can also be identified by the construction of fault trees and event
trees. Fault trees enable the assessor to consider the various initiating
events that would result in a generic hazard such as perhaps fire or
criticality. Event trees allow the assessor to follow all possible
outcomes after an initiating event such as the failure of a valve or
incorrect operator action.

Quantification of Hazard Frequency

Provided that an adequate set of data is available on the failure rates,
repair times, proof test intervals of equipment, on the probability of
human error and on the likelihood of specific physical conditions, leading
to uncontrolled reactions (hazards) taking place, it is possible to
quantify the hazard frequency. Where hazard frequency is affected by the
reliability of automatic or manual protective systems, use is made of
system reliability assessment.

Over the last few decades, many companies have collected data on equipment
failures and downtime due to failure, including maintenance tine. A
considerable quantity of reliability data is now available in databanks and
has been published in the open press. Much of this data relates to the
chemical and power industries. However, the special conditions of nuclear
plants, including the need for remote maintenance, means that reliability
data for nuclear chemical plants is often markedly different from that for
other plants. Therefore, BNFL has set up an extensive data collection
system at its Sellafleld works, and that data is used in the reliability
assessment of new plant systems.

While it is costly to collect data on equipment reliability, this can be
done without much technical difficulty. The same is not true of human
reliability which is affected by a wide range of performance shaping
factors. Hence, little practical data exists on tht probability of an
operator failing to carry out a particular action on a process plant. This
information is vitally important for the completion of quantified risk
assessments. Therefore, BNFL have been playing an active part in an expert
group which is evaluating the applicability and suitability of human error
assessment models for particular applications.

Quantification of Hazard Consequences

Information on the release and dispersion of radioactive materials
following accidental loss of containment in a nuclear process plant is not
very plentiful, so, to make maximum value of what data is available, a
consequences databank, parallelling the reliability databank, has been set
up. This has enabled BNFL to collect world-wide data on events where the
dispersion of radioactive materials has been measured.

Using the source terms, release and dispersion characteristics, etc, held
in the consequence databank, the consequences of accidents with respect to
radiation dose uptake to members of the critical group - considered to be
the people 500 metres down-wind from a release of radioactivity - can be
calculated.
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SAFETY DOCUMENTATION

The assessment of a new plants in relation to the Company's criteria starts
et the conceptual design stage when the proposed process is examined in a
systematic manner to identify the potential hazards which night arise from
it. This is done by means of a Hazop and Operability (HAZOP I) study in
which a group of experts, which includes safety specialists, process
engineers, plant operators, research and development engineers etc examine
each step in the process and apply a number of keywords designed to aid
identification of potential hazards. A preliminary quantitative assessment
is then made of the likely frequency and consequences of these hazards,
often using generic information about the reliability of plant and
equipment, to judge whether the plant is likely to meet the Company's
targets for accident risk, effluent discharges and dose up-take during
normal operation.

The results of this study are recorded in a Preliminary Safety Report (PSR)
which is assessed by BNFL's internal safety committees, and submitted to
the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate to provide them with early
information about the project. The quantified risk assessment in the PSR
may also be used to identify reliability or availability targets which Bust
be net by key pieces of equipment in order to satisfy criteria.

As the detailed design progresses towards the start of construction, a
Pre-Commencement Safety Report (PCSR) is prepared. The detailed design is
subject to further hazard and operability (HAZOP) studies which involve
examining each engineering line diagram on a line-by-line basis and using a
number of keywords to identify potential hazards which nay arise as a
result of deviations from normal operations. The fault sequences
identified in this way are analysed, using fault and event tree methodology
to ensure that all the contributory factors are known. The fault sequence
is then quantified in terms of its frequency of occurrence and the
resulting consequences in terms of the dose up-take to the nost exposed
nember of the public.

The PCSR also provides a detailed justification of the siting of the plant,
a process which has been chosen including information on how this has been
optinised to nininise generation of wastes, effluent discharges etc and to
demonstrate that the design safety principles and design safeguards,
identified in the PSR have been incorporated in the detailed design. It is
on the basis of their assessment of the PCSR that the Nil give their
permission for construction of the plant to start.

The PCSR is revised before the start of plant commissioning to incorporate
any modifications which have arisen during the construction phase. This
revision of the PCSR also includes the Commissioning Schedule, which
explains how the plant will be commissioned in a nanner which adequately
tests all the safety features. A preliminary Operating Safety Appraisal is
also included in which the safety operating Units for the plant are
defined, and the safety mechanisms, which are necessary to ensure safe
plant operation, are identified.

The PCSR is revised following the safety commissioning of the plant to
include a report of the safety commissioning which demonstrates that the
results of commissioning are acceptable. This version of the PCSR also
includes details of any modifications which have arisen during the
commissioning phase, and provides justification that they are compatible
with the plant safety case. The Preliminary Operating Safety Appraisal is
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also revised at this time, in the light of the experience gained during
commissioning the plant, so that firm operating limits for the plant are
established. A final list of safety mechanisms is also defined.

After the first year of plant operation, the safety documentation is
reviewed again to incorporate information which has been generated during
the early operational phase of the plant. The radiation dose uptake to the
workforce is reviewed, together with the levels of aerial and liquid
effluent discharge which have been achieved. These are compared with the
design targets to ensure that no modifications to plant and equipment, or
Operating Procedures are necessary. This document then becomes the Plant
Safety Case which is formally reviewed every five years and up-dated in
relation to the operational experience gained during that period. Any
incidents which have occurred are also identified and analysed. The
physical condition of the plant structure and equipment are also reviewed
to justify their adequacy for a further .five years of operation.

SUMMARY

It can be seen, therefore, that BNFL have developed a comprehensive and
systematic approach to Safety Assessment which starts at the conceptual
design phase, and continues with periodic reviews throughout the
operational life of the plant. Probabilistic Risk Assessment plays a vital
part in demonstrating the adequacy of the plant, and in helping designers
to make rational choices between alternative processes and equipment. It
is recognised that the estimation of risk is not a precise science, many
assumptions have to be made, and the data used in the quantified
assessments is often only a "best estimate" rather than being derived from
a statistically significant sample. However, if all plants are assessed
using the same methodology, the relative risks they present can be
calculated. Furthermore, the discipline imposed on the designers and the
assessors *b produce quantified risk arguments, presented in a structured
series of safety documents, gives great confidence that all aspects of
plant safety have been examined in detail.
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There is presented a brief description of construction and
functions of two systems participating in localization of Design
Basis Accident in the third Czechoslovak NPP Mochovce (four
VVER-4-kO units type 213). This accident is represented by LOCA
(T.D. 500) with loss of in-site power and rcajiimuiri rated
earthquake (6 balls of the MSK-64 scale).
The passive pressure accumulator system and the low pressure
injection system of ECCS (LPIS) have been chosen for reliability
analysis (fault tree) and main attention has been concentrated
on the influence of human error during these studies. The
uncertainty analysis of both systems, as a next step of their
reliability analysis above mentioned, has been carried out.
Results of reliability analysis are presented graphically and in
tables. Analysis showed great importance of right and verified
selection of top event of the fault tree (passive system) and
serious influence of periodical testing during refuelling on LPIS
system.

1. Introduction

As far as reliability analysis is concerned Czechoslovakia
participated in the IAEA coordinated research programme
"Development of risk criteria for the whole nuclear fuel cycle".
The subject of our contract. No. 4rO32/RB (1985 -87) within the
frame of this programme was "Importance of independent and
dependent human error to system reliability and plant safety" and
the activity aimed at selection and reliability analysis of a
safety system with very few human interactions and of safety
system enabling more human interventions. Passive system and LPIS
of the. Czechoslovak NPF Mochovce ECCS were selected for analysis
and an analysis using values with uncertainties was also carried
out for both systems. The plant i3 in the stage of preliminary
design and will be equipped with four PWR"s (Soviet type
WER-440).The Design Basis Accident (DBA) of this NPP is
represented by a cold leg breakage of the main circulation pipe
with two-sided outflow of coolant simultaneously (LOCA) with a
loss of in-site power with transition to emergency power supply
(dieselgenerators),and with maximum rated earthquake (with power
of 6 balls MSK-Sk scale with maximum acceleration of 0.25
[m/sec2]). The analysis is based on preliminary design of NPP
Mochovce and system descriptions were completed and perfected
through consultations with specialists of Czechoslovak design
organisation Energcprojekt Prague.The fault tree analysis was
used for these reliability analysis and the Czechoslovak computer
code CRAFT {extended analytical technique of Bulgarian code KADO)
anc! coie Fra;;ti.. wore v.£-e-.i for evaluation of fault trees.
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Reliability analysis of the oassive system

2.1. Description of the passive system

The passive system (system of pressure accumulator - SPA) is
formed by two independent identical subsystems. Each of them has
two similar pressure accumulators (PA). Discharge lines lead from
one accumulator to the upper plenum and from the second one to
the lower plenum. Setup of one accumulator with discharge line
can be seen in Fig.1.

The aim of SPA is to prevent exposing the core after LOCA
before the low pressure injection system (LPIS) starts its
operation. The system is completely passive. To function well it
needs neither power supply nor initiating impulse from the
outside. The SPA starts its operation automatically when the
presstire in the primary circuit decreases under 6 MPa and check
valves in discharge lines open. After complete emptying the
accumulator nitrogen is prevented to penetrate into the primary
circuit by float valve which closes the discharge line in the
accumulator,

The SPA is designed according to Single Failure Criterion.
The reliable functions of at least one PA leading to the upper
plenum and both PAs leading to the lower lower plenum or
functions of both PAs supplying the upper plenum are necessary
for sufficient cooling of the core during the DBA according to
Soviet thermohydraulic calculations. During all other initiating
events which demand intervention of the SPA reliable function of
only two PAs out.of four ensures sufficient cooling of the core.
Generally accepted conception of simple redundancy of the SPA (2
x 100 % - that means that SPA fails when both PAs supplying upper
and lower plenums fail simultaneously) accepted in Czechoslovakia
is valid for these events too. Special initiating event is "a
discharge line breakage in the section between plenum and check
valve" which results directly in not functioning of one PA. In
this case the SPA will not fulfil its task when two PAs out of
three" fail.

The main way how to maintain availability of the SPA during
operation is monitoring. Original Soviet design of NPP Mochovce
supposed to use the existing system of direct transmission of
signal from measuring sensor to displaying and signalling devices
in the unit control room (CR).This system is also used in
Czechoslovak NPPs in Jaslovske Bohunice and Dukovany. The system
of transmission of measured values to the unit CR via computer
(so called decentralized control system DERIS) should replace the
system used before, but its description is based on preliminary
information. We took into account both systems for our
reliability analysis.

The solution pressure and level are measured continuously
during operation of direct transmission system. Measured values
are displayed on request individually on the SPA panel in the
unit CR. Overrunning of preset values is signalled by a warning
light and by acoustic signalling. The check valve position is
signalled en the SPA panel in the vir.it CR continuously fgreen or
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red light). The closing of the float valve in the nozzle of the
discharge line to the PA is signalled by turning on the SPA panel
in the unit CR
In the case of new design of the NPP control the DERIS
automatically transmits controlling and blocking signals
(including emergency signals) on the basis of sensor signals to
all NPP systems.

Most information about the course of NPP technological
processes brought in the unit CR is communicated by a central
computer which receives information from own sensors and also
from some sensors shared with the DERIS. Besides the central
computer, the DERIS also sends out information to the unit CR.

During the unit operation the loss of ability to function of
any part of the SPA is not allowed. If it occurs the unit must.
not be put into opei'ation or must be shut down without delay in
the NPP Dukovany the shutdown is limited by one hour and "the
apair of one PA is allowed for three days period)
We considered non-functional PA in cases:
- non-compensated PA pressure dropping
- non-compensated PA solution level
- solution level must be corrected more often than once in a
month
- discharge line- is blocked
- loss of isolation valve position signalling.

2.2. Analysis of possible failures and their causes

Three main possible types of failure are taken into.account:
- there is not necessary inventory of solution in the PA,
- pressure cf nitrogen in the PA is not sufficient,
- the discharge line is blocked.

All these failures will cause a change of seme of the
monitox-ed parameters and also a certain failure signalling in the
unit CR.

Besides the occurrence of the mentioned failures themselves
a human error is also necessary to break ability of the PA to
function. With human error we mean that the operator does not
perform prescribed response on signalled failure event. The
occurrence of relevant failure will probably manifest gradually
and the operator will have enough time to respond right (failure
occurs before LOCA).

2.3. Reliability analysis of the SPA

The formulation of the SPA fault tree top event was
suggested: "no solution discharge from two PAs to reactor
plenums". Primary events were quantified by constant
unavailability or constant failure rates after assembling of
fault tres. Regarding the ways of the SPA in-service testing all
primary events were conservatively considered unrepairable. The
fault tree h*d fl<* (4 times 21) primary evt?nts.
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Quantif i_-atior. cf primary eve.itj- r-'p-. >.-. ."r,v i:-.£ lunar, errors
was pert'orr.jj by estimating. Th<: a."A-ciment. w.to be^ed on the
following data from literature:

*** 5 . 10 E-i »•'•*
probability of overlooking wrong ooiitii';. or vjlve, for
example, during general visual in.5pectic;; «..;' the facility
(i.e.not on the CR panel) without concr^t.1 i " •;••.;• ct ion scenario

*** 1 - 10 E-2 *•**
probability of neglecting to perform a task realization of
which is not checked by change of signalling (e.g. a manually
controlled valve was not returned to its right position after
the maintenance has finished)

*** 1 . 10 E-3 *••
probability of a wrong operator intervention curing normal
(e.5. not t-ir.ergency) situation.

Other analyses were realised for the ?PA behaviour during
earthquake (this cause was quantified by beta factor = 0.25.

2.4. Results of reliability analysis

The graphic results of the 'Quantitative analysis are shown
in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. They represent comparison of influence of
individual subtrees (of secondary events) on unavailability of
one PA for basic variant, comparison of influence of change of
the information transmission design on unavailability of one PA
and coinparion of the SPA unavailability during various initiating
events.

With regard to the fact that most reliability
characteristics of primary events were only estimated, the main
significance of the results consists in the comparison of the
influence cf individual events and variants of the design and the
function.

All events concerning human influence on the SPA incline to
Common Cause "Failures". But the results of calculation of the
SPA unavailability when considering CCFs and using bounding
method showed that the influence of this type of failures on the
SPA was not significant.

It is clear from graphic results that the SPA unavailability
for the basic variant depends almost exclusively on fche failures
of technical elements (pressure measuring,relief a check valves).

When using new design of information transmission to the
unit CR the SPA availability increases significantly (Fig.2.).
This is caused by decrease of influence of "lew nitrogen pressure
in the PA" event which is a consequence of added automatics of
the reactor shutdown during the PA pressure drop.

Different values of the SPA unavailability are expected
during earthquakes. If it occurs it is a significant common cax:se
which is able to damage many parts of a NPP simultaneously
(especially lines and pressure vessels). Qualitative influence of*
the mentioned ©vent3 is very important ani independent neither on
previous operation time nor on design of information transmission
to the unit CR. Therefore,, when considering earthquake the SPA
unavailability is approximate.!*/ our.stant durim; the whole
operations! time.
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2.5. Uncertjirity analysis of the passive system

The uncertainty analysis cf the ECCS passive system, as
next step cf the above mentioned its reliability analysis, was
carried out for the following six variants of the system fault
tree top event :

1.Unavailability "2
2.Unavailability "3
3.Unavailability "2

out of 4" pressure tanks (LOCJU
out of 4" pressure tanks (hot leg accident)
out of 3" pressure tanks (rupture of the

pressure tank-reactor discharging line)
4.Unavailability "2 out of 4" pressure tanks including the

possibility of an earthquake (LOCR under
the conditions of earthquake)

5.Unavailability "2 out of 4" pressure tanks when unavailability
of two lower pressure tanks is not failure
(the Soviet idea of safety)

6.Unavailability or two upper, or two lower pressure tanks
{Czechoslovak idea cf safety).

For each variant, two possibilities of the data transfer into
unit control room have been considered.

In comparison with the data file in the preceding chapter
also the credibility of these failure rates and of human error
probabilities has been evaluated by means of probabilistic
methods : the credibility has been evaluated by the so-called
error factor ( 95%-quantile / median ) and a probabilistic
distribution has been defined for each failure rate and
probability of human error- The error factor has the following
practical interpretation :

F = 1 - 3 a very credible estimate with low level of uncertainty
F = 5 an estimate with a medium level of uncertainty
F = 10 high level of uncertainty, only restrained conclusions

are possible on the basis of this estimate
F = 15-30 only an approximate estimate.

The calculations were made with modified and improved
versions of foreign codes SAMPLE and COSMOS.The computer code
COSMOS determines the top event uncertainty by means of the
method of moments and multi-dimensional Taylor expansion of the
structural function, the computer code SftMPLE uses the classical
Monte Carlo simulation method. The results of both codes did not
differ substantially. The output of these codes characterises the
uncertainty of a system accident by means of a histogram of the
frequency distribution. Two samples of histograms are in Fig.5.
and Fig.6., where the uncertainty of probability of the secondary
event "discharging line is not penetrable" is shown. In these
figures, the numerical values of some parameters of the
distribution are also presented.

The histogram of a distribution displays, in a graphic form,
the character of uncertainty of a top event probability. To
concentrate the information into a single parameter, the error
factor is a very r.uitabl<*! r:'.ear;~. The average error factor of tln»
top event probability was fj-..:al *-o._5 for the old concept i*=r. of
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the data transfer, and to 4 for the new conception of the data
transfer into the unit control room. The level of uncertainly of
the top event (error factor equal to 5 - medium-uncertain
estimate) shows thai: the values obtained in the analysis can be
taken as fairly conclusive.

Reliability analysis of the low pressure injection s

3.1. Description of the LPIS

The low pressure injection system is formed by three
independent identical subsystems. Discharge lines of two
subsystems are mouthed into both discharge lines of the SPA and a
discharge line of the third subsystem is mouthed direct in both
branches of one loop of primary circuit. A setup of one LPIS
subsystem is seen in Fig.?.(the thin drawn parts, being
insignificant from the reliability point of view, were not
included into the reliability analysis; some insignificant
elements from the reliability point "of view are not given here -
e.g. accumulators sumps, pipe check of leakage of non-return
valves, outlet of leakage from pipes seals, and so on).

A subsystem contains a pump (output 600 m3/hour ) projected
for pumping to the back pressure 0.7 MPa. The pump is di^iven by
an electromotor connected to the secured power supply system
iSPS). Its cooling is supplied by a system of service water (SWS)
for cooling circuit of pumps. Pump suction is connected thx^ough
non-return and check valves to the boric acid solution
accumulators (capacity 260 m3; t= 55 - 60 C ). After pumping out
of the accumulator, the suction is connected through an exchanger
cooled by a service water system to the sump at the floor of
primary circuit herrrvetized region, where a water leaking from
fallured primary circuit is collected. A pump discharge is
connected to the boric acid solution accumulator by a
recirculating path which is determined for both start-up and
check of the pump.

The LPIS serves for longterm cooling of depressurized
primary circuit (pressure drop below 0.7 MPa would take place 20
sec. after accident). Discharge line of each LPIS subsystem is
divided in two branches for the cooling solution to be able to be
supplied into both the upper and lower reactor plenums.

At a loss of in-site power an automatic signal is sent out
for dieselgeneratci-s star ting-up (for each loop) which are
prepared within 10 sec for lead acceptance. Individual electric:
appliances are connected to the running DG by so called
"successive start-up automatics" in the importance consequence
according to the program of DG successive load. The LPIS pump is
connected 15 sec after appliances connecting start-up. Electric
power disconnection tor LPIS pump extends about 30 sec.

LPI3 pumps cii; b';/ start, ed-up into closed discharge (at the
flow Lower than + 20 rr.li/hcv.r, an â tcrna:: : c opening of both valves
withi:; 1,5 rr.in at t'rv:- st-v.-Ting-:.:r.- p?.1:.'.; intw "he tank with a bcric
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DESCRIPTION OP PIG. 7

1 - frou pressure accumulator No. 1

2 - from pressure accumulator Ho. 2

3 - to the auction of high pressure part of emergency

core cooling system (ECCS)

4 - output of hydrazlne solution to the cleaning

5 - connection of suction lines of IflS subsystem

6 - to the suction of earthquake cooling system

7 - input of service water to the exchanger

8 - output of service water from exchanger

9 - connecting of LPIS subsystems accumulators

10 - Input of the solution for filling of boric acid

solution tank

11 - output of reclrculstlng path of spray pump

12 - suction of spray pump

13 - from the discharge of sprsy pump

14 - to the suction of sprsy punp

15 - Input of hydras Ins solution

IS - change of pipe wall I.D. 250 (discharge line of pressure

accumulators and adjacent part of LPIS dlschorge - 20 not

LPIS suction and discharge line - 11 mm)

. 7: Setup of one LPI3 subsystem
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acid solution - Fig.7.). A successive valves closing at the
sufficient flow is secured fox- each valve by one of both flow
meters at the discharge line.

A boric acid solution accumulator is designed for 20 minutes
pumps running. In case of level decrease in the accumulator to
the value of 500 mm, an automatic opening of gate valve at the
suction line from a sump in the primary circuit hermetized the
region floor, where water leakaged from the breakaged primary
circuit; is collected, takes place (a gate valve at the suction
line from accumulator is closed in the same time - Fig.7.). Water
from a sump passes through an exchanger where it is cooled by
SWS. With the same line, pump suction of the spray system and
ECCS high pressure injection system are connected.

At the Czechoslovak NPPs the so called "thirty minutes
criterion" is accepted. According to this rule the function of
a nuclear power plant safety system after accident is
automatically blocked for 30 minutes against any intervention of
the operator. After 30 minutes mentioned above the operator- can
manually break-out redundant LPIS pumps (one out of three loops
is sufficient for core cooling) and by means of interx-upted
operation one of the subsystem to keep the temperature in core
under 100 C (two days pump operation is supposed with a pump
restart since the third day daily within 30 days).

Inspection of the system is carried out under operation of
reactor and during refuelling. A contemporary inspection design
during refuelling at the NPP Mochovce is different from the
conception used up to now in the Czechoslovak NPP Jaslovske
Bohunice and NPP Dukovany. Both these conception were taken into
account (manual and automatic inspection of a recirculating
c.irctiit, restarting in the new conception, no passage check-up of
discharge line in the new conception) in the reliability
analysis.

The LPIS operation inspection is secured by a stage
monitoring of some components (eventually by signalising
essential changes), or by periodic supervision of the operable
state of its pax-ts.

There can be given an example of monitoring and indicating
of boric acid level height in a storage tank common with its
temperature and pressure (at the operator demand), as well as
emergency signalisation of level drop below 500 mm. Inspection of
LPIS loops operable state is realized after 10 days (the whole
system is checked-up monthly). After a simulated signal a purm?
starting is checked-up. as well as automatic valves opening at
the start up recirculating path and pumps running within 1 hour.
A signal simulation of level drop in the tank is verified also by
gate valve opening at the suction under sump.

After a LOCA accident, an extensive change of cont.roled
pax~ametex~3 in the control room is indicated (monitoring of
px-essure before and after pump /per demand/, flow in discharge
line, recirculating circuit, valve closing /according to flow/,
input a;:d output temperature of heat exchanger).

A system construction is based on the Single Failure
--.^--^4— <<_„ vOrf,md»ncv is 3 x 100 % . Under operation it is
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admissible to repair one loop within a maximal 16 hours period
in the case of remaining subsystems running throughout the
recirculating path and with supply of electric power from DG.

LPIS subsystem failure is as follows :
- failure of pump,
- failure of suction and discharge line fittings,
- non-adjusted level drop or change of boric acid concentration
in the tank,

- inadmissible change of solution temperature in the tank,
- failure of pump or fitting electric power supply,
- failure of SWS,
- failure of pumps cooling.

3.2. Analysis of systems failures and their causes

The proper function is based on fulfilling of the following
essential suppositions :
a) system availability per demand
b) system operation within given period

System under operation runs in two different modes. In the
first mode, LPIS works in automatic mode (30 minutes). The second
mode is manual ly-̂  operated from a control room. LPIS failure (in.
automatic mode) can occur by an incorrect response per demand to
the pumps suction switching-over (storage tank or sump). As two
basic types of failures are considered : no starting-up of a
subsystem (complete failure) and no closing of the recirculating
path (partial 50 % failure).

A system failure (in manual-operated mode) can occur in the
case of failure of all three given subsystems. For the main
failures in this mode can be considered : SWS failure (exchanger
and DG), a pump failure, leakage or blocking of circuit. At the
analysis, a 5 days pump operation and 50 its restarting are
supposed.

3.3. Reliability analysis of the LPIS

LPIS reliability analysis was realised by a fault tree
method for both modes (60 primary events). A top event was
formulated after LPIS fault tree construction as follows : "No
sufficient reactor core cooling by a LPIS". Reliability
characteristic for the LPIS fault trees have been taken from
literature similarly to SPA reliability analysis. Fault trees
have been evaluated according to CRAFT and FRANTIC computer
codes.

Selected situations for the analysis follow from the
description given in chapter 3.2. and include different
initiating events, operation states, and operation periods,
verify the influence of several changes of projection and LPIS
operation manner.

Searching of failure causes influencing several primary
events of fault trees has been carried out directly during the
fault Ire*:- .-::•; :~ombl ing. A disposition to common cause failure
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(CCF) is typical especially for the events influenced by human
errors (periodical inspections). In order to consider an
influence of CCF, the causes of faults were el iminated by
delineation into a fault tree (and even further- .1* the- specific
part for given element and the part common for several elements).
For the quantitative assessment of the CCF influence, both "the
bounding method" in the first stage and the beta factor method in
further stage have been employed.

3.4. Results of reliability analysis

A course of instantaneous LPI3 (in automatic mode)
unavailability at the line breakage of primary circuit ordinax-y
loop (i.e. loop in which no discharge pipe of the LPIS subsystems
is mouthed) under operation period after first reactor commission
is shown in the Fig. 8. These values are considered permissible
for active safety systems.

Comparing of time courses of average "inter-inspection"
unavailability at the line breakage of primary circuit ordinary
loop and the loop with a mouthed discharge line of one LPIS
subsystem is shown in the Fig.9. LPIS unavailability is in the
case of the loop breakage about by an order higher.

The course of an average "inter-inspection" unavailability
values at the end of individual campaigns during the whole block
life time have shown very negative influence on the LPIS
unavailability caused mainly by no-opening of return fittings
(conceptional change of inspection during refuelling). The
results indicate that a regular inspection of the appropriate
return fittings function is necessary.

Comparing of the planned using of the new types of LPIS
pumps is illustrated in Fig.10.

Comparing of the courses of "average inter-inspection"
unavailability of complete LPIS and LPIS with one repaired
subsystem operated under conditions valid for the NPP Dukovany
and proposed for the NPP Mochovce is shown in Fig.11. It is
obvious from the plotted courses that, in the period of a repair,
the unavailability increase of LPIS by about one order appears.
The results indicate a necessity of minimalisation of the block
operation time at the output with incomplete LPIS owing to a
repair.

The influence of the inspection period length on the
"inter-inspection'1 unavailability was very small and the
contemporary inspection period can be accepted as an optimal
choice.

The most, significant primary event appeared "no opening of a
quick-acting fitting in the cliseh.n-ge line within a hermetized
region". Sensitivity cf the resulting value of average
"inter--insrer-ti.:.!-;'' LPIS unavailability on the failure rate value
of this event is c insider ah It (jev Fig.12 1. The influence of
sover.-.; tre.it:*;: ;nt (i r. orci~T tr •in̂ n'.jj-.̂  probability rjf this
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1 - breakage of primary circuit

ordinary loop

2 — breakage of primary circuit

loop connected with delivery

line of one LPIS subsystem
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Fig. 0 Course of LPIS unavailability as a function of primary circuit loop
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event) on the average "inter-inspection" of LPIS unavailability
is presented in the Fig.13.

The probability of a LPIS failure in the manual-ope rated
mode within the 30 days after LOCA is approximately constant and
acceptable values are 3.10 E-'t and <*.1O E-" , respectively.
The most significant event appears : "a pump does not held to run
within the 5 days period".

Calculations proved only a small effect of CCF on the LPIS
unavailability.

3.5. Uncertainty analysis of LPIS

For the strategy of uncertainty analysis of LPIS the
following principles were accepted :

1. For simulation of the probability'characteristic
a log-normal distribution was used.

2. In the first stage a preliminary analysis of inspected,
elements was performed.

3. A modularization was carried out before of the whole
system.
analysis

4. Computer code COSMOS was used for the uncertainty analysis.

Some general conclusions were acquired for the uncertainty
analysis (when using a log-normal distribution) :

- Uncertainty of the probability characteristic of the fault .tree
top

event influences very substantially the fault tree structure

- Uncertainty of probability characteristic of the fault tree top
event is usually considerably lower than uncertainty of primary
events.probability characteristics.

- Uncertainty of the top event decreases rapidly with an
increasing
number of minimal cutsets; uncertainty connected with one
minimal cutset increases sharply with its order.

Uncertainty analysis was carried out for the following four
variants : LPIS analysis of NPP Dukovany an'd NPP Mochovce during
stand-by state of all components and during inspection step of
one subsystem.

Our preliminary analysis considered 7 periodic inspected
components in LPIS of NPP Dukovany and 8 periodic inspected
components in LPIS of NPP Mochovce. Their probability
characteristic necessary for classic probability analysis were
used and error factors of appropriated characteristics were
acquired by estimation from a data set by a team of
investigators.

The first task of the preliminary analysis of periodic
inspected component.:; was to determine their instantaneous
unavailability in the periods, -in which ••* mean value of
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1 - contemporary situation

2 - quick acting fittings
inspection

3 - quick acting fittings
doubling
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Table 1 Reaulte of uncertainties analysia of top event
N Nuclear power plant Moohovoe LPIS failure "
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unavailability system will be fv.rtr.er calculated. Next task was
to deterrr.ir.e tne urror factor or failures intensity as well as
the error factor.; of hu.Tian errors probabilities.

Besides the periodic inspected elements, LPIS included also
"normal elements", i.e. the elements which are not inspected
between refuellings. Their failure rate, within uncertainty
analysis was considered as a random value and in the case of
LPIS, a log-normal distribution was always accepted for it.

The fir.jt step in a calculation of investigated
characteristic is to find the time period, to which the given
time of calculation belongs (operation time, inspection time,
-epair). There were chosen eight, time points connected with
peration and another eifiht time points connected with
inspection. The elected tiir.e points cover in both cases
ecfuidistantly the cycle time between refuellings.

Analysis results for NPP Mochovce are clearly presented in
Table 1. Each field of the table consists of six values. A mean
value E is approximately equal to the average instantaneous
unavailability. Value V is the variance of the given random
variable. Statistic M (median) is due to the usual form of
resulting distribution (near to the log-normal type) in similar
relation with a mean value as in the analysis of ECCS passive
system. Statistics "5 %" and "95 %" are 5 % - quantile or 95 % -
quantile of the distribution respectively. The ratio of 95 % -
quantile and median defines an error factor of distribution which
is measure of uncertainty simulated by a distribution function.
95 % - quantile is supposed as a maximal pessimistic rational
assessment of the given event characteristic.

The values of the error factor EF are graphically
represented in Fig.14. The curve marked by "(1)" illustrates
behaviour of the error factor in a stand-by time interval of all
the subsystems. The curves marked by "(2)" illustrate behaviour
of error factor during the inspection time interval of one
subsystem.

Due to the fact of one LPIS subsystem unavailability during
the inspection time, different fault trees for stand-by time of
all subsystems and for inspection time of one subsystem are
accepted. According to the conclusion above mentioned, the fault:
tree structure influences considerably the value of error factor,
which i3 resulting in this case as a significant lower value of
the error factor for every time point in the inspection interval.

Conclusions
111 '

If we have considered top event for the system of pressure
accumulators "failure of three PAs out of four", which is still
used in Czechoslovakia (sometime it is made more severe by
requiring intervention of at least two PAs one of which leading
to the upper plenum and another to the lower plenum) we have got
probabilities <--f the UP A failure •..f 5- . 10 E-5 and 2. 10 E-6
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•.ftjv ?;":C0 hour.:- ?f operation tzc : ri.;ir.3". ..ind new <"!<--• s igr:s <"•!
i ;•.:'•'• .•••p'.ci" i 3'.-. ' r-"-.:\.~rr. L?,s ion '.o zh-2 u:\it. c;:/.ro! room, respective]!"/
• vhô .-» value; .ir*1 ir. harmony wit'.; the c; r.:,ervat ive ct.ncept.ion of
r.he zar.vz- reliability). The results .jc-q-jirr- i on the ^3.-vis :.lr --.ore
'i.n.>:rvit;vr ~c.p sv>::nl indicate that th-r~ohydraui ic analyses
oh rule be pert err. ed (to verify ef f ectivit.y ct the system) and
assembled fault tree and used input data should be discussed.

Using new design of information transmission tc the unit OR
showed significant increase of the SPA reliability {approximately
by one ordf»i-) mair.ly owing to adding automatics to shut reactor
down during pressure drop in some PA. CCFs analysis showed that
systetr. is net significantly sensitive to these failures.

Re-v.ius of reliability analysis cf LPIS proved that LPIS
reliability under normal conditions is sufficient and comparable
•••/ith a world standard. Moreover, it can be increased by means of
sLv.pli2 treatir.er.!-.s securing an opening of the quick-acting
fittings at the LPIS discharge line nearly by two orders.

Possibility ->f one subsystem repair has been shewed as an
action influenced in a larse scale of whole LPIS unavailability
and it is desirable to limit the length of this repair at. minimal
value. An analysis indicated also the necessity of opening
ability inspection of the return fittings at the discharge line
and at the suction line from the sumps during refuelling
shut-down.
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1 . 1 titrodtiction

In 1071 l.tin UKAF.A set t'p a Study Group under I hn Chairmanship of (then)

Dr'W Marshall. Tim tntms of reference worn to establish, examine and report

the factors clotnrminirig the- Integrity of the vessel and its dependence on

those factors. The Study Group published its first report in 1976.

Subsequently this work was updated and a second report published in 1982 .

Between 1982 and 1986 the Study Group continued, under the Chairmanship of Sir

Peter Hirsch, to monitor developments relevant to the integrity of PWR

pressure vessels, and an addendum to the second report was published in

1987 ( 2 ).

In this pappr we summarise the main aspects brought out in the second

study group report and its addendum. We review aspects of design, materials,

manufacture, operation and inspection and their influence on vessel integrity.

The main conclusion is that the generic design considered in the assessment is

snt isfnrl ory ami I hat. pvnn tinder t.hn most, oxt.rnmo fault conditions analysed,

the vessel has a tolerance for flaws larger than those which can be reliably

detected by non-destructive testing, provided certain recommendations on

material toughness are met.

2, Description of the Pressure Vessel

All Pressurised Water Reactors (PWR) have ferritic steel pressure vessels

to contain the reactor core and primary coolant. The generic case considered

by the Study Group was of a four loop vessel, similar to. the one chosen for

the Stzp.wnH H reactor now being constructed. A section of pressure vessel

for a four loop system with t.ypical dimensions is shown in Figure 1. The

vessel consists a cylinder closed at each end by a domed head. The Lower head

is integral with the cylinder and the upper head is removable, being retained

by a ring of 54 studs. Modern vessels are constructed of ring forgings with

single piece dome forgings or pressed plates for the upper and lower heads.

The cylindrical section comprises a plain portion of uniform thickness

surmounted by a region of increased thickness containing the four inlet and

four outlet nozzles. These are arranged symmetrically around the vessel and

connect it to the steam generators and reactor coolant pumps via stainless

steel pipework.
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The upper head consists of a hemispherical dome with a bolted flange at its

periphery. The flange contains two flat-bottomed circumferential grooves which

house hollow metallic '0' rings. Seal leakage is detected by leak-off

connections to the space between the inner and outer rings and one outside the

outer 'O' ring. The dome portion is penetrated by a vent line and by tubular

adaptors attached by partial penetration welds to the underside of the closure

head. The upper ends of these adaptors are threaded to accept the control rod

drive mechanisms or instrumentation mountings, which are then seal welded. The

bottom lead contains penetration nozzles for entry of the in-core

instrumentation.

The vessel is supported from pads located at 90° intervals on four of the

main coolant nozzles. Inside the vessel the only major attachments are the core

barrel support pads which are welded just above the bottom head. The core barrel

itself, which encloses the reactor core and associated internal components, is

supported from the upper flange.

The inside surface of the pressure vessel is clad in stainless steel to a

thickness of about 5mm (minimum of 7mm in the case of Sizewell B) for protection

against corrosion. The outlet nozzles and top head are in contact with water at

about 325°C and the rest of the vessel with water at the inlet temperature of

about 292°C and an operating pressure of about 16MPa.

The important regions of the reactor pressure vessel which need to be

considered in stress analysis ind fracture assessment are indicated in Figure 2.

Particular attention is paid to the beltline Tegion, subject to neutron

irradiation, and to the inlet and outlet nozzle regions where stress

concentrations result in high stress levels at the crotch corners.

3. Materials and Properties

The need to use steels of high toughness, adequate strength and good

weldability in thick sections limits the choice considerably. Additional

requirements include compatibility with cladding and resistance to in-service

degradation of properties due to both irradiation and thermal ageing effects.

The Study Group recommended compositions within the limits set by ASME

specifications for SA-533 Grade B Class 1 and SA-503 Class 3 for plates and

forgings respectively. It was recognised that improved mechanical properties,

reduced formation of fabrication defects and reduced in-service degradation of' .

properties can be achieved by controlling composition within tighter limits
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than required by current ASME specifications, and recommendations along these

lines were made. A typical analysis of a modern PWR pressure vessel steel is

given below.

Table 1; Typical Composition of Modern PWR PV Steel (wt%)

C Mn Si Ni Mo Cr P S Cu

0.20 1.10-1.60 0.20-0.30 0.5-0.80 0.40-0.60 0.20 0.008 0.008 0.08

The C level is chosen to optimise weldability, ductile/brittle transition

temperature (DBTT) and strength. Good upper shelf toughness has been obtained in

steels with relatively low S contents and susceptibility to reheat, and underclad

cracking has been much reduced by control of residual impurities. Susceptibility

to irradiation embrittlement has been much reduced by a reduction in Cu content

and to a lesser extent P and Ni, and reductions in P, As, Sb and Sn to the levels

of tens of parts per million reduces significantly temper embrittlement effects.

Multipass submerged arc and manual metal arc are employed in fabrication.

Mechanical property requirements are equally demanding on weld metal and heat

affected zones (HAZ) as for plates and forgings, particualrly since these are the

roost likely areas for fabrication-induced defects. Individual fabricators employ

different wire and flux compositions which result in different weld compositions

and mechanical properties. The flux choice is between fused fluxes of low

hydrogen potential and agglomerated basic fluxes which generally give higher

toughness deposits but can be associated with small hydrogen-induced cracks. A

great deal is now known on defect formation in both welds and HAZ:

solidification cracking, reheat cracking and hydrogen induced cracking. All can

be eliminated by careful control of material composition, fabrication procedure

and heat treatment schedule.

The inner surface of the vessel is clad with stainless steel by fusion

welding. The cladding is a multilayer process with the composition of the first

layer chosen to accommodate dilution effects when fused with underlying ferritic

steel. The delta ferrite level is also controlled to minimise the susceptibility

to solidification cracking. The higher expansion coefficient of the austenitic

steel and the relatively high heat input of the process both contribute to higher

residual stress and larger HAZ's than in the structural welding. A potential

problem is underclad cracking, first reported in 1970. Since then research has

shown the benefits of restricting impurity levels and carbide forming elements
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in the ferritic steels. In addition, preheating and post heating procedures are

now designed to control hydrogen induced underclad cracking.

In general, acceptance of forgings. plates and welds has relied on tensile

properties and the results of notch toughness (drop weight and Charpy) tests.

More recently, fracture toughness tests have been specified for data to be used

directly in fracture mechanics calculations of the type described in section 5.

The ferritic steels undergo a change in fracture behaviour from l~v

toughness cleavage at low temperatures to high toughness microvoid coalescence at

higher temperatures. Although the vessel is in the high toughness (upper shelf)

regime during normal operation, lower temperatures may be encountered during

certain fault and emergency conditions. Thus properties and behaviour at

temperatures below the onset of the upper shelf, in the so called ductile/

brittle transition region, have to be considered. Minimum mechanical properties

specified in the ASME codes are summarised below.

Table 2: Minimum Mechanical Properties Specified in the ASME Codes

Tensile

Yield stress(MPa)

Ultimate tensile stress(MPa)

El (in 50mm) %

R of A %

Charpy Impact

Energy (J)

Lateral expansion (mm)

Minimum ave. value (+) of three specimens

Minimum value of one specimen

A533B 1 Plates

20°C 35O°C

345 285(*)

552 527

18

A508 3 Forgings

20°C 35O"C

345 285

550

18

38

68

0.

X

X

J at

89mm

RTNDT +

at RTNDT

41

34

33

+

J

J

°C

33°

at

at

C

4.

4.

4°

4°

C

C

(*) non-mandatory

(+) not more than one specimen from a set may fall below this value

x to be specified by purchaser

Here the control of toughness is via the 'reference nil-ductility temperature1

(RTNnT) derived from notch toughness tests and employed as a temperature index to

define a lower bound reference fracture toughness versus temperature curve.
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Based on lower bound data for static, dynamic and crack arrest fracture

toughness, ASME Section 111 (Appendix G) recommends the use of a standard

reference fracture toughness (K ) versus temperature curve. The Study Group

examined all fracture toughness data for modern, lew sulphur steels and

weldments, and decided to recommend mean and lower limit values for these

materials rather than adopt the above referencing technique. Several instances

were found where the RT procedure was not conservative, and we recommended the

use of direct fracture toughness tests in quality assurance and surveillance

programmes.

Figure 3 shows mean values of initiation toughness (K.) and enhanced

toughiu;;;s (after 2mm stable crack growth on the upper shelf) for static and crack

arrest data. Since 1982 we have examined more data and concluded that there is a

great deal of variability in the transition region. Figure 4 shows some of these

data plotted against the 1982 recommended curves and the ASME curve referenced to

an RT.,n_ of -15°C. Some data fell outside our original lower limit which was not

retained. Instead, we now recommend sensitivity analyses to assess the

significance of the wider range of data, and we also recommend more work to

assess the metallurgical factors responsible for this scatter.

We have considered the onset of upper shelf behaviour and concluded that a

u.seful working definition should include a prescribed minimum level of toughness,

together with the maximum amount of ductile tearing compatible with J (integral)

control. For modern materials the reconunendation was a minimum toughness of

29OMPa/m and 2mm stable crack growth. Mean values of initiation and enhanced

(2mm stable crack growth) toughness at 290°C are about 200 and 300MPa/m for

forgings and about 167 and 250MPa/m for weld metal, respectively.

In considering the integrity of PWR pressure vessels one must consider end-

of-life as well as start-of-life properties. The material properties can degrade

from two main causes: irradiation embrittlenient and thermal ageing. Adjacent to

the beltline, material is irradiated with neutrons and irradiation damage builds

up. Modern designs do not have weldments in the peak dose region, and advantage

can be taken of all the work done to understand the phenomenon and its dependence

on composition. Essentially, the radiation damage creates point defect clusters

and enhances Cu precipitation, and both processes lead to reduced dislocation

mobility, which in turn leads to an increase in the ductile/brittle transition

temperature. For modern materials with restricted Cu and P content, this should

be less than 50°C during the vessel lifetime, based on detailed analysis of both
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surveillance data and accelerated test data from Materials Test Reactors.

All regions of the pressure vessel operate at about 300°C and thermal agein

effects are possible, resulting from microstructural changes and segregation of

impurities to interfaces, principally grain boundaries. The most susceptible

region to temper embrittlement is the coarse grained region of the HAZ, where

phosphorus segregation can lead to intergranular failure in place of cleavage an

an increase in the DBTT. Modern materials have low impurity levels, and modern

fabrication practice leads to very little coarse grained material in the HAZ.

Current best estimates are for an increase in DBTT of about 30°C during vessel

lifetime for such materials.

No significant degradation of upper shelf properties have been established

for either irradiation or thermal ageing processes, although a few anomalous

results have yet to be explained.

4. Design Procedure

Design of PWR pressure vessels is based on the ASHE Boiler and Pressure

Vessel Code, Section III. This is continually updated, and since the publicatioi

of our 1982 Report, two changes have occurred which require designers to reassess

calculations: an increase in the recommended value for the value of the thermal

expansion coefficient, and a decrease in that for thermal conductivity of

pressure vessel steels. In the UK the USNRC requirements are also included in

the basis, and all countries include additional requirements in specific areas.

The code requires three items to ensure that a defect-free vessel is not subject

to stress which would result in unacceptable plastic deformations:

(a) a specification of all normal and abnormal conditions which the vessel

must withstand;

(b) stress analysis for those conditions and verification that the stresses
i

do not exceed limiting values derived for relevant material;
(c) verification of adequate fatigue strength.

The ASME code requires that 'design loadings' be established and that a number of

service conditions be specified and examined. Four levels of 'service limits'

are defined, corresponding to normal, upset, emergency and faulted conditions ;

respectively. Two fault conditions which need to be considered in detail are the

'loss of coolant accident' (LOCA) and the 'pressurised thermal shock1 (PTS).
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These are discussed with respect to fracture assessment in section 5.

The approach adopted by ASME III for the design of each component is in two

stages. The mandatory first stage requires calculations and analyses of stresses

on the assumption of no defects present. The second stage allows further

assessment in terms of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), where calculated

loadings are tested for acceptability in the presence of postulated defects.

For each location and for all the specified conditions, stress analysis must

show th.-'t the limitations of ASME III are not exceeded. The code defines the

sources of stress to be included (pressure, weight, therm.il etc), but residual

stresses are not included (see section 5). The maximum principal stress

difference at a given point is calculated (ambiguously termed 'stress intensity'

by the code). This is then categorised as 'primary', 'secondary' or 'peak'.

A primary stress is necessary to satisfy equilibrium requirements between

applied and internal forces and moments. It is not self-limiting and is not

relieved by yielding. Bending and membrane (general and local) stresses can come

within this category. A secondary stress arises from self-constraint of the

structure or the constraint of adjacent material. It is self-limiting and can be

relieved by local yielding. General thermal stresses and bending stresses at a

gross structural discontinuity are examples. A peak stress is the stress

increment additive to the primary and secondary stresses arising from local

discontinuities or local thermal stress and including the effects of stress

concentrations. It does not cause significant distortions but is important as a

possible source of fatigue failure.

To relate the calculated 'stress intensities' to the strength

characteristics of the vessel material the code defines a 'Design Stress

Intensity* , S , in terms of which limiting values of different combinations of

the 'stress intensities' are prescribed. The value of S for Class 1 components

in ferritic steel is the smallest of:

1. /3 of the specified minimum tensile strength at room temperature;

2. /3 of the tensile strength at temperature;

3. /3 of the specified minimum yield strength at room temperature;

4. /3 of the yield strength at temperature.

Different combinations of the 'stress intensities' categorised above are
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associated with different and largely independent modes of failure, and are

therefore separately and independently related to the 'Design Stress Intensity'.

Generally, a multiple of the 'Design Stress Intensity' (the 'stress intensity'

limit) is set, which the relevant 'stress intensity1 combination is not permitted

to exceed.

Although tho coda p,ivr>s guidance on stress annly.nis techniques, it is not

restrictive. The development of finite element techniques for elastic and

elastic plastic stress analysis is important in this respect. In the UK the

validation of stress analysis computer codes has now become de facto.

Since all the stress analyses assume the vessel to be defect free, the Study

Group recommended that design to ASME III should always be supplemented by

fracture mechanics analyses to examine sensitivity to postulated cracks and their

growth in service.

5. Fracture Assessment

The limiting size of defect that the pre-service and in-service inspections

of a PWR pressure vessol must be able to find has been determined by fracture

assessment. This size is influenced by the prevailing loading conditions,

material properties and the time period between inspections. The vessel regions

that have been considered in this assessment include some which are highly

stressed, e.g. nozzles, and the welds, potential sites for microcracks.

Particular attention is paid to the beltline of the vessel since this will be

affected by neutron irradiation.

The stresses used in the fracture assessment have been derived by analysis

of the Westinghouse design loading conditions (Equipment Specification 676413

Rev.5). These are taken to be representative of those experienced by a "generic"

PWR vessel. Further sensitivity studies of transients experienced by actual

operating plant have also been performed. Changes of pressure and temperature of

the reactor coolant dominate the majority of the loading conditions. Vessel

temperature has an influence on material properties as well as adding to pressure

stress if temperature gradients exist. Residual stresses due to fabrication

have also been considered. Such stresses, particularly those of a tensile

nature, can be important when assessing a defect.

The stresses calculated can be, but are not usually, sensitive to the choice

of heat transfer coefficient. Usually the thermal buffer provided by the
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stainless steel cladding is the controlling factor. Some e'xtreme fault

conditions arc sensitive to the assumed heat transfer co<-£ficient (e.g. severe

loss of primary coolant accident conditions), and appropriate sensitivity studies

have been performed.

The majority of stresses used in the assessment have been determined using

2D axisymmetrie finite element modelling. This has generally proven to be

accurate and is convenient and relatively cheap to run. In some regions, for

example the nozzle corner under pressure loading, corrections have been applied

to correct for significant 3-D effects. The correction has been deduced from

comparative 3-D modelling studies, but such models are complex and too expensive

for frequent use.

The bulk of the fracture assessment has used the semi-empirical approach

developed by the CEGB, known as "R6". It is easy to use, and when used within

certain limitations has produced results compatible with other methods. Within

the limitation; of its application the method has been validated by experiment

and is supported somewhat less rigorously by theory. It has been shown to

produce conservative results. The basis of the method is a failure diagram,

comprising a curve plotted between two axe:; which relate to failure by plastic

collapse and brittle failure respectively. The curve interpolates between these

two extremes. Assessment involves the determining of a point on the diagram

given the type of defect, its loading conditions and material properties. If the

point is inside the curve the defected structure is judged to be stable. If the

point is outside the curve the defect is classed as unstable. It is acknowledged

that some unstable defects may subsequently arrest, but this has not been

explicitly considered in this assessment. The R6 method assesses thermal and

residual stresses differently to pressure stresses. The simplicity of the method

facilitates sensitivity analysis. These quickly provide a pointer to potentially

important parameters and conditions which can influence the limiting size of

defect. Assessment using R6 is usually based on initiation toughness, but the

method incorporates a procedure which can be invoked under certain situations to

assess the enhancement of toughness beyond initiation. This enhanced toughness

is usually associated with a small amount of tearing ahead of the crack, prior to

failure by either plastic instability or reversion to cleavage. We have invoked

this enhancement for certain proven situations which take into account the

validation of the method and its theoretical background which employs the J

integral approach to fracture. Although "J" is a useful descriptor of events at

the crack tip, it does have limitations. These include limitations on the
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amount of stable tearing that can be accepted, and the need to avoid the

possibility of reversion to cleavage. In this assessment enhanced toughness is

only.invoked on a once-off basis. It is assumed that if an incident occurred

where this had been used in the fracture assessment the use of the vessel would

bo rovalidated, for example, by inspection. This avoids the complex issues of

assessing tearing combined with cyclic crack growth at high loads.

Surface breaking defects have been assumed for the majority of this

assessment. Sub-surface (buried) flaws are usually well within the failure

diagram when similar sized surface breaking flaws are coincident with the

assessment curve. Due cognisance must be taken of small sub-surface flaws close

to the surface, which might develop into a surface breaking defect. This can be

done quite simply by regarding such defects as surface breaking. Three types of

surface flaw have been considered, semi-circular ( /c = 1), semi-elliptical

(a/c = /3) and extended (a/c = 0), where 2c is the length and a the height of

the defect. The distance from the surface to the deepest point of the surface

breaking defect (its height) includes, in this analysis, the height of the

stainless steel cladding on the inside of the vessel, an approach shown to be

conservative. In this assessment both the deepest point and the surface

intersection have been considered. This is necessary because under some loading

conditions, for example, high thermal stress due to cooling, certain cracks are

predicted to become unstable at the surface before the deepest point. We have

taken instability at either location as the limit for the size of defect which

must be found by inspection.

Sensitivity studies have been performed to investigate the effect of

changing material properties. Reactor coolant temperatures are such that for

most conditions upper shelf fracture behaviour can be assumed. This is so, even

for some of the most demanding loading conditions that a modern PWR with tight

control on material specification and welding processes might have to experience.

The benefits of achieving ductile behaviour are so significant (larger limiting
t

defect sizes) that it was the view of the Study Group that the pressure vessel

should remain on the upper shelf, including during extreme fault conditions.

The pressurised thermal shock transient (PTS) represents a severe challenge

to PWR pressure vessel integrity. It involves severe cooling of the vessel

combined with relatively high circuit pressure. The more demanding PTS

transients tend to be infrequent, but more moderate and less demanding PTS

transients have tended to occur on a higher frequency of about one per year.
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The more onerous pressurised thermal shock tends to dominate PWP. fracture

assessments and, because of its severity, comparative]-' small limiting sizes of

defect jro predicted. Most PTf> trans Lorit'J are cf-r.ocia L<*d with either a

depressurisation of the primary cooling circuit, a dspressurisation of the

secondary cooling circuit or an excess of feedwater supplied to the stearu

generators. The most severe combinations of high pressure and low temperature

are generally associated with the latter two categories. These result in a fall

of primary coolant temperature due to the thermal coupling via the steam

generators without a prior breach in the primary circuit.

In this paper we use a severe PTS transient to illustrate the potential

sensitivity of the PWR vessel to this form of onerous transient. The material

properties considered are not necessarily those that apply to any particular PWR,

but a range examined to illustrate the effect of this variable in the sensitivity

study. Figure 5 shows the pressure-te-rnperature history of a PTS suffered by trn:

Rcincho Seco PWR which was used in the analysis. No other specific data were

applied, only the generic data referred to earlier. Calculations have been

performed for both nominal and lower limit initiation toughness values for modern

steels, and allowance has been made for degradation effects discussed earlier.

The sensitivity studies also included effects of enhanced toughness (£a=2mm) and

different residual stress levels. Table 3 shows one set of results for the

beltline region derived from toughness data appropriate to SAS33B plata material.

The effects of initiation toughness, aspect ratio and enhanced toughness are

illustrated for zero and 50MPa residual stress. Similar results were also

obtained for flaws postulated at the nozzle corner. In the event of such a

transient occurring in a vessel for which the generic 1982 lower bound toughness

data were appropriate, we determined that temperatures would be such that a full

2rmn ductile tearing could bo anticipated even for an increases of 50°C in the

transition toughness curve. In this case the limiting defect size is in the

region of 50mm. The limiting defect size for the initiation of crack extension

is about 27mm.

Similar calculations have been performed for other postulated accident

conditions, in particular the LOCA, but space does not permit a discussion of the

results here. The critical location was the inlet nozzle on a cold leg break

with limiting defect sizes of the order of 25mm for lower limit toughness values

and full allowance for in-service degradation. In the unlikely event of a LOCA

we believe that crack arrest would occur as the crack penetrates into the higher

temperature region of the shell thickness, but at this stage we cannot prove this

rigorously.
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iable 3: Ranco Seco Transient. Limiting sizes for Axial Flaw in Vessel

Results for Zero and 50HPa Residual Stress

K.i
MPa/m

230

200

190

170

150

Limiting Flaw Sizes (mm) Zero Residual Stress

a/c=l

17A

147

137

112

90

Limiting

K.

MPa/m

230

200

190

170

150

a/c=l

143

117

107

85

67

Initiation

a/c=l/3

171

139

130

111

94

Flaw Sizes

Initiation

a/c=l/3

135

114

107

80*

54*

Extd.

69

58

55

45

37

a/c=l

199

188

183

169

157

Aa=2nun

a/c=l/3

197

188

184

162

150

Extd.

82

75

72

66

61

(mm) 50MPa Residual Stress

Extd.

55

45

42

34

27

a/c=l

175

160

154

139

128

Aa=2mm

a/c=l/3

175

154

147

130

121

Limiting location is surface intersection point for

and 1/2

point

except * denotes limiting

Extd.

66

60

58

52

48

a/c=l

; location is deepest

From a full analysis of all the transient conditions considered, the Study

Group concluded that if all material with toughness properties inferior to the

lower bound values quoted in the second report were rejected, no condition was

identified that would threaten the integrity of the pressure vessel under upper

shelf conditions in the presence of defects less than 25mm in height.

It is recognised that the fracture assessment outlined above has many

limitations. The assessment method is judged to be conservative, and more
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refined analysis using elastoplastic modelling and explicit treatment of sideways

rxt.oMsion prior to full ntrucLural instability may ir,'.T(-i:i;o the limiting sizes of

defect. Benefits may also arise if the use of "J" can be justified beyond the

limits assumed in this analysis. The assessment highlights the potential

benefits that may arise from experimental investigations into the combined effect

on cracked structures of mechanical and thermal stress, using for example, the

UKAEA's spinning cylinder test rig.

Sensitivity analyses of the type summarised above have indicated the

limiting size of defect which must be detected to enr.ure safe operation of a

pressure vessel. Only in the case of the severest transients postulated and with

pessimistic assumptions of material properties do these sizes approach the limit

of modern non-destructive testing (section 6). Further analysis of potential

subcritical crack growth has been undertaken to determine what size of defect

initially present in the vessel would grow to a limiting size during full life

operation. Worldwide there is not a relatively large data base for the growth of

'dry' and 'wet' cracks in PWR pressure vessel steel and weldments. Our

understanding of 'environmentally assisted crack growth1 has also improved

considerably in recent years. We nov believe that ASME Code equations for

corrosion fatigue rates, based on all available data, are too pessimistic for

modern steels of low sulphur content in well-controlled PWR water chemistry.

Fatigue crack growth of cracks not exposed to the primary coolant is not of

concern. For example, we calculate the maximum possible growth of a 25mm high

defect to be 4mm over 40 years and 2mm for a 15mm high defect. In the unlikely

event of exposure to the coolant, a 15mm high defect in the most onerous location

would grow to about 20rmn provided a critical strain rate condition (crack growth
-9 -1

velocity of "̂ 10 ms ) is not violated. We believe that such strain rates

would not be exceeded for modern steels, water chemistry and operating

conditions.

6. Non Destructive Examination

In the process of manufacture, reactor pressure vessels are subjected to a

range of inspection techniques. From the viewpoint of integrity assessment using

fracture mechanics, only techniques which can detect, locate and size defects are

relevant, and for this reason we limit our discussion to ultrasonic techniques.

An indication of the targets for non destructive examination (NDE) has been given

in section 5. The targets vary with location in the vessel. Defects near the

clad inner surface have the smallest critical sizes, and so place the most
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stringent demands on detection and sizing methods. For normal operating,,

hydrotost, 'upset' and some emergency and fault conditions, critical flaw sizes

are calculated to be an order of magnitude larger than the detection capabilities

of modern ultrasonic techniques, i.e. > 150mm. In the cases of LOCA and PTS much

smaller critical defect sizes are calculated for regions near the inlet nozzle

and the adjacent nozzle to shell weld. Here the capability of modern techniques

is needed to give confidence in correctly idontifying the smaller defects. In

the addendum to our second report, having assessed the large amount of additional

development work completed since 1982, we concluded that cracklike defects with a

height (through thickness) exceeding 25mm should be readily detectable by modern

methods. We also believe that flaws greater than 15mm in height are detectable

in certain locations. Both these conclusions rely on the application of diverse

ultrasonic techniques. Space does not permit a description of them here, but

they include a range of high sensitivity pulse echo techniques where shear and/or

compression waves are reflected from defect faces, and the more recent techniques

involving the timing of sound pulses scattered or diffracted from the edges of

defects.

It has been possible to compare the performance of modern high sensitivity

techniques with that of more conventional pulse echo testing from the results of

two worldwide round robin tests: the UKAEA 'Defect Detection Trials' and the

second Plate Inspection Steering Committee (PISC2) trals. An early trial

(PISC1), reported in 1979, had indicated shortcomings in the performance of the

then conventional pulse echo techniques. Test blocks containing a range of

defects were examined by several teams in several countries. The main aim was to

determine the effectiveness of standard codo procedures (ASME XI) but additional

tests were made using more advanced techniques. For defects in the 25mm size

range only the more advanced techniques gave satisfactory results. The DDT and

PISC2 trials on clad test blocks and nozzles containing simulated fabrication and

service induced flaws have confirmed the capability of the more advanced

ultrasonic techniques available. For example, in the DDT trials UK teams
i

achieved a 95% probability of flaw detection in the size range 5-50mm with 99.99'

confidence. Good sizing accuracy of ±3mra was also demonstrated by the modern

ultrasonic techniques.

In our 1982 report we recommended that an Inspection Validation arrangement

should be established for the UK to ensure that the licensing authority could ;

assess the adequacy of chosen inspection procedures. Since then an Inspection

Validation Centre has been set up at the UKAEA Risley Laboratory with
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responsibilities for validation of forgings fabrication, pre-service and

in-service inspections of the Sizewell B pressure vessel. The work of the Centre

is monitored by an independent body.

7. Conclusions

The overall conclusion of the Study Group is that the generic design

considered is satisfactory and that even under the most extreme fault conditions

analysed, the pressure vessel has a tolerance for flaws larger than those which

can be reliably detected ultrasonically if the recommendations on material

toughness are met. These include the rejection of material with inferior

properties to the lower bound values quoted in our second report and the

maintenance of upper shelf conditions.
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PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE TRANSIENT
RANCHO SECO NNI/ICS (19/8)
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The principal reguirement concerning the present manufac-

ture of nuclear power eguipment and, above all, the way it is

operated is to ensure its safe and reliable operation. A pos-

sible failure of some unit of eguipment involving an escape of

the radioactive medium not only poses great ecological problems

/escape of radioactivity and the resulting threat to the opera-

ting personnel as well as to the inhabitants in the vicinity/

but also has serious economic conseguences /shutdown of power

station and shortage of electric power/ as well as political

ones /large escapes of radioactivity may threaten also, neigh-

bouring countries/. The strongest emphasis is laid there under-

standably on the actual nuclear reactor which contains practi-

cally all the fissionable and radioactive material, and in

particular on its pressure vessel. A sudden failure of the

pressure vessel would cause an escape of the cooling medium

which cannot be compensated by any system of emergency recoo-

ling and thus there would be a subseguent melting of the acti-

ve core of the reactor with irreversible and hardly removable

conseguences. The pressure vessel of the reactor is the only

structural unit of the entire power station which it is prac-

tically impossible to replace during operation due to its high

induced radioactivity. Shutting down the pressure vessel of

the reactor eguals shutting down the whole power station. For

these reasons a complete safety of the pressure vessel and its

high resistance to failure must be ensured. As a rule a proba-
—6 —8

lity of a failure of the vessel of less than 10 to 10 per
year is demanded.
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The most important causes of a failure of a pressure

vessel include, in particular, the following:

- Brittle /sudden/ failure;

- Guasi-brittle failure /preceded by sub-critical growth of

crack/;

- Occurrence of large macroplastic deformations with subseguent

warpage.

These failures may be produced by the following causes:

- A single^impact load /static, guasi-static, dynamic/;

- A long-time load with as well as without simultaneous action

of corrosive medium;

- A repeated load.

The resultant process which causes the actual failure of

the vessel may be either fast /brittle, guase-brittle/ or slow

/of "leakHaefore-break" type/.

The safety and, above all, the service life of the pres-

sure vessels of Type WER reactors /same as also of Type PWR

reactors/ depend to the greatest extent on the resistance of

their material to brittle failure for the following reasons:

^T Flaws always do occur in the material; their size is

limited by the reguirements of the technical conditions but

a growth of these flaws in operation, or also a certain

/though small/ probability of flaws of a larger size not being

detected, cannot a priori be ruled out;

<- The material of the pressure vessel degrades gradually

due to operating conditions, above all its resistance to brit-

tle failure decreases /particularly in the region of the pres-

sure vessel close to the active core of the reactor/;

<- The pressure vessel may be exposed during operation to

the action of highly unfavourable sudden modes of operation

/emergancies with or without loss of coolant/ which act as

a "temperature shock" and produce high stresses, primarily in

the smooth cylindrical part of the vessel which are subjected

to the heaviest degrading effect of the operating conditions.

This means that the conclusive factor for a judgement of
the resistance of a given pressure vessel to brittle failure
are not only the initial properties /resistance of material to
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brittle failure, occurrence, size and distribution of initial

flaws/ but also operating factors manifesting themselves not

only in the modes of operation /temperature - stress field in

time seguence/ but also in influences on the properties /degra-

dation/ and on the integrity /occurrence and growth of flaws/

of the material.

Under the notion of service life will henceforth be

understood /even though not quite accurately/ the assurance

of safe operation for the entire planned period of operation

of the reactor. This means that a sufficient resistance of

the pressure vessel not only to all kinds of failures leading

to its untightness must be ensured, but also to minor damage

which might affect the correct operation of the pressure

vessel.

The manufacture of pressure vessels for Type VVER reactors

was taken up in the early seventies at S*KODA Concern Corporation,

on the strength of an agreement with the Soviet Union on coope-

ration in the manufacture of components for nuclear power sta-

tions. At that time SKODA Concern Corporation already had expe-

rience in the manufacture of pressure vessels for nuclear power

stations, for in 1971 the first Czechoslovak nuclear#tower sta-

tion, A-l /Type HWGCR/, was commissioned for which one of the

biggest pressure vessels in the world was manufactured by SKODA

Concern Corporation. Its inside diameter was 4,800 mm, the mini-

mum wall thickness 150 mm, the maxi-

mum wall thickness 300 mm, the overall height of the body of the

vessel 17,720 mm and the overall height including the cover

20,120 mm, while the total weight reached 723 tons. The vessel

was manufactured of steel according to Czechoslovak standard

/of the GOST 22K or the ASTM A 212 B type/.

The first pressure vessel for a Type WER 440 realtor wa,s

completed at SKODA in 1980. Since then 17 of these vessels were

manufactured and a number of others are in various stages of

manufacture. The first pressure vessel for a reactor of a higher

capacity, the VVER 1000 MW, is nearing completion, a, number of

others are again in the process of manufacture.
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The pressure vessels of Type WER reactors are characterized

by the demanded possibility of transporation of this bulky part

by rail. Access by rail affords a much wider choice of the build-

ing site of a power station and also does not limit the locality

of the manufacturer. However, it makes special claims on the

design of the pressure vessel as well as on other components of

the reactor and of the power station. The diameter of the reac-

tor is thus limited by the clearance profile of the railway and

this limitation of the reactor vessel in turn limits the dimen-

sions of the internal parts of the reactor, i. e., the shielding

layer of water and the diamater of the active core. The result

is a high output density /above 100 MW.m / and a high fluency
24 —2of fast neutrons /above 1.10 .m with energy exceeding

0,5 MeV/ on the wall of the pressure vessel and, on the other

hand smaller wall thicknesses compared to reactors of the same

capacities. All this leads to raised reguirements concernig the

properties of the material from the point of view of the mecha~

nical values at the raised /operating/ temperature, the fatigue

properites and the radiation stability. Apart from that, these

reguirements lead to a specific design of the pressure vessels

of WER reactors in the arrangement of the nozzle' portion. While

Type PWK reactors are built with all the nozzle in one plane,

WER reactors have the inlet and outlet branches arranged in two

planes above each other. Although by this arrangement the lenght

of the vessel is increased to some extent, a reduction of its

diameter is achieved, see Fig. 1,

The technology of manufacture of pressure vessels- must

ensure, with a sufficient reproducibility, the demanded proper^

ties of the material in considerably large cross sections for

the period of their expected life, i. e., 40 years. The used

steel must therefore show a high resistance to radiation and

temperature embrittlenient, a good weldability and a high homoge'-

neity of borh structure and properites. This means that a high

metalurgical purity of the used steels must be ensured even at

masses of ingots of not less than 200 tons.
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For the pressure vessel of the WER 440 reactor Cr-Mo-V

steel of the l5Ch2MPA type is used, for the pressure vessel

of the WER 1000 reactor Ni-Cr-Mo-V steel of the l5Ch2NMFA type.

For the smooth rings in the vicinity of the active core of the

reactor the steels are l5Ch2MFAA and l5Ch2NMFAA respectively.

The demanded chemical composition of both steels is given in

Table 1 and the reguirements of an increased strictness concern-

ing the limits of the contents of armuful and accompanying

elements in Table 2.

Both these steels belong to low*-alloy steelsf same as

the steels used for the pressure vessels of Type PWR reactors

for which Mn-Ni-Mc steel is used of either the ASRM A 533 B

mark for rolled products or the ASRM A 508 mark for forgings.

A comparison of the demanded short-time mechanical properties

in tension is given in Table 3 from which it will be noted that

the steels for"the pressure vessels of WER reactor show some-

what higher strength properties while the demanded plastic pro**

perties are roughly the same.

The resistance of steel to brittle failure in its initial

state can be well characterized by its critical brittleness

temperature TkQ /which agrees, at the same time, well with zero

toughness temperature T N D T as determined for Type PWR reactors/.

The critical brittleness temperature is determined by means of

notch impact tests on Charpy bars with a V-notch, the corres-

ponding value of the notch impact strength for the determination

of TKQbeing chosen according to the stregth class of the material

/e. g., for l5Ch2MFA and l5Ch2NMFA steel KCW = 59 J.cnT2/. The de-

manded values of this temperature according to the applicable

standard are given in Table 3 in which will be noted the good

agreement of the materials used for the pressure vessels of

the WER and PWR types.

The appraisal of the service life of a reactor vessel is

a continuous process which starts with the scheme and ends just

before the operation of the power station is discontinued.
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Roughly the following stages and individual activities may be

diferentiated:

/I/ Scheme

At thes stage proving by calculation of the proposed

/demanded/ service life and service ability of the pressure

vessel is done. For this purpose the following inputs are taken

as a basis:

- Calculation /drawing/ dimensions and shape of vesselj

- Properties of material according to technical conditions,

standards and other regulations /i, e., guaranteed values/j

r- Assumption of freedom of materials from flaws /only in

the appraisal of the resistance to brittle failure a "calcula^

tion flaw" is reckoned with which has, however, no direct rela-

tion to the technical conditions for the permissible sizes of

flaws/;

- Planned number, sequence and course of individual modes

of operation, be at normal or emergency operation?

- Calculation changes of properties of material in course

of operation /on bases of standardizing^technical documents or

results of certification programme of used materials, i. e«,

i/uaranteed values/;

/2/ Permissibility of flaws /deviations/ in manufacture

At this stage in, many cases the permissibility of the

discovered flaws or of other deviations from the technical do-

cuments have to be appraised the most important of which are

the following;

'- Flaws in the material found by non-destructive inspect

tion which exceed by their dimension the permissible sizes

according to the technical conditions;

*- Deviations in the chemical composition which might

adversely affect the long-time behaviour of the material under

operating conditions /primarily its resistance to damage by

radiation/;

" Deviations from the demanded mechanical properties, i. e,,

both reduced strength properties and lower strength properties

or also a lower toughness}
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- Deviations from shape demanded by documents;

/3/ Improvement of precision of modes of operation

In view of the fact that every pressure vessel as well as

power station is unique as regards its behaviour in the course

of operation the precision of the conditions of the safety of

operation must be periodically improved on the basis of supple-*-

mentary information which is obtained in the course of operation

and which may differ from the scheme;

- Actual modes of operation /time behaviours of tempera-

tures and pressures and thus also of stresses in individual

parts of vessel/, their number and sequence;

- Actual changes of properies of material during operation

/primarily radiation embrittlement and temperature ageing/ found

by means of programs of testifying specimens of material of

pressure vessel;.

/4/ Permissibility of flaws found during operation

One of the basic prerequisites for an as—surance of safe

operation is a regular carrying<-out of nondestructive checks

of the material of the pressure vessel with the aim of deter-

mining the state of defectiveness of the pressure vessel, i. e.,

the number, size and distribution of flaws /defects/ in the veŝ -

sel. Flaws found in this way are then appraised from the fol-

fowing points of view /as far as their dimensions exceed the

requirements of the technical documents/:

- Type, size and location of flaw

- Whether the flaw is a newly developed one or one the

dimensions of which have increased in the course of operation

or which has not been indicated before%

f The calculation size'of their growth due to cyclic

loading /operation/ up to the end of the planned service life?

- Resistance of material of vessel with size of flav equal

to calculation size at end of service life at simultaneous

inclusion of changes of properties of material as determined

by means of programme of testifying specimens, together with

improvement of precision of modes of operation.
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The extent of the carried-out calculations necessary for

a comprehensive appraisal of the service life of the pressure

vessel on the basis of the present state of the standardizing

technical documents of the INTERATOMENERGO Associtation is shown

for the individual stages in Table 4. The calculation is carried

out for all main parts of the vessel, in particular the follow-

ing:

The elliptical bottom;

- The cylindrical part /most heavily irradiated and thereby

also damaged/;

- The region of the division of flows /entering and out-

flowing water/;

~ The region of the nozles /the nozle section, most: highly

fatigue stressed/;

- The flange and flanged joint /including the bolted joint/;

- The upper block;

- The flange of the cover;

- The cap of the cover;

- The flanges of the control rod equipment and other

measurig points.

In all these regions the calculations of the

temperature and stress fields must be carried out for all the

expected modes of operation above all /in the case of WER 440/

for the following:

Normal modes of operation and modes with disturbance of

normal conditions:

*- Pressure testsj

r- Heating to nominal mode of operation;

« Nominal mode of operation;

r> Cooling from nominal mode of operation;?

<? Emergency shuttings-down of reactor /i. e,, action of

emergency protection equipment/;

"• Quick start of reactor;

- Connection and disconnection of loop;

r 50% reduction of outputj

r Emergency modes of cooling;

- Failure of pipe at full compensation of loss of coolant

/tip to about 35 mm diameter/1;
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- Pailura of pipe with partial compensation of loss of

coolant /up to 500 mm diameter of primary pipework/.

The courses of these modes of operation for which it is

necessary to calculate the time dependences of the temperature

and stress fields /including their categorization/ in the indi-

vidual parts of the vessel are then the entries to the calcula-

tion of the resistance of the pressure vessel to, primarily,

brittle and fatigue failure and understandably also at the

static strength and stability, while the resistance to seismic

action is a practically independent calculation /unless a simu-

ltaneity of certain modes with seismic action is considered/.

The appraisal of the resistance to brittle failure is the

conclusive component of the appraisal of the service life of

the pressure vessel of a reactor for the following reasons:

- A brittle /quasi-brittle/ failure is of a catastrophic

/sudden/ nature'and once it has occurred it cannot be stopped;

- The greatest changes of the properties of the material

of the vessel in the course of operation are those of tough-

ness, i. e., of the resistance of the material to brittle

fracture, the cylindrical part in the vicinity of the active core

/irradiated in a maximum measure/ being decisive for the entire

vessel;

The vessel is so designed that the resistance to fatigue

failure in the region of maximum concentration /the nozzle

section/' ensures a sufficient resistance to the occurrence of

fatigue cracks;

- Newly originated flaws, if any, or the growths of flaws

which, have existed earlier, manifest themselves in the resis-

tance of the vessel to brittle failure /or in the permissibility

of these flaws/.

The appraisal of the resistance to brittle failure of the

pressure vessels of WER reactors is done, in accord with world-

wide practice, deterministically on the basis of linear fraction

mechanics, with the fact in view that the main principles of the

calculation may be summed up as follows:
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Only the initiating approach of linear fraction mecha^

nics is used, i, e,, the material is- characterized by fracture

toughness at static load KIC;

/2/ In the calculation the austenitic weld deposit is not

considered;

/3/ The calculation is made for a so-called "calculation

flaw", i. e., a semielliptical surface flaw of a depth equal to

0,25 times the wall thickness at the given point, of a ratio of

half-axes of 2 : 3;

/4/ The material is characterized by critical brittleness

temperature T, determined with the help of tests of notch impact

strength KCV and serving for the determination of the permis-

sible value of fracture toughness /K
IC/* i-

n which the safety

factors are included;

/5/ The calculation is made for all normal modes of operation

/i =s 1/, for modes with disturbed normal conditions and pressure

tests /i — 2/ and for all emergency modes of operation /i — 3/.

Resistance to brittle failure of a pressure vessel is

considered assured when the following relation is satis-fied:

Kz /a £ 0,25s/ < /KIC/± /I/

where K_ is the coefficient of intensity of stress which

defined as

where <f .o. are the membrane and the bending component

of the tension

f)n ; M , M. are coefficients

Q is the coefficient of shape of the flaws

and s is the thickness of the pressure vessel at

the point of the flaw

The permissible values of fracture touhgness /KTr^i a r e

then obtained by static processing of the fracture toughness
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tests within the scope of the programme of certification tests

of the material of the pressure vessel. The temperature depen-

dence /K
TC/o

 w a s obtained as the lower envelope of the fracture

toughness curve; the temperature dependence /KIC/2 is plotted

from the lower evelope with the use of safety factors n, a 2

/of the values of the fracture toughness/ and AT - + \o C,

for temperature dependence /KIC/2 with use of factors nk - 1,5

and AT = + 30° C see Fig. 2.

The initial temperature dependence /IKIC/3 for the steel of.

the pressure vessels of Type WER reactors, i. e., l5Ch2MFAf
l8Ch2MFA and also l5Ch2NMFA /including Grade AA/ is given by

the relation

°/KIC/ s 26 + 36 , exp /0,02 /T - T̂ .// for /T-T^A' 80 C
n

200 for /T~TV/£ 80 C

where T is the test /or calculation/ temperature

T. is the critical brittleness temperature at the. given,

moment of operation and it is given a.s

TJt * TK0 + *TN + * TT + A T F W

where TRO is the initial critical br.Lttleness temperature,

^T N is the displacement of the critical brittleness' tem-

perature due to cyclic damage /for the smooth part

it is equal to zero, for the neck section the maximum

is + 20° C/,

T is the displacement of the critical brittleness tem-

perature due to temperature ageing /for the steel

of WER pressure vessels it is equal to zero/,

T is the displacement of the critical brittleness tem-

perature due to irradiation and it can be expressed

as

» Aj. /F.1O-22/
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where Â , is the coefficient of radiation embrittlement of

the material,

F is the fluency of fast neutrons /with an energy

higher than 0,5 MeV/

The coefficients of radiation embrittlement are the main

factors which influence the total service life of pressure

vessels of reactors. For pressure vessels of Type WER 440

reactors and l5Ch2MFA/A/ steel the following values are

applied in the scheme;

Ap = 9 for the base material

Ap a 13 for the weld metal of a weld produced automatically

under flux.

Tilt analysis of relation /4/ shows uniquely that a matter con-

clusive for the service life of the pressure vessel is radia-

tion embrittlement and thus also the cylindrical part of the

pressure vessel which is being most haevily damaged by the reac-

tor radiation.

NORMAL MODES OF OPERATION

The most important normal modes of operation include

the pressure /hydrostatic/ test and the mode of starting to full

operating parameters.

The temperature dependence of coefficient of intensity

of stress KT for the calculation flaw /of a depth of 0,25 times

the wall thickness of the vessel/ for both modes is shown in

Figs 3 af b. This conservative figure,according to the techni-

cal conditions, i. e., + 20 C, was taken as the initial value

of the critical brittleness temperature for the weld metal of

the WER 440 pressure vessel. For condition /I/ to be satisfied

the maximum permissible displacement of tha critical brittleness

temperature for the pressure test mode is only + 65° C while

for the starting mode it is up to + 205 C. It is therefore

obvious that the conclusive mode for the determination of safe
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operation is the pressure test mode, However, it should be noted

that the temperature of the pressure test as chosen /i. e.,

12O - 10° C/ is the minimum temperature and in the course of

the service life it can be raised without limitation practical-

ly to the operating temperature so that the maximum possible

increase of the transition temperature is equal to + 180 C.

At the same time, on the basis of the scheme of the vessel and

of the properties of the material, this displacement during

the whole 40-year service life of the WER 440 pressure vessel

amounts, at the most,, to + 75 C.

EMERGENCY MODES

The most unfavourable emergency modes are those which, in

the event of a failure, ensure a full compensation of the "loss,

of coolant. After a certain, usually short time the full operating

pressure is restored /which in some cases may temporarily even

rise/ while the pressure vessel is being filled with cold /+55 C/

water by high-pressure emergency pumps from pressure tanks of

emergency water. On the wall of the pressure vessel usually

so-called "cold tongues" are formed under the necks through

which water is forced into the pressure vessel, with the gradi-

ents of the temperatures over the thickness of the wall of the

vessel as well as on its circumference of also its height pro-

duce high stress fields as shown in Figs 4 and 5 which are cha-

racteristic of a failure of a 20 mm diameter pipe of a WER 440

realtor.

The temperature dependences of coefficient of intensity

of stress K- for various depths of flaws and from 5 to 35 mm

/i. e. 0,25 times the wall thickness of the vessel/ are shown

in Fig. 6. Shown at the same time is also the temperature depen-

dence of fracture tougness /KIC/3 for the given case of a WER

440 pressure vessel and a comparison is made also with the permis-

sible values of the fracture toughness according to ASME -

- K^*1*1 - static and K^121 ~ dynamic fracture toughness respec-

tively, Tt will be noted that safety from the point of view of
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resistance to brittle failure is fully ensured according to the

above mentioned criteria. At the same time, it is shown that

the initiatory approach which is, as the only one, the basis

of INTER-ATOMENERGO standards is more strict than the approach

at ASME, for

- No initiation of failure is permitted?

- The permissible values of fracture toughness /Kjp/^ are, in

a major part of their temperature dependence, lower than ac-

cording to ASME / i. e., they are more conservative/,

A similar analysis can be made also for the neck section

of these pressure vessels. Since their material shows a substan-

tially higher resistance to brittle failure /the initial value

of the critical brittleness temperature for the basic material

of the WER 440 and WER 1000 vessel is lower than - 10° C and

- 25° C respectively/ while the only degrading factor is cyclic

damage /which for both wessels is not higher than + 2° C/ and

the minimum water temperature during emergency cooling is + 55 C,

the permissible value of the fracture toughness is then near
1/2the upper plateau, i. e., 200 MPa.m ' . This means that the neck

sections for both pressure vessels, same as the whole pressure

vessels of both the reactor types, show a full resistance to

brittlei fracture during the entire planned period of service

life.

In view of the great danger involved in a possible failure

of the pressure vessel of a reactor a high conservatism is in-

troduced into the methodology of the calculation of the resis-

tance to brittle failure of pressure vessels of reactors. This

conservatism is characterized by high so-called safety factors

with regard to the individual calculation parameters. The most

important ones of them which influence the ganaral result in

a substantial measure are the following:

- Size and Shape of Flaws

In the calculation the condition must be complied with

that even a "calculation, flaw", which is a surface crack of

a depth equal to one fourth of the wall thickness of the vessel,
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must not cause a brittle failure. In actual fact the maximum

permissible flaws according to the applicable regulations are

not greater than approximately 4 to 5 mm in diameter, but they

must not be of the type of cracks. For such a flaw of a metal-

lurgical or a welding nature to change into a crack as a rule

a larger number of cycles is necessary than that which the ves-

sel receives during its whole service life. Moreover, the cal-

culated grawth of the size of a flaw during the whole service

life is no greater than 0,1 mm for the smooth part and 1 mm in

the region of a neck which means that the safety factor with

regard to the size of the flaw is more than 8 which is sufficient.

- Fracture Toughness

The permissible value of the fracture toughness determined

as the lower evelope of all measured values with a probability of

0,99 lies, for steels of the 15Ch2MFA as well as l5Ch2NMFA /A/

types from the production of SKODA, above the calculation curve

as will be noted from Fig. 7. Apart from that, the conditions

of plane deformation which are essential for the possibility

of a direct application of linear fracture mechanics are not

fully satisfied as a rule, paticularly for small flaws, so that

also from this point of view conservatism of the calculation is

assured. To improve the precision of the influence of the con-

ditions of an elastically-plastic load on the parameters of

failure an extensive programme of tests of the resistance to

brittle failure of the material of the pressure vessels of WER

440 and 1000 reactors is being carried out at SKODA Concern

Corporation. This is done on standard test specimens of thick-

nesses from 25 to 150 mm /Fig. 7/ a well as on large test bodies

of a test section of 150 x 600 mm with surface flaws, on a Type

ZZ 8000 test equipment, of SKODA design and manufacture /Fig. 8/.

The tests which are being carried out in temperature region

T K Q- - 50° C with flaws of a depth of 15 to 100 mm have been
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supplemented witti tests of models of a scale of 1 : 8 and 1 : 12

at substantially lower temperatures. The results of the tests

are presented in Fig. 9a. They are referred to as a "strength

diagram" and are valid for 15Ch2MFA steel. A section through

this diagram for a temperature of approximately +25 C is shown

in Pig. 9b is referred to also as "flaw diagram11. Apart from the

experimental dependences, also the calculation dependences are

shown /dashed/ which lie lower. At the same time, it may be seen

that, in the region of room temperatures, flaws of a depth of

less than 25 mm practically do not affect the fracture stress.

At the same time, however, it will be noted that a so-called

"geometrical size factor" exists, with temperature dependences for

flaws of a depth up to 10 mm shifted some 100° C in the direction

towards negative temperatures when they are compared with the

temperature dependence for a body with a flaw of a depth of 40 mm

/i. e., almost the calculation depth/.

The nature of the fracture surfaces as shown in Fig. 90 also

confirms this fact. While a body with a flaw of a depth of 100 mm

shows, at a test at + 72° C, a failure of the ''leak-bef ore-break"

type followed by a fast share fracture, at temperature of + 30° C

first a high sub-critical growth develops, also over the entire

thickness, and than a fast quasi-brittle fracture. At a tempera-

ture of - 30° C already a fully brittle fracture develops, with-

out a preceding subcritical growth. While in the first two cases

a sub^critical growth develops on the level of a stress equal

to the yield point and the actual failure almost at the ultimate

strength, the failure at *« 30° C develops at a lower stress than

yield point, in accord with fracture mechanics. On bodies with

notches of a depth of 40 mm the situation is substantially dif-

ferent. In all cases the final type of fracture is brittle and

at the sane time the magnitude of the sub-critical growth is

substantially lowered with a decreasing temperature. At - 30° C

the sub^-critical growth is equal to zero. The existence of

a sub-critical growth points to al elasticaliy-plastic mode of

loading at which it is essential to supply a great plastic

energy to the material. Moreover, the sub^critica.1 growth of
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the flaw takes its course very slowly to that, with a suitable

diagnostic metod /e. g,, acoustic emission/ its continuation

can be stopped and thus a possible failure of the vessel pre-

vented.

- Radiation Embrittlement

The design values of coefficient of radiation embrittle-

ment A- are again taken as the upper envelopes from the pro-

gramme of certification test of the material of the pressure

vessel Their accurate values are obtained for every vessel

by means of the programme of testifying specimens which are

placed in each vessel and currently appraised in the course

of operation. The results of certification tests of l5Ch2MFA

steel and of welded joints of it have shown that the values

of coefficient AF vary within an interval of 2.6 to 11.4

/for the weld metal/ in dependence on the phosphorus and

cooper content in the material so that also from this point

of view the appraisal of the service life is conservative.

The appraisal of the service life and safety of operation

of the pressure vessels of nuclear reactors is a very impor-

tant process which takes its course continuously from the

start of work on the scheme to the end of the planned ser-

vice life. At the same time, the service life of the pres-

sure vessel of the reactor is determinative also for the

service life of the whole reactor and power station.

The main type of failure of a pressure vessel which

must be investigated is brittle failure whiten causes

a catastrophic fracture oft the pressure vessel. The critical

point is the cylindrical part of the pressure vessel exposed

to the degrading influence of reactor radiation and to an

unfavourable temperature-stress field during emergency

recooling.

An analysis of the conditions of the occurrence of

brittle failure of the pressure vessels of Type WER 440

as well as 1000 reactors from the manufacture of SKODA
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Concern Corporation has demonstrated the sufficient margin

of safety also from the point of vievr of the possible occur-

rence of a failure and has done so on the strength of both

the actual calculations and the supplementary programme of

experimental work done at SKODA Concern Corporation,
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Table 1 Basic Chemical Composition of Steels for Pressure
Vessel of VVER 440 and 1003 Reactor

15Ch2MFA

15Ch2-NMFA

C

0.13 to
0.1 B

0.13 to

Mn

0.30 to
0.60

| 0.30 to

Si

0.17 to
0.37

0.17 to

p

max.
0.025

; max.
i

S

max.
0.025

max.
0.020

Cr

2.50 to
3.00

2.3

N i

max.
0.40

1.0 to
1.5

Mo

0.60 to
0.80

0.50 to
0.70

V

0.25 to
0.35

max.
0.10

Basic heat treatment and technological annealing modes
during manufacture of pressure vessel:
1SCh2MFA — 1000 °C/oil + 680 to 720 °C/air

— 665 °C/31 to 90 hours/cooling in furnace

15Ch2NMFA — 920 °C/water + 650 °C/air
— 620 °C/25 hours + 650 °C/20 hours/cooling in

furnace

Table 2 Limit of Content of Harmful and Accompanying
Elements in Steel for Pressure Vessels (% by weight)

Product

Pressure
vessel

Active core

P

0.025

0.010

s

0.025

0.012

Cu

0.15

0.10

Co

0.020

0.020

As

0.850

o.tio

Sb

0.085

Sn

0.005

Note. The sum of P + Sn + Sb should not exceed 0.015 %

Table 3 Demands for short-time strength properties of steel
of pressure vessels (minimum values) and permissible stresses

m
Test
Temperature
[°C]

Material

ASTM A 533 B
cl. 1

ASTM A 508,
cl. 3

15Ch2MFA
15Ch2MFAA

15CH2NMFA
15Ch2NMFAA

20

Rp0.2

MPa

345

431

490

Rm As
MPa i %

551

551

539

608

18

IB

14

15

Z •

/a

38

38

50

55

[R]
MPa

184

184

2*7

234

350

RpO-2

MPa

28S

1S4

392

441

Rm

MPa

498

539

As

% .

*

14

14

[R]
% I MPa

__

__

50

5Q

184

184

188

207

TKO

°C

—12

—12

jr

—It
—25

Table 4 Hang* of Individual Stages of Calculation

NTD MCHO IAE

Equipment and Pipework of Nuclear Power Station Stress Calculation
38.433.52-84

38.433J3-45

38.433.54-84

38.43*53-83

3f.434.5445

3S.434.55-84

18 V\\ Â 81

38.434.58-84

Choice of basic dimensions. Calculation of cylindrical,
tapered, spherical, elliptical and flat parts

Choice of basic dimensions. Calculation of flanges,
pressure rings and Joints
Choice of basic dimensions. Coefficients of reduction
of strength by holes and welded folnts

Checking calculation.
Calculation for static strength

Checking calculation.
Calculation for cyclic strength

Checking calculation.
Calculation for resistance to brittle failure

Checking calculation.
Calculation for stability
Checking calculation.
Calculation for seismic action

Stage

0)

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(2)

^_

_̂

a toe

+
a toe

+
a tod

+
b toe

+
—

(3) I (4)

e
+
e
+

e to f
+
e
+
—

a
+

+
a,etof

+

—
Explanations
a — ascertained flaws larger than permissible according to
technical conditions
b — failure to maintain mechanical properties
c — failure to maintain shape according to drawings

d — failure to maintain chemical composition
e — actual modes of operation
f — actual changes of properties of material during ep«
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VVER 440

Flg.1 Pressure vestali of W E R 440.
A — spherical cap of cover 185, B —
loot* flange I 435, C — ring of cap I 85,
D — flanga ring 1135, E — upper nack
ring I 435, F — lowar Mck ring I 435,
G — smooth ring, long I 135, H —
smooth ring, short I 118,
J — smooth ring, short
(at bottom) I l i t , K — bottom I «5

WER 1000: A — spherical cap of cover
1110, B — flange ring of cover 11f5,
C — flange ring I 135, D — upper neck
ring I 195, E — lower neck ring 1195.
F — backing ring 1135, G — upper
smooth ring 1170, H — lower smooth
ring 1170, J —bottom 1135
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Fig. 2 Comparison of permissible
values of fracture toughness for various
types of modes of operation according
to INTERATOMENERGO standards
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Ki.
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j^ Fig. 4 Temperature field in wall of
pressure vessel of VVER 440 reactor in
"cold tongue" region at failure of
20 mm dia. pipe

<4( Fig. 3a Calculation of resistance to
brittle failure of pressure vessel of
VVER 440 reactor for starting mode of
operation

-4] Fig. 3b Calculation of resistance to
brittle failure of pressure vessel of
VVER 440 reactor for pressure
(hydrostatic) test mode of operation

100 200 300 TfC]
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Fig. 7 Comparison of ascertained
values of fracture toughness of material
of pressure vassals of WER reactors
from manufacture of SKODA Concern
Corporation with permissible value of
fracture toughness according to
INTERATOMENERGO standard

Fig.* Type ZZ M M loading equipment
from manufacture of SKODA Concern
Corporation, of maximum tensile
force of M MN
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THE EFFECT OF OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
ON MATERIAL PROPERTIES
OF PRIMARY CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

J. Koutsky, T. P£v
Nuclear Research Institute, Plez by Praha

(presented by T. P&v)
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The most important degradation processes taking place in

material of the reactor pressure vessels are as follows:

- radiation embrittlement,

- strain ageing,

- temper embrittlement,

- low-cycle damage,

- hydrogen embrittleroent.

The effect of operational conditions on safety of the reac-

tor pressure vessel is characterized best by a shift of tran-

sition temperature A^k. For pressure vessels of WER type

reactors CrMoV steels are used: the 15Ch2MFA steel for reac-

tors of 440 MWs power and the NiCrMo steels l5Ch2NHFA for those

of 1000 MWs power. The contributions of individual degradation

processes, if known, to total embrittlement of these steels

and steels A533B or A5O8 used in west countries are given in

the following table:

AT
/*-5,1023

ATN

ATfc /104

ns/m2/

hr. at

base

weld

350° C/

15Ch2HFA

33
48
20
0

0

l5Ch2NMFA

80

70

20

5

5

A
A

max.
max.

mm

10

—

533
508

100

100
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where: A.T_ is the shift induced by radiation embrittlement,

is the shift induced by low-cycle damage,

A T , is the shift induced by temper embrittlenient,

A T is the shift induced by slow down cooling in

furnace after quenching.

Nowadays much attention is also being paid to the synergistic

effect of neutron radiation and hydrogen. The leeter is formed

during the corrosion of reactor pressure vessel base material

in case of the stainlees cladding has been damaged, which

leads to a combined effect of hydrogen and radiation embrit-

tlement.

Of all radiation'-induced changes in mechanical properties,

radiation embrittlement is the most important factor influencing

safety and life of the reactor pressure vessel. From experimen-

tal results it follows that radiation embrittlement depends

primarily on:

- chemical composition,

- impurity contents,

- original state of steel /microstructure, yield, point

strengthyand so on/,

- irradiation temperature,

- neutron fluence.

In accordance with technical standards used in the CMEA

countries, the extent of radia'tion embrittlement as a function

of fast neutron fluence with energies above 0.5 MeV may be

expressed by the relationship:

where <fim depends on the choice of fluence units, as a rule

0om lo 2 2 ns/m2,

A F is the radiation embrittlement coefficient - a ma-

terial constant.

The radiation embrittlement coefficient A_ depends on an

irradiation temperature. At lower irradiation temperature and

the same neutron fluence, the radiation embrittlement is greater.
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In a number of works it has been proved that steels with

fine-grained microstructure are more resistant to radiation

embrittiement. The favorable effect of the small size of

grain on radiation damage of NiCrMo steels appears especially

at irradiation temperatures below 250° C. After irradiation at

about 300°C the extent of radiation embrittiement isn't influ-

enced by grain size. With normalized and annealing steels the

size of ferritic grains is less important since it is the effect

of carbxd distribution that matters rather than the grain size.

Steel l5Ch2MFA is characterized by radiation embrittiement

coefficients A_, =» 9 and AF =? 13 for base metal and welds resp.

at irradiation temperature of 285 C.

Obviously the comparison of various steels based on cal-

culated relationships alone is difficult. Still this compari-

son of experimental results of transition temperature shift

estimates of the l5Ch2MFA steel and the A 533B steel is clear-

ly in favour of the first one. This steel may be used for

higher neutron fluences with sufficient safety, i. e. for

lohger operation or vessels with smaller inner diameter.

It follows from the different chemical compositions of

the steels compared that the high radiation resistance of

steel l5Ch2MFA may be due to the presence of vanadium and

a low nickel content. An analysis of the problem with respect

to other experiments with similar steels, indicates that Ni

up to 2 per cent in weight increases radiation embrittiement,

lxfcely due to the increase of the interstitial atoms. On the

contrary, a high vanadium content /aprox. 0.3 weight per cent/

secures a stable structure with high-stable carbides and a

small number interstitial atoms.

Much attention has been recently paid to the effect of

impurities on the radiation einbrittlement of steels. Result

ot these may be summarized as follows:

Lead and Bismuth have practically no influence on radia-

tion embrittiement. The influence of antimony and tin has been

proved, particularly in connection with other impurities, but
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taking into account their usual contents in current steels,

they have practically no effect on the resulting radiation

embrittlement. Radiation embrittlement resistance is much

influenced by copper content, especially in combination with

phosphorus. To quantify this effect a number of empirical

relationships has been proposed. Unfortunately all of them are

limited to. specific ;teel types and special heat and mechani-

cal treatment. The radiation embrittlement coefficient Ap may

be defined with some degree of accuracy, by the following

equations obtained for irradiation temperature of 285° C.It

has been shown that for base metal

Aj, a 600 /P + 0.1 Cu/ - 1

and for weld metal at the same irradiation temperature

Ap, =. 620 /P + 0.1 Cu/ - 2

For steels of very high purity with P content less than

0.005 %, the value of Ap is independent of Cu up to 0.5 %

of Cu. In evaluating the effect of impurities in general,

sulphur content shouldn't be omitted. It does not have prac-

tically any effect on transition temperature shift, but it

does influence notch toughness upper shelf at higher tempera-

tures .

Neutron radiation induced changes in mechanical proper-

ties of pressure vessel materials of the W E R power reactor

fabricated in Czechoslovakia are monitored by a system of

surveillance specimens. Besides diamond indicators of irra-

diation temperature and neutron fluence detectors, the sur-

veillance programme includes specimens for tensile tests, im-

pact tests and fracture toughness tests of the base metal,

wels metal and material of the heat affected zone. In the

following figure the experimental results of notch toughness

evaluation are given for three different heats of base metal

of very similar chemical compositions and heat treatments ta-

ken from three different pressure vessels of W E R type reac-
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tor in operation. P content is less than 0.015 %, Cu content

is less than 0.08 %. Using a least square method envelope

curves were fitted over the experimental points of type

T - T,
KCV = A + B tgh — o

vhere A, B, C, T are regression constants and

T is the rest temperature.

The irradiation temperature was 267 + 10 C and mean neutron

fluence for E ^ 0.5 MeV equaled /86 + 16/.10" ns/m . The

critical transition temperature is evaluated at a level of

0.5 MJ/m . On the following figure curves of the weld metal

are shown obtained experimentally in the same way. It is

apparent from the figures that due to metallurgical factors

and deviations in the irradiation conditions of specimens the

band width of experimental values of notch touhgness in the

range of critical transition temperature equals approximati-

vely 30° C regardless of whether the base metal or the weld

metal is concerned. Numerical values are shown in the fol̂ -

lowing table:

upper envelope

lower envelope

mean value

upper envelope

lower envelope

mean value

TKO

BASE METAL

- 59

- 26

- 52

WELD METAL

- 18

+ 14

- 2

TKF

- 10

+ 21

- 2

+ 24

54

39

ATT

49

47

50

42

41

41

, AF

11.1

10.7

11.4

9.7

9.3

9.3
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Transition temperatures and irradiation embrittlement

coefficients of the base metal and weld metal derived from

all experimental points.

Tvn - transition temperature in unirradiated state,

T R F - transition temperature after irradiation

/tf* 86.1O22 neutr./m2/,

ATT - transition temperature shift,

Ap - irradiation embrittlement coefficient.

Mean values of radiation embrittlement coefficients A_

are 11.4 K and 9.3 K for base metal and weld metal resp. From

these values it is apparent that radiation embrittlement coef-

ficients for both 15Ch2MFA material and weld metal have been

kept within low values known for laboratory heats and attes-

tation experiments even in series- production of pressure

vessels. A slight increase in radiation embrittlement coef-

ficients of base metal could have been expected as the actual

temperature in irradiating surveillance specimens /267°/ was

approximately 20° C lower than the irradiation temperature

at attestation experiments. Taking into account a very low

value of critical transition temperature in an unirradiated

state, long lifetime of materials of WER pressure vessel

reactors produced by Skoda concern may be expected.
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ABSTRACT

A methodology has been developed for refining the prediction
of the spectrum and total fluence in the pressure vessel of an
LWR from analysis of dosimetry measurements made in the reactor
cavity which is accessible throughout the service life. Key
features of this approach are the use of the point
cross-section Monte Carlo Code McBEND which effectively
removes sources of bias present in multi-group deterministic
methods; the benchmark validation of basic cross-section data
and the use of a Reference Field (NESSUS) for interconparison
of laboratory detectors and the dosimeters, including the
Nb93(n,n') Nb93m reaction, which are used in cavity monitoring
on power reactors.

An outline is given of the analysis which utilises £
sensitivites calculated by the DUCKPOND option of McBENO and
the generalised least-square adjustment method embodied in the
DATAK code.

The method has been validated in the ASPIS fission-plate
facility of NESTOR using a slab-geometry benchmark experiment.
The NESSUS Reference field has been cross-calibrated by
measurements made in several national laboratories.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The conventional techniques for monitoring the neutron exposure
of LWR pressure vessels (RPV) is to irradiate dosimeters
together with metallurgical specimens in so-called surveillance
capsules located on the thermal shields. The capsules are
removed from the reactor only during normal refuelling periods.
Generally, the first capsule is removed at the end of the first
core cycle and the remaining capsules are removed at
appropriate intervals throughout service life.

More recently it has been recognised that substantial
improvements can be made to the estimates of RPV exposure
derived from internal surveillance capsules by irradiating
packs of dosimeters in the reactor cavity outside the pressure
vessel which is usually accessible throughout the life of the
plant. In this case, a technique is required to extrapolate
the information obtained from such detectors, which can be
withdrawn for counting at any time, inwards to the ^T reference
position within the vessel wall.

The methodology described in this Report has been developed
for the analysis of "cavity monitors". Predictions of the
reaction-rate of the detectors in the cavity are first made
with Monte Carlo codes which largely eliminate bias in the
calculation attributable to the representation of nuclear data
and geometric modelling approximations. A generalised
least-squares method is used to refine the data and
calculation of reaction-rates in the cavity and these
refinements are then transmitted to the inaccessible T/4
position in the pressure vessel wall.

2 PROPOSED STATEGY FOR CAVITY MONITORING

2.1 Sources of Uncertainty

Uncertainties in the calculation of any quantity c in a reactor
shield arise from the following:

i Uncertainties 6z_ in the cross-sections z of the
materials, comprising the shield - the 'transmission
cross-sections';

ii Uncertainties 5y_ in the cross-sections ^ of the
detector;

iii Uncertainties 5Sr in the fission-source strength
in regions r;

iv An uncertainty 6Cmc arising from finite sampling
if the method of calculation is Monte Carlo;

v Uncertainties in the dimensions and densities of the
shield constitutents;
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vi Uncertainties introduced by the calculational
algorithm - for example inadequate spectral
averaging in a multi-group method and;

vii Uncertainties arising from modelling
approximations.

The first five of the above can be quantified, at least
approximately, and can be treated probabilistically. The last
two contributors can not be quantified and introduce bias into
the calculation. As the aim of any calculation is an unbiased
prediction with minimum variance the removal of contributors
(vi) and (vii) and such minimisation as is possible of the
first five contributors is central to a stategy of pressure
vessel monitoring. Calculations with the point cross-section
Monte Carlo program McBEND(l) which has a versatile
combinational geometry modelling capability so effectively
reduce the effect of (vi) and (vii) that they will henceforth
be ignored. This simplification can not safely be made where
1-D or 2-D multi-group methods are employed.

In the remainder of this section we outline a stategy for
pressure vessel monitoring taking into account the sources of
error (i) to (v) outlined above. The generalised least-squares
adjustment methodology which has been developed for the
refinement of McBEND calculations utilising measurement made in
reactor cavities is discussed in Section 3. This has now been
programmed in DATAK which is used in conjunction with McBEND
and its sensitivity option DUCKPOND. The procedure implemented
at Winfrith for cavity monitoring is outlined in Section 4 and
the benchmarking of the calculational route is described in
Section 5.

2.2 Data-Testing Benchmark Penetration Experiments

Shielding experiments at Winfrith are conducted in the ASPIS
facility (2) in which a fission-plate is used as the neutron
source. The total source strength can be accurately determined
(~3%) and uncertainties in densities and dimensions of the
shield arrays can be virtually eliminated. In this case,
particularly at deep penetration, discrepancies between
calculation and measurements are mainly attributable to the
transmission cross-sections. By carrying out such experiments
on the more important thermal reactor naterials like graphite,
iron and water, it is possible to assess the accuracy of the
important cross-sections and, by the techniques of sensitivity
analysis and data adjustment, using DUCKPOND and DATAK
respectively, those cross-section parameters which contribute
significantly to observed discrepancies between calculation and
measurement can be identified. Single material benchmark
experiments therefore provide a valuable input to those
responsible for the evaluation and revision of nuclear data
libraries. We note that an assessment and revision of the
uncertainty information associated with the naterials
cross-sections is an important product of these experiments.
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2.3 Derivation of the Fission Distribution in the Reactor
Core

The uncertainties associated with the in-core neutron source
distribution at the core edge ar° important p .rameters in the
assessment of RPV fluence. A typical PWR core consists of an
array of low enrichment (3-4 w/o U-235) fuel pins of 10mm
diameter and 13mrc pitch. The pins are grou^-.. _nto assemblies
of typically 15 x 15 pins. As a result the :-.rnal boundaries
of the reactor and adjacent stainless steel oaffle plates have
a complicated step shape. The surrounding regions, comprising
the core barrel and thermal shield out to the RPV, on the
other-hand are cylindrical.

The variation of the core source over the outer fuel elements,
due to the stepped core boundary, results in an azirauthal
variation of the penetrating fluxes. This can result in an
azimuthal variation of damage at the RPV and is significant for
the determination of flaxes at the surveillance capsule
postion. The determination of this variation can be made by a
synthesis using XY and Re 2-di-aensional codes. A correct
treatment, however, requires a 3-diiuensionai analysis. The
prediction of the core source distribution has been validated
at Winfrith using the zero-energy reactor DIMPLE (Appendix A).

2•4 Pressure Vessel and Cavity Mock-Up Experiments

Having tested cross-sections in single-material benchmark
experiments they may then be used in mock-up experiments which
are realistic simulations of configurations of special design
interest. An extensive programme of experiments (NESDIP) (3)
has been carried out in the bulk shield facilities of the
NESTOR reactor at Winfrith which reproduce the radial
configuration and cavity of a typical LWR. An experiment of
this type permits an assessment of the accuracy of a method of
calculation with its associated data to be made in a
complicated shield array which reproduces the essential
features of reactor plane.

2 • 5 Choice and Quality Assurance of Detectors

For reasons of sensitivity, half-life and temperature,
detectors suitable for use in low-power benchmark experiments
can not in general be used on operating plant. A reference
field with a dynamic range wide enough to accommodate both sets
of detectors is an important link in the procedure developed
for transferring laboratory validation to operating plant
conditions. The NESSUS(4) facility on the NESTOR reactor at
Winfrith provides such a link and guarantees the integrity of
the composition and cross-sections of detectors used.

2 *5 Summary of Requirements

The essential elements of the strategy developed at Winfrith
for the cavity-monitoring of reactor pressure vessels thus
involves:-
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l The input tr, J.at a libraries of the findings from
single-material data-testing benchmark experiments.
This l-.ads to the production not only of refined
cress- .--̂ ctic as b̂ .t, equally importantly, an
.i5?ess.T;er.t :>r the quality of the uncertainty
information associated with them;

ii The t~:iti.iy jf methods of calculation with the
associated fata m four distinct stages:

(a) The core source distribution using measurements
made in core mock-ups in a zero-energy reactor
such as DIMPLE.

[j) The improvement of the nuclear data using
sensitivity analysis and adjustment techniques
in single geometry penetration experiments in
ASPIS."

(c) Neutron attenuation in a mock-up of the thermal
shield and pressure vessel configuration in
ASPIS.

and .;-.]; The migration and scattering of neutrons leaking
from the pressure vessel within the reactor
cavity again using an ASPIS mock-up experiment.

iii The -..-revision and use of a reference neutron field
capable on guaranteeing the integrity of detectors
use; :r: both benchmark and plant measurements;

iv Provision of the analytical tools necessary to
implement steps (i) to (iii) and;

v Provision or a method, tested in benchmark
experiments, of extrapolating under plant conditions
the results of measurements made within the reactor
cavity to the Vr reference position in the pressure

3 METHODOLOGY r.MSODIED IH THE DATAK CODE

3.1 Sources of Uncertainty in a Calculation

We can express the uncertainty in a calculated reactor-rate Ci

as

6c t = 1-fi- 4 Z j + - i 6s + 6c iMC + j * v 6y H l r ' (1)

where the first three terms on the right-hand side of equation 1
arise respectively from uncertainties in the cross-section Z_ Of
the materials present, in the source strength S and, if Monte
Carlo is the method used, the finite sampling statistics; the
fourth term arises from uncertainties in the group reaction-rate
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response functions. Quantities like ac^/dZj = U^j are
called the sensitivity coefficients, or simply sensitivities*
of Ci with respect to Zj. Then for the simple case of two
calculations, each of which depends on the same two items of
data we have;

6c [u2l u 2 2
C 2.S

1 0

0 1 0 0

6Z.

6§'
6C"
6C lmc

2 me (2a)

*YI\ :i
or for any number of calculations;

6c_ = G 6p_ say

Recalling that 6c_ 5c? = Vc where Vc is the
variance-covariance TVCV) matrix of the calculations and
denotes expectation we have;

(2b)

V = G Vp GT (3a)

Since 6Z 6c 6y, and 6s are mutually independent we can
write; "" "* c ~

T T T T
Vc = Gz Vz Gz + Gs Vs Gs + Gmc Vmc Gmc + Gy Vy Gy (3b)

The sensitivity (or design) matrix G is readily constructed
except for the first sub-matrix Gz of equation 3b for which
as sensitivity code such as SWANLAKE(5) or DUCKPOND(6) is
required. The sources of the constituents of Vp are detailed
below:-

i Vz can be constructed from the VCV compilation for
reactor materials of Drischler and Wiesbin(7);

ii Vs, which is simply <J2(S) is estimated by the
calculator;

iii If the calculation is performed by Monte Carlo the
code itself should simply at least the diagonal
elements of Vmc and preferably the full matrix.

The sensitivity coefficient is more commonly defined as:

Z^ 5c- dci
—J. —=- but in this paper the simpler form ——=- is usedu

throughout 5Z
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iv Vy can be constructed from, for example, the
library uncertainty information in the IRDF-82(8).

It is therefore a matter of routine to estimate the
uncertainty of any calculation given a sensitivity code and
the uncertainty inputs listed above.

3.2 The Refinement of Data and Calculations with the Aid of
Measurements

Given a set of measured reaction-rates m_ and corresponding
calculations _£ with their respective VCV matrices Vm and Vc we
can estimate the true value c_ of both £ and m_ by maximising:-

1 1 Exp - h {(c_-m.)
T V^l1 (c-JS.) + (£-£) T v^ 1 (£-£)} (4a)

(2* Vm V c ) ^

ie by minimising;

X2 = (£ - jn)T V^Mc_ -in) + (c_ - c_) V^Cc. - c_) (4b)

Equation 4 follows from the two reasonable assumptions that £
and jn are statistically independent and that each can be
represented by a multivariate normal distribution.
Differentiating 4b with respect to £ and equating to zero we
find after a little rearrangement:-

c_ - £ = 6£ = - Vc (Vc + Vm)"1 (c_ - m) (5a)

and therefore from equation (3a)

6c = - G Vp GT (Vc + Vm)"1 (£ - jn) (5b)

Inspection of equations (5b) and (2b) shows that

6£ = - Vp GT(Vc + Vm)"1 (£ - jn) (6)

We have thus for the updated calculation c_ and parameter
vector p;

£ = c_ - Vc (Vc + Vm)"1 (c_ - jn) (7a)

JP = £ - Vp GT (Vc + Vm)"1 (£ - jn) (7b)

and by evaluating 6£ 6£j and 6p_ 6jgT we have;

V£ = Vc - Vc (Vc + Vm)-1 (£ - in) (8a)

V£ = Vp - Vp GT (Vc + Vm)"1 (£ - jn) (8b)

We are thus able to combine the information in c(p), m, Vc,
Vp, and Vm to produce refined values of the calculations
together with all the data used in them and refined (and
generally reduced) values of the associated VCV matrices.
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Adjustments of the type outlined above are currently carried
out by the code DATAK which uses calculations from the
point-energy Monte Carlo programme McBEND and sensitivities
from the DUCKPOND module of McBEND.

The steps outlined above are those followed in single-material
and engineering benchmark experiments where the principle
objects of scrutiny are the transmission cross-sections. By
an obvious extension in which the sensitivity matrix for
calculated reaction-rates is replaced by its equalivant for
calculated spectra the refinement of the NESSUS spectrum was
achieved.

We need now to consider the statistical credibility of the
results achieved and a strategy for ensuring that our
estimates Vc_ and Vp_ are not too small. Inserting the
value of _c given by equation (7a) into equation (4b) we
can find;

X2 = (c_ - nOT (Vc + Vm)"1 (£-n)

which has expected value;

-2 n

(9)

(10)

where n is the number of independent measurements.

3.3 Spatial Transmission of Refinements - Cavity
Monitoring

Figure 1 shows schematically a part of a PWR radial shield.
Measurements jn with activation detectors and corresponding
reaction-rate calculations c_ are made in the void space
outboard of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). The
sensitivity matrix G of the calculations includes
sensitivities \o the hydrogen total cross-section and to the
elastic and nonelastic cross-sections of Fe and 0. At the
quarter-thickness penetration (T/4) of the RPV h represents
the calculated displacement-rate per atom of Fe and k_ is the
sensitivity vector of h. Let £ contain m material
cross-sections, then following equation 3 we can write for the
void;

6c_ » G6p_ = G

l

6Zm
6

6*1

(11)

where the form of G is given in equation 2a. For the T/4
position we have;
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6h =
dh

az.

h

s
6Z

1
6Zm
6S

= jC1 6£ say (12)

By the methods of section 2 6p_, P_ = P + &£.# c_ and Vc are
readily found. In equation (12) 6r_ is seen as simpTy the
indicated upper portion of Sp__ in equation (12). We therefore
have available at least some of the information that
measurements at the T/4 position (had they been possible)
would have provided. We now have;

h = h + _kj 6£

and a2(h) = _kj Vr k_ + a2(hmc)

and this result is clearly extended to any number of
calculations h_ at the T/4 position:-

(13)

h_ = h_ + _

Vh = KVr KT + Vmc
(14)

where K is the sensitivity matrix of h_. Ifc will be noticed
that 6_$mc of equation (11) has been excluded from equation
(12). This presupposes at both the T/4 and void positions a
rather small sample of the current passing these planes has
been taken - in this case a small fraction only of the
particles passing through the first scoring region will also
pass through the second scoring region and the Monte Carlo
statistics between these two regions will be effectively'
uncorrelated. (In a spherical one-dimensional representation,
on the other hand, where the scoring regions are the entire
surfaces of spheres, a strong correlation between the scoring
planes would have to be taken into account).

4 MEASURING TECHNIQUES

4.1 The ASPIS Facility on NESTOR

The ASPIS facility has been designed for the conduct of
large-scale shielding experiments and is illustrated in
Figure 2. It comprises a mobile trolley in which shield
arrays can be assembled from 6 ft square-section tanks and
slabs with an overall depth of 12 ft. The shield arrays are
irradiated within an experimental cave in the bulk shield of
the NESTOR source reactor. The secondary source for shielding
experiments is generated in a uranium fission plate which is
driven by thermal neutron produced in a graphite thermal
column. The absolute strength of the fission source in the
plate can be determined to within an accuracy of better than
4% and uncertainties in densities and dimensions of the
experimental shield can be reduced to negligible proportions.
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The flux levels in this facility are relatively low so that
activation of the experimental shield components is kept to a
minimum thereby facilitating access for measurement and
changes of shield configuration. The gamma-ray background
levels are low and the spectrum of neutrons above about 20 KeV
can be measured with a combination of hydrogen-filled
proportional counters and NE213 liquid secutillators.
Conventional thermal and resonance activation detectors are
used to cover the low energy spectrum but only those threshold
detectors which have a high sensitivity can be employed to
supplement the spectrometers for fast neutron measurements.

A novel feature of this facility is the roof access port which
may be used to simulate reactor cavities including the nozzle
and inlet/outlet duct arrangements representative of LWR
plants as shown in Figure 2.

4.2 Choice of Detectors

It is now generally accepted that the atomic displacement-rate
is the parameter to be used for the correlation of materials
property changes caused by neutron irradiation. Figure 3
shows the ASTM 800 DPA cross-section for steel, together with
cross-sections for the reactions Rhl03(n,n') RhlO3m,
Nb93(n,n') Nb93m and Fe54(n,p) Mn54. Ideally one would like
to choose a detector with precisely the DPA cross-section and
which had characteristics of sensitivity, half-life, and
material properties which made it suitable for use in both
ASPIS benchmark experiments and operational plant. In
practice, it is necessary to seek key members of both the
plant and benchmark detector sets whose cross-sections are
broadly similar to that for DPA. Both Rh-103, for use in
ASPIS (low power) experiments, and Nb-93 for use on plant meet
this criterion rather well. Detectors which do not satisfy
this condition nevertheless supply useful supplementary
measurements and, to avoid duplication of information, should
have where possible markedly different cross-sections. The
detectors Inll5(n,n') InllSm and S32(n,p) P32 are suitable for
ASPIS benchmark experiments and have approximate threshold
energies of 400 KeV and 2 MeV respectively. They supplement
rhodium which has a threshold energy of approximately 30 KeV.
These three detectors give good coverage of the part of the
spectrum of great importance for iron displacements in the
pressure vessel of a PWR - they are angmented as necessary in
ASPIS by the use of other 'high sensitivity' detectors and
spectroscopy based upon hydrogen-filled proportional counters
and organic liquid (NE123) scintillators. The detectors are
incorporated within the Transportable Neutron Spectrometer
(TNS) which is described in Appendix B.

For the power reactor detector set we have noted the
eligibility of NB93 as the key member. A possible alternative
is the reaction Np237(nf) whose response cross-section is not
greatly dissimilar to that of Mb. Disadvantages with Np are
the sub-threshold fission reaction and the problem of
photofission; these difficulties are not insuperable but the
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simpler Nb reaction is preferred. The plant detector set is
completed by the inclusion of the Ti46(n,p) Sc46 and Fe54(n,p)
Mn54 reactions. The U238(n,f) reaction is a possible
competitor to the latter but problems of U235 depletion
control and photofission introduce complications in the
analys is.

The above detectors all have well attested cross-sections with
the possible exception of Nb. Increasing interest in recent
years in this detector has, however, led to a great
improvement in our knowledge of the cross-section and Figure 4
shows the resales of recent measurements initiated at Winfrith
and reported in (9).

<+.3 Establishment and Use of the NESSUS Reference Field

In Section 3.2 we outlined the procedure for data adjustment
and the refinement of a calculated reaction-rate with the aid
of measurements. By an obvious extension (the use of a flux
instead of a reaction-rate design matrix) a calculated
spectrum can similarly be refined with the aid of
measurements.

An example of the approach using McBEND and DATAK is the
determination of the fast ( 0.1 MeV) neutron spectrum in the
new Reference Field of the NESSUS facility(4) which is
described in Appendix C. Packs of dosimeters can be located
in the centre of the inner graphite reflector of NESTOR where
the fast ( 0.1 MeV) neutron flux is 4.1010 n cm~2sec~1. The
spectrum is compared in Figure 5 with those measured by
spectrometers at the T/4 and void positions in the REPLICA
experiment. The reference spectrum is broadly similar to that
in the void space and its resemblance to that at the T/4
position is striking. The facility can therefore be used for
the intercomparison of the activation detectors used in
benchmark experiments and measurements made on operational
plant.

Table 1 shows calculated-to-measure (C/M) ratios achieved by
folding in the reference spectrum with detector cross-sections
from IRDF-82, and the agreement is seen to be generally very
good. In calculating the reaction-rate of Nb the Strohmaier
evaluation shown in Figure 3 was used. This may be the cause
of the somewhat high value of C/E observed - the recent
measurements shown in Figure 2 below 2 MeV where most of the
activation-rate occurs in the NESSUS spectrum, suggest that a
new evaluation based on this data would produce a reduction in
this quantity.
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5 VALIDATION OF THE CAVITY MONITORING STRATEGY AT WINFRITH

5,1 Zero-Energy Critical Experiments in DIMPLE to Investigate
the Matching of Core and Shield Calculation"

A DIMPLE experimental configuration was assembled to study
uncertainties associated with the neutron source predictions in
the edge channels. The experimental arrangement comprised a
cruciform array of 3% uranium dioxide fuel pellets, of 10.13mm
diameter, stacked within stainless steel cans, of 10.94mm outer
diameter, to a fuel height of 693mm. The core simulated the
rectangular corner configuration of a PWR, and effectively
represented twelve fuel elements, each comprising 16 x 16 pins.
Two versions of the assembly have been studied; one with a fuel
pin/water reflector boundary and one surrounded radially by
stainless-steel to mock up a PWR baffle region. The second
configuration, with the baffle region, which is illustrated in
Figure 6 included measurements in the water outside the core
and was used to study the interfacing between the core physics
and shielding methods. The pins were assembled on a 12.15mm
square pitch and the baffle was represented by a 25.4mm thick
region with its inner edge one half pitch from the centre of
the outer most pins. The critical Moderator height was
approximately 525am from the bottom of the fuel.

The reaction-rates of significance to the overall neutron
balance were measured throughout the core to confirm the
absence of gross asymmetries and to provide detailed diagnostic
data for comparison with pin power predictions. The
measurements included the spatial distribution of the 235U,
2 3 8U and 2 3 9Pu fission-rates and the 2 3 8U capture-rate,
together with central reaction-rate ratios. The absolute
fission-rate in the core was measured at a central core
location using the U(n, f) l**0Ba*ll|0La reaction in samples of 3%
uranium dioxide fuel (10).

Measurements outside the core and at selected positions within
the core were performed using the threshold reactions
32S(n,p)32P and 103Rh(n,n')l83*Rh.

Core calculations were performed using the general
2-dimensional discrete ordinates code TWOTRAN within the
LWRWIMS framework (11). A aeries of sensitivity calculations
was carried out to investigate the influence of a range of
input variables on the predicted k-eff value and
reaction-rates. Based on this investigation, the quarter plan
model shown in Figure 7 was established. The model was
constructed on a 39 x 39 mesh grid, with meshes 1 to 35 being
one pin pitch in width and 36 to 39 in the radial reflector
being two pin pitches. The outer two fuel pin meshes adjacent
to the baffle were sub-divided into four. The axial direction
of the x-y model was represented by a buckling derived from the
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collision probability calculation was used to condense the 1986
69-group WIMS data library (12) to 16-group sets for each of
the model regions. The TWOTRAN calculation was performed in S4
quadrature to a convergence equivalent to O.OOOlA(-l/k).

The calculated k-value for the configuration with core baffle
is 0.9897. The C/E values for 238U fission and 238U capture
relative to 235U fission at the core centre are 0.998+0.035 and
0.996±0.006, respectively.

The comparisons of the TWOTRAN predictions of the 235U fission
rates along the central radial axes and core boundaries are
shown in Figure 8. Excellent agreement was obtained within the
core, with an average C/E ratio of 1 ,OOO±O.'OO2. The fission
rate in the outer pins was overpredicted by approximately 3%.
The overprediction in these pins varies with azimuthal position
and has a maximum value of 5%. The overprediction for the
configuration without the baffle is greater (maxiumum 13%).
Since the baffle attenuates low energy neutrons returning to
the core from the water reflector the bias suggests an
inadequate thermalisation treatment for the reflector region.

The shielding calculation was carried out using the Monte Carlo
code MCBEND (see Appendix D) with on 8000 point cross-section
data set derived from the UK Nuclear Data Library (UKNDL). As
with the core calculations, it was only necessary to model a .
quadrant using appropriate reflection boundaries. The
3-dimensional combinatorial geometry representation included
the fuel pin region above the moderator level, the upper and
lower lattice plates, and the support structures within the
calculational boundaries, which extended to at least 250mm
outside the core. Where possible, homogeneous composition
regions were defined, with only the baffle and ex-core detector
positions being represented explicitly.

The sources for the MCBEND calculation were provided directly
by the TWOTRAN predictions of the neutron production rates on
the centre plane, and were represented in the same x-y grid
structure (Figure 7). The source in the z-direction was
derived within MCBEND by modifying the centre plane values
using the measured axial fission-rate distribution. The
calculation was put on an absolute basis by normalizing the
MCBEND source distribution to the fission-rate measured at the
central core position.

Flux values were calculated at the various detector locations
and multiplied by appropriate response functions from'the
620-group International Reactor Dosimetry File (8) to provide
reaction-rates for direct comparison with the experimental
results.
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The major comparison of the measured ex-core threshold
reaction-rates and the MCBEND predictions is provided by the
radial diagonal scan from the core inner corner to a
penetration distance of about 370mm. The results, presented in
Figure 9, show a general underprediction for both sulphur and
rhodium, with the mean C/E values being 0.90±0.03 and 0.96±0.02
respectively. The quoted uncertainty is the standard deviation
(la) of the five C/E values for each reaction and is consistent
with the. random experimental uncertainties and the Monte Carlo
statistics. The overall agreement must be viewed in relation
to the systematic errors associated with the absolute
calibrations of 2.6% for the uranium fission-rate, 5% for the
sulphur reaction-rate and 3% for rhodium.

Sensitivity studies suggest that the C/E ratios for the fast
neutron reaction rates at the ex-core position would be reduced
by less than 0.5% if correction had been made for the 3% over-
prediction due to TWOTRAN of the edge core sources.

5.2 ASPIS Data-Testing Benchmarks

Single-material benchmark experiments have been carried out in
ASPIS for iron, water and graphite and we consider evidence
from the first of these. Extensive measurements were made,
principally with Sulphur, Indium and Rhodium detectors; the
corresponding calculated reaction-rates were given by McBEND
and the sensitivities of these calculations to the elastic and
nonlastic cross-sections of iron were determined by the
sensitivity option DUCKPOND. This information was supplied to
the adjustment code DATAK which carried out the algorithm
outlined in Section 3.2 Two separate analyses were carried out
- one was based on the use of UK Nuclear Data Library (UKNDL)
cross-sections in Data File Number (DFN) 908 which are
essentially those ENDF/B-3, and the other on iron
cross-sections in the JEF-1 library. Figure 10 shows the
nonelastic cross-sections of iron for both libraries before and
after adjustment. Negligible adjustments to the later JEF-1
compilation are indicated. The adjustment of the original
DFN 908 cross-section between approximately 860 KeV and
1.35 MeV leads to almost perfect agreement with the JEF-1
values. This result underlines the importance of integral
benchmark testing in the evaluation of basic nuclear data
files.

5.3 Thermal Shield and Pressure Vessel Penetration Experiments

A slab geometry nock-up in ASPIS of the radial shield of a LWR
is illustrated in Figure 11. The thermal shield is simulated
by a 5.9 cm thick region of stainless steel. The water gaps
between the core and thermal shield and between the thermal
shield and the RPV are 12 cm and 13 cm respectively. The mild
steel region representing the RPV is 22.8 cm thick and a
simulated cavity region of 29.6 cm is included.
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Measurements with Sulphur, Indium and Rhodium were made at a
number of measurement positions including T/4 and the void
space, but only the latter measurements were used in the
analysis. Calculations and adjustments were carried out with
the McBEND/DUCKPOND/DATAK suite of codes using cross-sections
from the UKNDL Table 2 shows the calculation-to-measurement
ratios (C/M) in the void before and after adjustment with the
relevant standard deviations shown in brackets. Also shown is
the result of 'extrapolating' these adjustments to the T/4
reference position by the method of Section 3.3. Before
adjustment the agreement of all detectors is excellent at the
T/4 position but the calculated attenuation of Rhodium and
Indium through the RPV is considerably greater than that
measured. This is entirely consistent with "earlier remarks
about the nonelastic cross-section of iron below about 1.35 MeV
in the UKNDL. The Indium and Rhodium detectors are sensitive
to the cross-sections in this energy range but sulphur (where
the agreement is excellent at both measurement positions) with
its higher threshold energy is not. A particularly important
point is a large reduction in uncertainties. Table 3 shows the
la, 2a and 3a upper limits of C/M before and after adjustment
at the T/4 position. At the lc level there is little to choose
between the adjusted and unadjusted values but for higher
confidence limits the adjusted values become progressively more
favourable.

5.4 Cavity Streaming Experiments

The radial shield configuration described in the above section
included a simulated cavity region to provide the appropriate
backing to the RPV studies. A further configuration with
extended cavity, passing through the roof slot of the ASPIS
cave, was designed to study specifically the perturbation of
the RPV fluxes due to the cavity and the streaming of radiation
within the cavity. A reduced thickness shield with water gaps
of 4cm and 12cm and half width RPV region, which is shown in
Figure 12, was set up in order to increase the neutron leakage
into the cavity region. Spectral measurements confirmed the
similarity of the leakage spectra to that of an operational
PWR. The cavity which is shown in Figure 13 was 210mm wide and
included a simulated nozzle region.

The simulation of the radial shield, cavity and nozzle regions
contains approximations relative to a commercial LWR due to the
adaptation to the ASPIS facility. These include:

i slab geometry radial shield of 1829mm x 1910mm
section

ii finite cavity breadth of 1829mm

iii the nozzle assembly is scaled down by a factor of
about 2.
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Measurments in the open cavity (with the nozzle region omitted)
provided details of the axial profile and the leakage out of
the cavity at the nozzle position- The latter measurements
were repeated with stainless steel foil insulation attached to
tne RPV regions. The insulation material used for this
measurement was identical to that employed in actual PWR's and
the ratio of the two series of measurements provided insulation
attenuation factors. The e-folding lengths for thermal,
resonance and fast neutron were repsectively 3.6, 4.3m and
10.2m.

The measurements with the nozzle present included BF3 and
hydrogen-filled proportional counter scans around the nozzle
and along the duct penetration.

The method of analysis for the cavity streaming and nozzle
regions is based upon a linked calculational sequence which is
described in Appendix D. The results of the analyses are
summarised in Figures 14-18. Figure 14 shows the agreement
between the MCBEND Monte Carlo calculations and threshold
reaction rate measurements within the radial shield region.
The leakage of radiation into the RPV cavity provides the
source for the cavity streaming. The accuracy of this source
is demonstrated by the comparison of the reaction-rate
predictions with measured values within the cavity (Figure 15).
It is noted that there is a trend for the high energy fluxes to
be overpredicted with axial penetration, and for the thermal
flux to be consistently underpredicted. The comparison of
theory wih spectrum measurements within the cavity (position a)
and at a position immediately below the nozzle height,
(position b) but in the absence of the nozzle, is shown in
Figure 16.

The geometry model of the MCBEND calculation for the nozzle and
coolant duct regions is shown in Figure 17. This identifies
the surface within the cavity defining the interface between
MCBEND and the RANKERN first flight calculation. The Monte
Carlo scoring regions above and below the coolant pipe are also
shown. Figures 18 amd 19 show typical results, in this case
for the sub-cadmium BF3 response below and above the pipe.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A methodology has been developed for the analysis of cavity
monitors in LWR pressure vessel dosimetry. A calculational
procedure utilising the MeBEND/DUCKPOND/DATAK suite of codes
has been tested in an engineering benchmark experiment
conducted in the ASPIS facility of NESTOR. A reference field
has been set up in the NESSUS facility on this reactor which
enables the power reactor monitors to be compared with the
high-sensitivity detectors used in ASPIS benchmark experiments.
The technique is now available for use on operating power
reactors.
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Methods of calculation have been described for the prediction
of the flux distributions within the cavity and nozzle regions.
These have been validated in a mock-up experiment employing the
unique roof slot of the ASPIS facility.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of Calculated and Measured
Reaction-Rates in NESSUS

Reaction

A127(n,<z)Na24

Ti46(n,p)SC46

Fe54(n,p)Mn54

S32(n,p)P32

Ni58(n,p)Co58

U238(n,f)

Inll5(n,n')Inll5m

Nb93(n,n')Nb93m

RhlO3(n,n')RhlO3m

C/E

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

.03

.96

.04

.04

.02

.01

.93

.07

.94
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TABLE 2

Adjusted Calculation/Measurement Ratios

Reaction

Rh103(n,n')Rh103m

In115(n,n')ln115ni

S32(n,p)P32

Void

Before

0.80

(19.3)

0.84

(30.7)

1.00

(54.4)

After

0.93

(6.2)

1.00

(5.4)

1.03

(9.2)

T/4

Before

0.97

(15.3)

1.00

(19.2)

1.01

(26.6)

After

1.08

(6.5)

1.14

(7.9)

1.08

(6.9)

TABLE 3

Upper Limits of C/M in the Radial Shield Experiment

Rearti nn

Rh

In

S

C/M +

Before

1

1

1

12

19

28

la

After

1

1

1

.15

.23

15

C/M

Before

1

1

1

.27

38

55

+ 2a

After

1.22

1.32

1.23 (

C/M •

Before

1

1

1

.42

.58

82

^ 3a

After

1

1

1

.29

41

30
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FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2

The PWR Cavity/Nozzle Benchmark Experiment

in the ASPIS Facility of NESTOR
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4

Comparison of experimental data with
excitation function.
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FIGURE 5

Neutron Energy Spectra in NESSUS and Slab Shield Experiment
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APPENDIX A

The DIMPLE REACTOR

DIMPLE is a low power, water moderated, reactor. The
experimental cores are constructed using assemblies of fuel
pins which are supported and precisely located between upper
and lower lattice plates inside a large aluminium tank (2.6m
diameter and 4m high). A wide range of assemblies can be built
by varying the lattice plate design (eg the fuel pin pitch),
the loading pattern, the fuel type (eg the enrichment or the
use of mixed oxides) and the inclusion of non-fuel components
(eg structural or absorber materials). The capability for
reactor control by means of moderator level permits
sub-critical and critcal benchmark assemblies to be studied
without the complicating perturbation of control rods. Rapid
shut-down of the reactor is enabled by releasing the moderator
into a fast dump bell jar located below the reactor. The
principle features of the reactor are illustrated in Figure Al,
which shows a simulation of a fuel storage skip. A more
detailed description of the facility is given in Reference Al.

REFERENCES

Al. Ingram G. DIMPLE and its current experimental programme.
Proceedings of the International Seminar on Criticality
Studies, Programs and Needs, Dijon 19-22 September 1983,
p45 5 - 469.
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Ai->-£:-JDIX B

The Transportable Neutron Spectrometer

Spectrum measurements are carried out using the components of
the TNS (Transportable Neutron Spectrometer} which was
developed at Winfrith. The detectors used in the TNS are:- t

1. An organic liquid scir.tillator (NE213) of active volume e
3 cm- for the detection of neutrons above ~1 MeV. Pulse-s
shape discrimination against gamma-ray induced events is
employed with this counter. y

2. Three spherical counters, type SP2, of radius 2 cm filled
-vith hydrogen to pressures of 10 atm, 3 atm and 1 atm;
these cover respectively the approximate neutron energy
ranges 0.2-1.4 Mev, 83-600 KeV and 30-300 KeV.

3. Two BF3, chambers (Centronics type 5E370) one of which is
encased in a cadmium sheath; together these two counters
provide a measure of the thermal flux (E<O.55eV) and of
the epithermal flux.

The jjrDbe consisting of the six channels with their pre-
amplifiers and power supplies is housed in a cylindrical unit
of overall dimensions 17 cm diameter by 55 cm long. The
uncovered prototype can be seen in Figure Bl. Signals pass
from the probe through a 15 metre cable to the main unit which
contains the analogue signal processing modules and an
autonomous multi-channel buffer from which the pulse height
data are accessed by a personal computer for spectral
uniaiding. A TNS system is shown in Figure 32. Full details
of *:h== TNS and of the method of spectral unfolding are given i
Reference 31.

Bl Armishaw A J, 3utler J, Carter M D, Curl I J and
McCracken A K
A Transportable Neutron Spectrometer (TNS) for
Radiological Applications. Seventh International
Conference on Radiation Shielding, Bournemouth 12-16
September 1988. Paoer 116
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APPENDIX C

The NESSUS Standard Flux Field (Figure B8)

The NESSUS facility (Figure Cl) which comprises a vertical
channel penetrating down to the centre of the reactor, has been
characterised as an International Reference Neutron Field. It
has two characteristics in particular which are important in
this role namely a zero flux gradient at the sample position,
and a wide dynamic range (~10;>). The latter facilitates
comparisons between the low-sensitivity detectors (such as
Niobium) which are employed for monitoring operational reactor
plant and the high-sensitivity detectors used in ASPIS. The
high energy neutron spectrum in NESSUS is given in Table Cl.
The corresponding spectra averaged values of selected
cross-section files from the IRDF-82 compilation are given in
Table C2. The shape of the neutron spectrum can be modified if
required by the inseLcion of sleeves of suitable meiterials.

Further details of the NESSUS facility are given in Reference
Cl.

REFERENCES

Cl Carter M D, Curl I J, Murphy M F and Packwood A.
The NESSUS Reference Field in the NESTOR Reactor At
Winfrith. Seventh International Conference on Radiation
Shielding, Bournemouth 12-16 September 1988. Paper 117.
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TABLE Cl

he NESSUS High Energy Neutron Spectrum

Group

i

3
4
5
G
"!
Cl

9
10
11
12
13

upper Bociid

i .
7

a.
7

6 .
5 .
4.
4 .
4.
3 .
3.
3.

{Me'.' .1

-!0 1 iE-r'.'.'J
2 2 i 4 E - 0 I
OOOG;:>CL
18 7 3 i\ ~i- 0 0
'J469E+00
3 76 3E+OO
4831E+00
9659E+00
49 30E+00
0660E+00
6790E+00
3 290E 4-00
0I.10E+00

1

1
1

5
6
7
i
j.

8
8
1
1

Flux*

.535E-05

.732E-04
-015E-03
.469E-03
•233E-03
.756E-03
.599E-03
.455E-03
.169E-02
.170E-03
.885E-03
.139E-02
•037E-02

Group

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Upper Bound

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
7
5
2
1

(MeV)

.7250E+00

.4660E+00

.3460E+00

.0190E+00
-8270E+00
.653OE+OO
.4950E+00
.353OE+OO
•0026E+00
.4274E-01
.5023E-01
.4724E-01
.1109E-01

Flux*

1.593E-02
6.089E-03
2.718E-02
2.836E-02
3.173E-02
2.648E-02
3.022E-02
1.035E-01
8.990E-02
9.916E-02
2.432E-01
2.219E-01

* Normalised to unit spectrum above 0.1 MeV.
Multiply by .1 .78E+09 to obtain levels for lkW. NESTOR power.

TABLE C2

NESSUS Spectrum Averaged Cross-Sections from IRDF-82

Reaction

10 .-RVi(n, n ' }10 3Rh m

93Nb(n,n')93Nbm

115In(n,n')115lnm

232Th(n,f)Fp
23Sn(n, f )?nP
A"Ti {n,p)47Sc
4bri{ntp)46Sc
31P{n,p)31Si
58Wi(n,p)58Co
64Zn(n,p)64Cu
32S{n,p)3 2P
54Fe(:i,p)54Mn
27A1(n,p)27Mg
^6Fe(n,p)56Mn
59Co(n,a)56Mn
o3Cu i n, .i) 60Co
;-:.4,v:g •; s\, p i ?.4Na
2 7AI(n, a)24Na
••JfiTi (n,p)48Sc

Spectrum Averaged
Cross-Section (Barns)

4
7
7
2
1
7
3
9
3
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
3
1
7

.00E-01

.44E-02

.70E-02

.90E-02

.22E-01

.51E-03

.51E-03

.03E-03

.40E-02

.12E-02

.21E-02

.55E-02

.31E-03

.91E-04
•92E-05
.59E-04
.88E-04
.82E-04
.42E-05
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FIGURE C.I

THE NESTOR CALIBRATION FACILITY NESSUS
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A P P E N D ;.:••: _••

Summary of the C:Ji.ip'jt;er Co'ies and Calculational Methods used
for both Penetra t: Q-, arid Streaming Problems

Efficient calcuiat icr. of design problems calls for a linked
sequence of caLeila*, ionr; using methods and codes of appropriate
accuracy at each penetration stage. In the UK a suite of
computer codes has bsen developed to meet these requirements.
It comprises Monte Carlo, kernel and diffusion theory methods.

Dl Computer Programs

The Monte Carlo cede MCBEND solves the radiation transport
equation tor neutrons, gamma-rays and electrons. Libraries of
point nuclear data for most common nuclides are available and
based upn either the U'< Nuclear Data Library or JEF.
Alternatively a multigroup treatment is available which uses
group averaged cross-section data. The material descriptions
are based upon either three-dimensional orthogonal mesh or
combinatorial geometry (CG) techniques. The latter is used to
describe complicated geometries by the union or differences of
basic mathematical shapes, such as cylinders and cuboids. The
CG technique is also used to define general surface or volume
distributions of source. The code includes a sensitivity
option. The efficiency of the Monte Carlo calculation is
improved using a variance reduction technique based upon
splitting/roulette. The importance function is generated in a
semi-automatic manner using the adjoint solution of the
equivalent diffusion problem.

Diffusion calculations are performed in either three-
dimensional regular geometries using the finite-difference
code SN7A?SH or in an irregular array of triangular and/or
rectangular prisms using the finite-element code FENDER. The
deficiencies of the simple diffusion method outside the
source region are well known and a number of attempts have been
made to improve the range of validity. The method now used in
the UK to correct the solution, referred to as the ADC method,
is based upon adjustment of the diffusion co-efficients. The
simple diffusion method approximates the attenuation curve by a
single exponential term. In the current ADC method two
components per group each with their own constants are used.
One component has a relatively short diffusion length and
describes the behaviour close to the source; the second
component dominates for regions remote from the source. The
diffusion co-efficients are adjusted with reference to rigorous
calculation or experiment to provide data suitable for rapid
design solutions fo- a wide range of problems.

The RANKERN code solves the point-kernel equations for the
determination of gamma-ray dose -ates. It employs a stochastic
method of solution and is able to treat complicated source and
geometry configurations. Corrections to the uncollided flux
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predictions to include the contributions due to scattered
radiations are made using build-up data available in the
code library. Alternatively single and higher order scatter
and reflection events can be treated explicitly.

The kernel-albedo method is used for radiation streaming
calculations. The MULTISORD code solves the kernel-albedo
equation in multi-legged slot and rectangular ducts geometries.
Multigroup calculations are performed using albedo data defined
in terms of separable energy and angular variations.

The DATAK adjustment code is used to combine the results of the
calculation with measured data from integral experiments along
with the differential data used in the calculations.
Uncertainties together with the co-variance information on the
differential data ara included within a generalised least
squares adjustment to obtain best estimate values. The
sensitivity information required for the analysis is obtained
using the sensitivity option of MCBEND.

D2 Quality Assurance

The computer codes and data sets have been developed and are
maintained to a level of quality assurance consistant with the
requirements of regulatory bodies and organisations concerned
with the design, construction and operation of UK nuclear
plants. The procedures involve the creation of reference sets
of recommended codes, nuclear data libraries and test data.
Strict control is exercised on the updating and archiving of
all codes and data- The procedures are summarised in
Reference Dl.

Access to the codes on main frame computers is made available
through the ANSWERS Service of AEE Winfrith. Alternatively
copies of executable codes can be released to ANSWERS customers
for use on their own in-house computers. This avoids the
expense and delay normally incurred by the customer
establishing the quality assurance of the codes used in design
assessment•

5.3 Calculational Routes

The calculational route for a specific design issue describes a
calculational sequence and is a formal statement of the
methods, codes and data to be used. It identifies the order of
the calculations and the assumptions to be made. It may
provide alternative options to accommodate the requirements for
initial design optimisation and final design substantiation.
It should represent a complete statement of the problem but
this is not always possible owing to the complexity of typical
shield configurations. Given a calculational route as
specified together with a set of design drawings and source
data it is considered unlikely that two independent shielding
physicists would predict identical design values. However the
route should be formulated in adequate detail that gross
differences in prediction are not possible.
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Evaluation or the calculational routes is carried out by-
comparison with data from mock-up experiments or more rigorous
calculation. These comparisons are only valid if both the
designer and assessor are able to perform calculations
according to a detailed and unambiguous calculational route.
The route given below does not approach these ideals. It is
included to illustrate the sequence of calculations required
for a specific design problem.

REFERENCES

Dl Miller P C and Walker S D
The Quality Assurance of the Shield Design Methods used
in the UK
Seventh International Conference on Radiation Shielding,
Bournemouth 12-16 September 1988. Paper 104
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Core fission sources

MCBEND
(radial calculation
in CG geometry)

Surveillance capsule
and RPV damage fluxes

yf RPV leakage fluxes

MULTISORD
(perturbation of leakage

fluxes due to cavity streaming)

Revised RPV leakage fluxes

RANKERN
(first flight calculation)

Collision file comprising
currents at interface
surface below nozzle

MCBEND
(nozzle region)

fluxes around nozzle

Simplified calculational route for RPV damage and nozzle
flux distribution
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ABSTRACT

Experimental loops were bu i l t on the base of nuclear power deve-
lopment in Czechoslovakia. In-pi le loop and ou t -o f -p i l e loop are operated
for the research in the f ie ld of corrosion and ac t i v i t y t ranspor t . The
paper involves descr ipt ion of the loops, operat ional parameters and expe-
r ience . Loops model the conditions of primary c i r c u i t of pressurized water
reac tors including pressure, teirperature, water chemistry and rad ia t ion .
Out-of-pile loop works a t the temperature 350"C, pressure 19 MBa, c i r c u l a -
t ion 20 kgs/h, t e s t ing t ine 1000 h. High pressure i n -p i l e water loop works
with.-^he coolant flow r a t e 10 000 kg/h, neutron flux in act ive channel
7.10 ^n.cm .s , 16 MPa, 330°C; high temperature electromagnetic f i l t e r
with c l a s s i c a l solenoid and ba l l matrix i s connected with the loop.
Research carr ied out Involves corrosion t e s t s of Zr-Nb cladding mater ia l ,
metal s i lve r and steam generating tubes. The ef for t ivas dedicated to un-
derstand the corrosion product ac t iv i ty t ransport in the loop and removal
of corrosion products by electromagnetic f i l t r a t i o n .

Paper describes the research in the f i e ld of environmental de-
gradation of materials in primary coolant systems.

The next program involves methodics and experimental base for
study of SCC (s t ress corrosion cracking) and IASCCC ( i r radiat ion ass i s t ed
sec).

Corrosion product control involves the research in the influence
of different water chemistry (higher pH, hydrazin) on activity build-up
in primary system.
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1. Water chemistry and corrosion experience in PWR operation
in Czechoslovakia

1.1. Primary systems

The growing time of exploitation of nuclear facilities
leads to the increase in demands of minimization of occupatio-
nal exposures of personnel mainly during inspections, refuel-
ling, maintenance and repairs of primary system equipment.
Program of monitoring of activated corrosion product transport
in the primary system has been realized" since the start of the
first unit nuclear power plant at Bohunice. The program that
involves both steady and transient operation is based on the
analysis of primary coolant sample and direct gamma-spectro-
metry of selected spot on the surface of primary circuit auxi-
liary systems. The aim of the measurements was to build-up a
sufficient set of input data, which could be of use for
qualitative analysis of transport processes affecting the
distribution of radioactivity of corrosion product in the
system.

Activity level is, during both start-up and shut-down
period, around 100 kBg/dm3. On the contrary the corrosion pro-
duct activity levels in the primary coolant during steady sta-
te operating conditions are relatively low and range is within
the interval 0,1 - 2 kBq/dm3.

Silver forms an important part of the corrosion pro -
duct activity in the primary circuits of 440 MW reactors. Nu-
clide 110 mAg represents 2 - 1 5 % activity of the coolant,
1 - 5% of the total activity on hot leg loop surfaces and
8 - 25% on cold leg loops /1/.

The radiation control strategy for W E R reactor is
based on the following:

- limits of cobalt concentration in construction materials,
0,05% at 440 MW reactor, 0,025% at 1000 MW reactor,

- avoiding the cobalt-base alloys (like Stellite) in primary
system application

- water chemistry control of primary coolant, correlation
between potassium and boric acid concentration during fuel
cycle

- high pressure ion-exchange purification of primary coolant
at 440 MW reactor

- high pressure, high temperature purification of primary
coolant of 1000 MW reactors.

At present the highest dose rate for personnel is at
steam generator maintenand work. On Bohunice nuclear power
plant the highest dose rate is from 1 to 3 mGy/h (100-300 mR/h)
and middle dose rate is from 0.2 to 1 mGy/h.
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Occupational radiation exposure per unit at Czechosio-
vakian nuclear power plants is in Fig.1.

Fig.2 shows the occupational radiation exposure per
unit electricity generated by Czech PWR (Bohunice Power Sta-
tion) in comparison with exposures in other states, that were
published in BNES Conference, 1986 /2/.

Up to present in the Czechosiovakian PWR's there ha-
ve been no serious corrosion problems in the primary system
component. This state is achivied by pregnant water chemistry
control during the operation /3/.

1.2. Secondary systems

Secondary side in this paper involves steam generator,
turbine, steam side of the condenser, condensate deminerali-
zers, heat regeneration and steam separators.

Austenitic stainless steel of steam generator tubes
needs high purity water, with low concentration of chlorides.

The major causes of tube failures were secondary side
SCC (Stress corrosion cracking) and pitting corrosion. After
26 000 hours at EBO there vere observed first failure of tubes
caused byl intergranular attack /3/.

Horizontal steam generators have continualy blow-down
and this fact enables low concentration of salts in steam ge-
nerators water. Steam, because good separation of the moistu-
re in steam generators, is very pure and contains only low
concentration of salts. The salt solubility in the steam is
negligible. In the high pressure part, the rest of the salt
remain in water phase, so on the low pressure part of the tur-
bine the steam is extremaly pure. Thus condensate water demi-
neralizers serve only to remove impurities from the condenser
leakage. With good condenser the source of impurities is
formed only by ion-exchange hydrolysis. As a result, practi-
cally, the concentration of salts in steam generator water is
possible to reduce by blow-down. All impurities separated
from steam in turbine or feed water heaters go through feed-
watertrain into the steam generator water.

Serious problem is errosion-corros.ion of carbon steel
by steam at high velocity of flow. The biggest source of iron
feedwater train is water separated from the steam at HP part
of turbine. Typical dependance of iron concentration of the
pH-value proves erosion-corrosion mechanism by high velocity
steam. This fact results in sludge accummulation in steam gene-
rator and enhances the probability of pitting corrosion and
SCC of austenitic tubing.

With higher pH-value is possible to reduce two-phase
erosion-corrosion of carbon steel. But higher pH .> 10 is li-
mited by high corrosion in condenser and more frequent rege-
neration of condensate demineralizers in the case of full
flow condensate purification.
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Another possibility to reduce erosion-corrosion is
use of steel with the content of chromium .0.5 - 2%). The cor-
rosion rate of steel with different content of chromium was
examined in nuclear power plant Bohunice and Dukovany /4/.

2. Research and development of the new technology for management

2.1. Experimental base

The scheme of th out-of-pile lopp is in Fig. 3. The
loop comprises two mutually interconnected flow autoclaves
with volumes of 450 cm3 each, regulated electrical heating
with power of 1500 W, sensors for measurement of temperature
and pressure of the environment, degasing valves and a relief
valve. The rig operates without a steam or gas bubble, both
autoclaves are entirely filled by compressed water environ-
ment. The required pressure is obtained by means of dilata-
tion of the liquid during heating and by regulation of the
amount of liquid in the rig. Natural circulation, caused by
heating of autoclaves and cooling of return piping leads to
flowrate at about 30 1/hr. so that the environment in each
autoclave is renovated approximately every minute. It is pos-
sible to build in a ceramic passage in the removable head of
each autoclave for outlet of cooled electrical signal route.

The in-pile high pressure reactor loop RVS-3 compri-
ses a closed pressurized-water circuit with forced circulation
and has a test section located in the core of the VVR-S type
reactor, and filtration and measuring circuits /5/. The loop
is so equipped that it is possible to operate the loop with
the following nominal parameters:

allowable overpressure 16.67 MPa
working overpressure 15.70 MPa
working medium deionized chemically treated water
flowrate 10.000 t/hr

The diagram of the loop may be seen an the picture 4 and 5.

The equipment of the loop enables to carry out expe-
rimente in wide range of these operational parameters. In
these experiments the following facilities can be used:

1. Test sections in reactor core and comparative test sections
in the main, filtration, and measuring circuits;

2. hot and cold measuring circuits;

3. filtration circuit;

4. sampling of liquid and gaseous samples from all circuits;

5. dosing equipment;

6. a possibility to operate only the in-pile circuit with na-
tural circulation, or only the in-pile circuit with forced
circulation, or all loop with forced circulation;
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7. delaying vessel;

8. numerical information and evaluation system.

To monitor of radiation parameters during irradiation
the active channel is provided with two monitoring probes
with self-powered detectors and calorimeters. The probe with
the self-powered detectors for monitoring the termal neutron
fluence rate includes 7 Soviet self-powered detectors DPZ-1
(with emitter diameter and length of 0.4 mm and 50 mm, re-
spectively). The probe with calorimeters for gamma radiation
exposure rate rr.onitoring includes 5 calorimeters with tung-
sten bodies and one compensating calorimeter.

2.2. Coolant chemistry influence on corrosion and activity build-up

Coolant chemistry has been recognized as the major
factor which influences radiation fields around primary sys-
tems. We suppose that there are two possibilities to modify
the primary coolant chemistry at the W E R reactors: higher
pH and hydrazine water chemistry. The results of plant tests
were recently published and the experience achieved was the
base for decision to start experimental program. The experi-
ments of pressurized water loops were decided as a first step
in the program before the implementation on Rheinsberg power
plant and then on reactors VVER-440.

The main objective was to compare three loops experi-
ments with different coolant chemistry: standard water che-
mistry, high pH and hydrazine. Data and measurements were
collected during and after each experiment and were divided
into: coolant analysis, corrosion and activity measurements
on metal samples, dose measurements.

Corrosion rates from decontamination of the loop in-
ternal surfaces increase as follows: hydrazine •< standard
water chemistry <. high pH.

The steam generator tubes with different surface treat-
ment were exposed during experiments with different coolant
chemistry. The tubes with standard blasted surface and the
tubes which have electropolished surface were exposed. Content
of iron, chromium and nickel in outer and inner oxide layers
shows the differences between these layers. It was found
that the outer oxide layer is Fe-rich and the inner oxide
layer is Cr-rich. The differences between mass of the outer
layers orv blasted and electropolished tubes can be explained
by the fact that electropolished surfaces is less susceptible
to crystallite deposition.
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2.3. Environmental degradation of primary systems materials

The experimental loops are utilized for the study of
envj.ronmental degradation of pressure boundary materials. Sen-
sitivity to cracking of steam generators material is studied
in the out-of-pile loop. The tubes of steam generators in W E R
reactors are made of titanium-stabilized austenitic stainless
steel. Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is studied on material
samples which are mechanicaly stressed.

The behaviour of the in-core material is fluenced
also by radiation. If we exclude fuel cladding there remain
two different materials in the core: carbon steel of pressure
vessel, stainless steel of internal structures and welded
stainless steel cladding. The study of stress corrosion
cracking an corrosion fatique of these materials is very im-
portant for the program of plant life extension. Recently
irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) has
been defined as the form of cracking that would not have
occurred in the absence of radiation /6/. Water chemistry
has an important place in the study of this phenomenon. It is
assumed that water chemistry influences two relevant crack
growth mechanisms - film rupture/slip dissolution and hydro-
gen induced cracking. In the case of IASCC the radiolysis
of water leads to radiolytic species - radicals and peroxides.
The behaviour of these species in crevices may be quite dif-
ferent from the behaviour in the bulk coolant. Radiation
affects passive film and electrochemical potential of ma-
terials .

In the active channel of the reactor loop some experi-
ments were carried out that enable the estimation of radia-
tion influence on water radiolysis under PWR coolant condi-
tions and influence of radiation on hydrogen behaviour in
carbon steel.

An redox electrode with gold active surface was pla-
ced in irradiation channel. Potential was measured at tempe-
rature of 287°C and pressure of 13 MPa. The electrode poten-
tial changes with reactor start-up and shut-down.

It was found that measurement of the electrode poten-
tial of surface which is simultaneously irradiated is techni-
cally possible.

Radiation influences the behaviour of hydrogen in car-
bon steel.
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3. Summary

Research carried out involves:

a) Corrosion tests of Zr-Nb cladding material.

b) Corrosion tests of different materials of primary systems.

c) Collecting of WER's operation data regarding co •-osion pro-
duct activity transfer and their correlation with plant ope-
ration and water chemistry history.

d) In-pile loop experiments in different modes of water che -
mistry (standard, higher pH and hydrazine chemistry) di -
rected towards implementation in plant operation.

e) Preconditioning and passivation technology for minimizing
corrosion product deposition, involving electropolishing
and prefilming.

f) Development of high pressure, high temperature sensors
for water chemistry and environment control.

g) Study of environment sensitive cracking in pressure boun-
dary materials including stresses and irradiation.

h) Water chemistry control in secondary side (pH, hydrazine,
ammonia) and testing of materials resistant against
errosion-corrosion.

i) Optimization of steam generator blow-down with electro -
magnetic filtration.

An attempt has been made to touch briefly on water
chemistry experience of pressurized water reactor in Cze-
choslovakia. Many of problems have been resolved for plant
operation by joined effort of plant staff and research insti-
tutes. The major problem in primary coolant technology today
is the exposure of personnel due to radioactivation of corro-
sion product. Corrosion problems on the secondary side of the
steam generators are associated with local regions where tra-
ce impurities can concentrate. Steam generator corrosion phe-
nomena requie're determination of the combined effects of de-
sign, materials; and chemistry for their resolution.

The next program involves reduction of radiation ex-
posure, assurance of material compatibility, utilization of
nuclear fuel and extension of plant life.
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the exDeriitifintal
facil i ty

Fig. 4 schematic ciagrarr. cf the h i s h - p r e s s j r e r eac to r water loop PVS-3

(1 - r a d i c - a c t i v e channel , 2 - comparative channel , 3 - c i r c u l a t i n g ruTiF . •< - r .ea ter ,

5 - c o o l e r , 6 - a u x i l i a r y v e s s e l , 7 - d r a i n v e s s e l , 6 - p r e s s u r i z e r , '•> - p r r ?,••• ,:r i . •••!•,
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ABSTRACT

United Kingdom safety legislation places absolute liability on the licensee
for the safe design and operation of nuclear installations. In this
presentation, the approach taken by the UK regulatory body HM Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate (Nil) in assessing the structural integrity safety
case for the reactor pressure vessel and other incredible failure
components is given. Attention is focused on ultrasonic inspection
proposals, which must satisfy the Nil Safety Assessment Principles in
terms of the 'Special Case Procedure', the setting of realistic inspection
goals, the extent of redundancy, diversity, validation to be built into the
inspection programme and the avoidance of common mode effects. In
order to pass a judgement on the inspection proposals, it has been
necessary to investigate the performance of various teams in the
international inspection trials. The results of these trials has yielded
valuable information on inspection capability for a range of defect types.
It is argued that the above safety principles should be incorporated into
international codes and standards. These measures may appear excessive
but the increase in safety far outweighs the initial costs.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

Ladies and gentlemen, in the next 20 minutes ! hope to give you an
insight into the Nil's approach to assessing inspection proposals I
diagnostics for new and operating plant. My presentation will be divided
into five main areas.

SLIDE 1.
PART A - UK SAFETY LEGISLATION
PART B - PWR - ULTRASONIC INSPECTION - HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE
PART C - SAFETY PRINCIPLES - RELIABLE INSPECTION
PART D - SAFETY CASE REQUIREMENTS
PART E - CONCLUDING REMARKS

PART A - UK SAFETY LEGISLATION

2. In the United Kingdom the main legislation governing the safety of
nuclear installations is the Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 and
the associated statutory provisions of the Nuclear Installations Act 1965.
Under these Acts no site may be used for purposes or operating any
commercial nuclear station unless a site licence has been granted to a
corporate bcdy by the Health and Safety Executive. HM Nuclear
Installations Inspectorate (Nil) is that part of the Health and Safety
Executive responsible for administering the licensing function.

SLIDE 1 - UK SAFETY LEGISLATION
SLIDE 3 - DUTIES OF LICENSEE
SLIDE 4 - DUTIES OF REGULATORY AUTHORITY (Nil)

PART B - ULTRASONIC INSPECTION - HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

3. This last 30 years few disciplines ha^e undergone more major change
than inspection.. During the last decade there has been a demand for
improved ultrasonic inspection both during manufacture and in-service.
The First l ight Vlater Reactor Study Group (LWRSG) Report on PWR
safety 1976 stressed the importance of ultrasonic inspection and proposed
standards which industry found difficulty meeting.

4. The relatively poor performance of teams in the OECD-NEA
International Programme for Inspection of Steel Components (PISC I-
1979) emphasised the need for improved standards in the equipment,
procedures and operator performance. The Sizewel) 'B' Public Inquiry
discussed ultrasonic inspection and was satisfied that the required higher
standards were possible based or. the results of a UKAEA sponsored
international inspection trials.
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5. Recommendation 45 of the Second UKAEA LWRSG Report 1983 (ref 1)
stated that, an inspection validation arrangement should be made to ensure
that the licensing authority (Nil) can assess the adequacy of the chosen
inspection procedures. As a result an independent Inspection Validation
Centre was set up at Risley in 1983.

SLIDES 5-7 - HISTORICAL. PERSPECTIVE

SLIDE 3 - SHOWS THE RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF ULTRASONIC
INSPECTION TEAMS IN THE PISC I (1979) 7 PISC II 1983 TRIALS
COMPARED WITH THE STANDARD SET BY THE FIRST LWRSG REPORT
1976. 20 % DAC IS THE CURRENT ASME SECTION XI STANDARD.

SLIDES 9-10 - PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS TEAMS -PISC II - 1983

SLIDE 11-12 - TYPICAL TEST BLOCK AND POSSIBLE OUTCOMES

PART C. SAFETY PRINCIPLES - RELIABLE INSPECTION
For guidance purposes, the Nil has developed a set of safety assessment
principle j for internal use and to assist the designers and operators to
formulate an acceptable safety case. The safety principles are divided into
three main categories: radiological protection, radiological consequences,
and engineering features including ultrasonic inspection.

6. PRINCIPLE OF REDUNDANCY
In the safety field, it is an accepted fact that there is a need to provide
redundant equipment in excess of the minimum required to perform a
given function. This safety principle of redundancy has been applied to
ultrasonic inspection. Multiple inspections perforn>ed by different
operators can reduce the operated related errors that can result from a
singie inspection. Although off-site data processing and automated
inspection may reduce human error, redundancy alone cannot provide the
necessary inspection assurance.

7. PRINCIPLE OF DIVERSITY
The Nil has seen substantial benefit from applying dissimilar and
complementary inspection techniques that meet the same objective of
reliable defect detection, location, and sizing. This is the principle of
diversity. Diversity in ultrasonic inspection is required because no single
technique is capable of detecting and sizing all defects equally, regardless
of size, location, or orientation. Diversity in ultrasonic techniques
involves the detection of specular reflections, diffuse reflections from
facets, diffraction from crack tips and special techniques.

8. PRINCIPLE OF VALIDATION
There is a need to validate ultrasonic techniques, equipment, procedures,
operators at independent validation centres. The Inspection Validation
Centre (IVC) is one such centre and their activities will be described by
Dr Lloyd. For the Sizewell 'B' contract the IVC has provided the Nil with
an independent assessment of the ultrasonic inspections that have been
carried out on the reactor pressure vessel.
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9. AVOIDANCE OF COMMON MODE FAILURE
V/ithout the careful attention to the above principles, the Central
Electricity Generating Board would be unable to make the claim that
there is a virtual certainty of the reactor pressure vessel entering service
free from near surface p!?n?vr defects 15 mm. in height and embedded
defects 25 mm. in height. Validated, redundant, diverse inspections
minimise the risk of common niode effects.

SLIDES 13-15 - ILLUSTRATE THE PRINCIPLES OF REDUNDANCY,
DIVERSITY AND VALIDATION.

PART D - SAFETY CASE REQUIREMENTS

10. Welded structures are rarely defect free but the safety case for a
reactor p ressure vessel requires the highest standards of design,
manufacture, inspection and testing in such a way that the possibility of
disruptive failure without forewarning is sufficiently remote to be deemed
incredible. In addition, the safety case is strengthened by stress and
fracture analyses to demonstrate that the sizes of defects which are of
structural concern are large in relation to those which might be present
in the vessel.

11. For 'incredible failure' components a safety case based on both
achievement of high integrity and demonstration of high integi ;y is
required. Non-destructive inspection and in particular ultrasonic inspection
has a major role in the assurance that this is the case. It is therefore
important at the s t a r t of life to establish that the reactor coolant
pressure boundary is free from defects of structural concern, and further
that there are ro defects which can grow to a serious size during the
lifetime of the plant. The key question for new and operating plant is
whether any crack-like defects are present which could lead to plant
failure?
SLIDE 16-19 ILLUSTRATE THE EVOLUTION OF REACTOR PRESSURE
VESSEL DESIGN
SLIDE 20 - SPECIAL CASE PROCEDURE
SLIDE 20/1 B«CREDIBLE FAILURE ITEMS
SLIDE 20 /2 PWR REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL OPERATING
PARAMETERS

12. To give the necessary assurance a programme of rigorous inspection is
undertaken in the fabrication shops during vessel manufacture (in-process
inspection). This is followed by a thorough ultrasonic inspection of the
vessel after the final stress relief and after the hydro-test prior to
transportation from the fabrication shops to site. After installation at site
the vessel is ultrasonically finger printed using the in-service inspection
equipment (pre-service inspection) followed by inspection during the
annual shutdown (in-service inspection) The frequency and extent of
inspection is agreed prior to operation and dependent on the service
history may vary from Etation to station.

SLIDE 21 - KEY STAGES IN MANUFACTURING INSPECTION.(IN-
PROCESS)
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13. During manufacture, inspection has three main objectives:

(i) To provide assurance that no defects are present which would
indicate deviations from the acceptable range of quality of materials and
processes used in manufacture.

(ii) To provide assurance that no defects are present that could
impede subsequent inspections.

(iii) To provide assurance that no defects are present in the completed
component which could be of safety concern.

SLIDE 21/1 - MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENTS

14. Compliance with the above objectives has proved difficult for the first
generation of nuclear pressure circuits fabricated from 1956 onwards.
Where construction defects are found in-service there is much discussion
about whether or not they have grown in-service. Attachment welds to
the pressure circuits have been found to be particularly defective and a
remedial repair programme has been found necessary.

15. In service inspection of a vessel which has been given a rigorous in-
process examination should only discover:

(i) A genuine new defect.

(ii) A genuine pre-existing defect which has become 'visible' to
ultrasonic inspection only as a result of a period of service.

(iii) A defect which has grown in-service from a size below the
manufacturing acceptance standard to a size above this level.

16. Since non-destructive testing involves firstly the detection of defects
followed by measurement of their position and size, there is a need to
provide the structural integrity engineer with the important dimensions
which are the depth, if the defect is below the surface, its height in the
through thickness orientation and its length parallel to the surface. Of all
the techniques available, ultrasonic inspection is best able to provide the
most accurate defect description. For near surface defects the height is
the crucial dimension and special techniques have been developed to
provide this information.
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17. Fracture mechanics is used to describe the conditions of fracture in
terms of the critical defect height, the stress intensity applied to the
structure under consideration and the material property fracture
toughness. The fracture toughness of ferritic materials is temperature
dependent having a lower value at low temperature (brittle) and a higher
value (ductile) at elevated temperature. In addition, the material
properties degrade in-service due to processes such as irradiation damage
and ageing. For materials which are wholly ductile at operating
temperature, the structure distorts before the crack-like defect extends,
making the measurement of material fracture toughness more difficult to
interpret.

18. The defect also extends slowly and this makes estimates of the failure
condition based on 'initiation' fracture toughness measurement unduly
conservative. To take account of the plastic deformation of wholly ductile
structure, the J-integral concept is used. By this approach the effective
fracture toughness is determined when the crack first extends. A method
of combining fracture mechanics calculations with plastic collapse
calculations has been devised by the Central Electricity Board and is
known as the R6 methodology, (ref 3) A discussion of the approach is
beyond the scope of this presentation.

SLIDE 22 - SAFETY CASE

19. Having inspected the structure the task of sentencing the defect
needs to be carried out. For older pressure vessels fabricated from 'dirty'
plate which may have degraded in-service and were not designed for
inspection, the problem is most difficult. In carrying out this evaluation,
certain key questions need to be asked.

(i) Is failure of the structure a design basis accident for which there
is adequate protection has been provided or is it an incredible failure
component for which no protection is provided?

(ii) Should failure occur, what is the radioactivity release in terms of
the Emergency Reference level?

(iii) How many similar components are there in other pressure circuits?

(iv) Are the defects dormant and of construction origin or have they
grown in service?

(v) What codes, standards and criteria have been used to determine the
best course of action.
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(vij What are the views of the licensees' Nuclear Safety Committee, the
Independent Third Party Inspection Agen' and if appropriate the
independent inspection Validation Centre.

(vii) How effective are the proposed inspections and what future
inspections are required?

20. Once the answers to the above questions have been given, the
licensee is in a much better position to provide the regulatory authority
with a safety case which may include alternative solutions. Further
extensive inspections may be desirabie but they can be costly in terms of
man-rern burden end where accessibility is a problem, feasibility and
development trials may be required. The solution may involve fitting leak
detection equipment or repair welding, replacement of components or
modifying the operating rules. In certain cases the plant is shutdown to
allow time for a further review and in extreme eases the recommendation
may be decommissioning.

PART E - CONCLUDING REMARKS

21. The application of validated stress and fracture mechanics programmes
linked to validated non-destructive inspection are a pre-requisite of a
robust structural integrity safety case. On receipt of such a safety case,
UK regulatory authority (Nil) can be assured that not only has the
necessary high quality been achieved during manufacture but it can also
be demonstrated to be the case.

22.The information from effective in-service inspections and in particular
ultrasonic inspection can provide vital information on the condition of e
reactor pressure vessel. The United Kingdom Regulatory Authority Nil lias
taken full account of the results of the international inspection trials
known as the Programme for the Inspection of Steel Components.
(PlSC).(ref 2) Teams representing the United Kingdom have been able to
meet the inspection goals set by the UKAEA light Water Reactor Study
Group and the NII.(ref 1)

23. In addition, the Nil has ensured that the inspection proposals for
future stations incorporate the principles of redundancy, diversity,
validation and compare favourably on a worldwide basis. While these
measures may appear excessive, the increase in safety far outweighs the
initial costs and there is a case for incorporating* these principles into
international codes and standards. While there are few sciences, if any,
quite so accurate as hindsight, there is every justification for designing
the reactor pressure circuits of future nuclear plant so that effective in-
service inspection can be carried out.

SLIDE 23 CONCLUSIONS - RELIABLE INSPECTION
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UNITED KINGDOM SAFETY LEGISLATION

In the United Kingdom the main legislation
governing the safety of nuclear installations is the
Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 (HSW)
and the associated relevant statutory provisions
of the Nuclear Installations Act 1965.

Under these Acts no site may be used for the
purpose of installing or operating any commercial
nuclear station unless a nuclear site licence has
been granted to a corporate body by the Health
and Safety Executive. HM Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate (Nil) is that part of the Health and
Safety Executive responsible for administering
this licensing function.



DUTIES OF LICENSEE

UK SAFETY LEGISLATION

• The Nuclear Installations Act 1965 places
absolute liability upon the licensee for injury
to persons or property.

• The licensee is responsible under the Health
& Safety At Work etc Act 1974 for safe design
and operation and for ensuring so far as
reasonably practicable, the health, safety &
welfare of all employees and other persons.

CJ
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DUTIES OF HM NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
INSPECTORATE

D To ensure that appropriate standards are developed,
achieved and maintained by licensee.

• To ensure necessary safety precautions are taken to
regulate and monitor safety of plant by licensing powers.

Nb
Nil does not issue standards or codes

However, Nil has issued a set of Safety Assessment Principles
for guidance purposes.



UK NUCLEAR SAFETY LEGISLATION

(HISTORICAL BACKGROUND)

1957 - WINDSCALE NUCLEAR FIRE

1959 - NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS (LICENSING)
ACT 1959

1 9 6 0 - HM NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS
INSPECTORATE ESTABLISHED

1974 - HEALTH & SAFETY AT WORK etc ACT 1974

O!
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KEY DATES

1971 - USPVRC INSPECTION TRIAL

1976 - FIRST UKAEA LWRSG REPORT - PWR
SAFETY

1977 - Nil GENERIC REVIEW PWR SAFETY

1979 - PISC I - INTERNATIONAL INSPECTION
TRIALS (THREE MILE ISLAND)
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• 1 9 8 2 - PWR PUBLIC INQUIRY
UKAEA INTERNATIONAL INSPECTION
TRIALS
SECOND UKAEA LWRSG REPORT - PWR
SAFETY

• 1 9 8 3 - INDEPENDENT INSPECTION VALIDATION
CENTRE

• 1 9 8 3 - PISC II REPORTED

PISC III PLANNED

• 1 9 8 6 - CHERNOBYL

• 1 9 8 7 - LICENSING OF PWR AT SIZEWELL'B'

• 1 9 8 8 - PWR PUBLIC INQUIRY HINKLEY POINT 'Cf
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P!SC II Plate 3. Westinghouse PWR Inlet Nozzle
(Italy — CEC)
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Defects present
in test-block "D'

Dx
Defects present
and missed

Dd
Defects present
in test-block and
detected

Fd
False calls for
defects detected

Defects detected 'd'

D - Defects present
F - False calls
d - Detected
x - Missed

Venn diagram of possible outcomes of a round robin
test-block trial of defect detection. (Extent of overlap

gives a measure of team's performance) (Ref 19)



REDUNDANCY

s
Manual Inspections

Automated Inspections

Repetitive INDEPENDENT Inspections
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DIVERSITY

Detection by:
— specular reflectior
— diffuse reflection from facets
— crack tip diffraction

Multiple probe angles coupled with high sensitivi is

Use of Tandem Technique (45° shear) also special
probes (70°)

Inspections from:
— Inside/outside surfaces
— Clockwise/anticlockwise
— Up and down
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COMPONENTS OF RELIABLE INSPECTION.

• Procedures
• Equipment
• Manipulators
• Records
• Presentation of results
• Personnel
• Complete organisation.

1. Manual Inspections
2. Automated Inspections
3. Repetitive INDEPENDENT

Inspections

1. DETECTION BY Specular
reflection. Diffuse reflection
from facets. Crack tip
diffraction.

2. MULTIPLE PROBE ANGLES
Coupled with high
sensitivities.

3. USE OF: Tandem Technique
and special 70* probes.
INSPECTION FROM
Inside/outside surfaces
Clockwise/anM-clockwise
up and down.

en
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NOZZLE
(4 LOCATIONS)

PROPOSED ARRANGEMENT OF
SIZEWELL 'B' R.P.V.



27 SPECIAL CASE PROCEDURE

Where it is not practicable to meet principle 25 and 26 the plant
cannot be accepted without special consideration of relevant
issues. In such circumstances a special examination of all the
relevant scientific and technical factors must be carried out by the
Inspectorate. The objective of such an examination would be to
judge whether and under what conditions the risk associated with
the particular uncertainties could be accepted. Any special
consideration of safety issues conducted under the provision
shoujd take account of the precedents already accepted under a
comparable procedure in the past.

u
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SAFETY PRINCIPLE 27
(items listed in PCSR 2.5.1.4.1)

1 The use of sound design concepts and proven design
features.

2 The application of very high standards of materials,
design, manufacture and construction.

3 High standards of quality assurance through all stages.

4 Pre-service and in-service inspections to detect defects
to levels below those which have the potential for
causing, or developing into, a failure mode.

5 The analysis of the potential failure modes for all
potential operating and fault states.

6 The provision of in-service plant state monitoring.
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PCSR 2.5.1.4 INCREDIBLE FAILURE ITEMS

1 Gross failure of the reactor presure vessel and its
supports.

2 Gross failure of the steam generator pressure boundary
including the secondary shell, channel head, tube plate
and divider plate and its supports.

3 Gross failure of the reactor internals.
4 Gross failure of the pressuriser shell.
5 Gross failure of the ECCS accumulators.
6 Gross failure of certain pipe runs. In particular, gross

failure of the section of the steam main lines from the
containment building up to and including the main
steam isolating valves.

7 Failure of reactor coolant pumps in such a manner as
to generate missiles.
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REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

Operating pressure 2250 psi (15.5 MN~2)
Maximum temperature 325°C
Water flow through each loop 4685 kg/sec.
Height of vessel and head 13.36m
Inside diameter 4.39m
Wall thickness 21 cm s
Flange wall thickness 48mm
Clad thickness 7mm
Inside dia inlet nozzle 70cm
Inside dia outlet nozzle 74cm
Weight 435 tonnes
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KEY STAGES IN IN-PROCESS ULTRASONIC INSPECTION OF THE RPV FOR SIZEWELL "B"

Manufacturing
stage

Prior to welding.

Completion of welding
and before making-
good cladding.

After final stress relief
on complete vessel.

After hydro test of
complete vessel.

Item

Forgings.

Circumferential seam
welds and
nozzle/shell welds.

Circumferential welds
and nozzle/shell.

Cladding in high
restraint areas.

Circumferential welds
and nozzle/shell
welds.

Nozzle/shell welds.

Fabricator

Manually from both
sides.

Manually from both
sides.

Manually from both
sides.

From inside on
sample basis.

By specialist firm on
behalf of CEGB

Automated from both
sides.

Nozzle/shell welds
from both sides.
Others, spot check.

From inside, on
sample basis.
Automated.

From both sides
automated.

From inside
automated using ISI
equipment.

From outside.

2



RPV - DESIGNED FOR INSPECTION

• Clean steels

• Forgings of a size to limit number of weld seams

• Welds located in parallel sided section, away from
tapers or obstructions

• Access for external examination of nozzle to shell
welds

• Internal cladding machined.

8
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ROLE OF MANUFACTURING INSPECTION

To provide assurance that:—

(a) There are no defects which indicate that manufacture
has gone wrong.

(b) There are no defects which could impede subsequent
inspections.

(c) There are no defects which are of safety concern.

35JT4



RESULTS OF
NON-DESTRUCTIVE

EXAMINATION

STRESS AND
FRACTURE
ANALYSIS

MATERIAL
PROPERTIES

(SERVICE DAMAGE
DATA)

u



INSPECTION PROPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS

• INSPECTION STANDARDS
(worldwide comparison)

• INSPECTION CAPABILITY
(sensitivity proposed for individual techniques)

• EXTENT OF INSPECTION VALIDATION
(procedures, equipment, personnel etc)

• EXTENT OF REDUNDANCY
(number of repeat inspections)

• AVOIDANCE OF COMMON MODE
(building into inspection proposals adequate diversity of
detection)
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EXTENT OF DIVERSITY
(minimum combination of individual techniques to
achieve inspection goals)

WITNESSING OF INSPECTION
(independent inspection agency)

INSPECTION GOALS
(reliability targets for defects of certain sizes,
manufacturing acceptance and fitness for purpose size
range)

HIGH RELIABILITY
(the above considerations lead to reliable inspection
proposals)

u
CO
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

E. Dowler
Ferranti International
J. Hamilton
South of Scotland Electricity Board

(presented by E. Dowler)
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INTRODUCTION

Computer systems for on-line applications in nuclear power stations can be
classified under the headings:

* data acquisition and processing
* automatic control
* protection and sequence control

In this paper only the first two of these are discussed. Specific examples
used for illustration are taken from the recently commissioned Torness Power
Station of the South of Scotland Electricity Board. Reprints of an article
published in Nuclear Engineering International May 1988 are provided as
background information on the Torness computer system, together with a
comprehensive block diagram.

Hardware Configuration

With modern computer systems there is great flexibility in the design of the
configuration. Very high reliability can be obtained by the use of dual
systems where two processors are provided either sharing tasks or performing
a main/standby role and where one set of input/output equipment may be
accessed by either processor. Systems with a mean time between failures
exceeding 15 years for a double processor fault can be constructed and the
techniques for designing such systems are common-place. These systems can
have features such as:

* high speed inter-processor communications for updating the standby
memory and disc

* automatic change-over
* automatic start-up following a power interruption
* testing the standby whilst the on-line computer is
operational

* carrying out background software work on a functional
standby computer

All of these features have important implications in the design of the
software. A typical dual system configuration is shown in figure 1.

The modern trend is to have either physically or functionally distributed
systems with dual local area network communications as shown in fig. 2
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For Torness, a system combining both dual facilities and functional
distribution was adopted as shown in fig. 3. This consists of a number of
dual systems which are inter-connected. The existence of the Ferranti multi-
processor operating system together with well proven communications and an
extensive rar.ge of applications software packages proved to be of great
advantage in configuring the Torness system. In addition the ability to
upgrade the processors from the 0.8 MIPS Argus 700 GL to the 4.0 MIPS 700 GZ
plus the capability to add additional processors at each node was a distinct
benefit when the number of signals to be scanned, alarmed and displayed was
under-estimated. The associated increase in the communications load likewise
led to a requirement for increased processing power which was satisfied with
no major problems. Communications and its associated software is considered
to be one of the most important and technically difficult aspects in nuclear
applications where the data rates are much higher than in most other process
computer applications

Software

Software can be classified under three headings:

* operating systems
* stEindard applications software
* special-to-project software

Dealing briefly with each of these in turn, the operating systems should
provide all the standard facilities which are required for real-time computer
systems. These include:

* the scheduling and time sharing cf task programs
taking into account priorities

* the provision of clock and date facilities for programs
which must be activated at a particular time on a
specified date

* the routine software to drive peripherals such as
printers and displays

* the processing and accessing of files and essociated
disc transfers

* the tranfers of data to other nodes
* allocation of tasks between processors at a multi-processor mode

In theory when the same operating system software is used in many application
areas, it tends to become fault-free very quickly. However, in practice new
project-specific facilities may be added and the operating system may be used
in new ways leading to up-dates and reconunissioning. Each application is n
effect a new test of the facilities. The design of real-time operating
systems is an area where experience is most imports - because the features of
operating systems have evolved over a long period of time (over 20 years).
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Coming now to standard applications software, this comprises software
packages which again perform frequently occurring tasks but of a more
specialised nature such as process control. The practise here is to provide
high level languages which are easily used by the engineering specialist,
e.g. a control engineer.

The application engineer selects standard modules of software which are used
as building blocks to construct his particular system. Examples would be a
module which draws a circle on a display of one that calculates a closed loop
controller.

Systems of this kind are usually described as table-driven where the entries
in a table define which software modules will be used and how they will be
inter-connected. Many parts of the standard applications software will run
continuously e.g. those parts which gather plant data and perform control
functions. The areas covered by standard applications software include:

* scanning and processing of plant data
* continuous control
* logic and sequence control
* database creation, access and modification
* display construction and presentation

The high leyel code which describes a particular system does in effect belong
to the special-to-project part of the software.

Allied to the standard applications software is the routine job of providing
all the fixed data such as the names of signals, alarm limits, polynominal
linearisation coefficients, etc. The work can be carried out more
efficiently if appropriate formats are used into which the data for a
particular type of parameter, e.g. analogue input can be typed.

One feature which reduces the quantity of manual data preparation is to read
fixed data from other sources where it may already exist. At Torness for
example most of the fixed data describing VDU formats was generated from a
computer aided draughting system which is normally used for the preparation
of engineering drawings. Also large volumes of fixed data defining the
characteristics of transducers and other plant items were transferred via
magnetic media from a computerised plant scheduling system.
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Concerning special-to-project software (STPS), the important feature is to
provide as many facilities and software tools as possible in order to
minimise the size of the task. As stated above, some of the STPS will
probably be in one or more special high level languages whilst other parts
may be in the more general languages such as CORAL, FORTRAN, C, etc. In the
case of Torness the areas of STPS were

* 3uto-control programs in CORAL
* processing alarm queues in CORAL
* the structure of hierarchial display schemes using
an inter-active picture constructor

Data Acquisition and Processing

Computer systems have been used in U.K. nuclear power stations for about
twenty years. During this period the experience gained in their use has
highlighted the significant advantage compared to conventional
instrumentation. Over the same period, confidence has been established in
their reliability to the extent that the most recent AGR's, i.e. Heysham 2
and Torness have station operating instructions which require that the
reactor be closed down within a few hours if the computer system suffers
major failure. Conventional instrumentation, however, is by its nature more
diverse and highly fault tolerant. Consequently, it is retained for
monitoring a relatively small number of important plant parameters.

The main features of a computer data processing (dp) system are:

* centralised data presentation
* improved presentation and handling of alarms
* superior presentation of data
* continuous storage of historic data
* processing of plant data to give derived information
* comprehensive logging

These features lead to the following benefits:

* more efficient plant maintenance
* better supervision
* less chance of a reactor trip because of
fast detailed alarm data

* better recovery from a reactor trip because
historic data allows fast analysis of the event

* periodic logs of standing alarms to highlight
maintenance tasks

* reduction of conventional instrumentation
* elimination of the need for local plant area manning
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Compared to a conventional fossil-fuelled station there are many more items
of plant to monitor including items such as diesel generators, which form
part of the safety case. At Torness the total number of parameters for the
two reactors and the station common services is approximately 100,000. The
major computer systems employ about 80 processors and in addition there are
approximately 250 micro-processors.

There is a considerable cost saving in using computers to collect and
present this mass of data compared to what it would cost using conventional
instruments and chart recorders.

In addition to cost saving the efficiency of operation is also improved by
allowing the operator to select displays which are appropriate to a
particular plant incident. The overall effect is speedier remedial action
leading to improved availability.

Similarly the management of alarms by computer leads to a viable alarm
system. Alarms due to faulty transducers or inoperative plant can be
suppressed to improve clarity and alarms can be categorised into those
requiring fast response and those which can take a lower priority. The
operator is thus appropriately warned in an efficient way and at the same
time maintenance statistics are produced. All operator actions are logged.

In the case of the fuel route at Torness, this is a complex sequence system
which is monitored by a knowledge-based computer which informs the operator
on the current state of the sequence. It advises how to proceed if the
sequence is held by some fault.

An important feature of the Torness system is the performance of special
calculations. Reactor management calculations determine the maximum power
which can be achieved within fuel limits in the form of the maximum power per
channel within the constraints of rate of change of temperature. The
station operating rules require a rapid response to alarms. One aspect of
this is to avoid unnecessary alarms by a suitable choice of alarm levels.
The dp system recommends set points and alarm levels as a result of the
reactor management calculations. It is estimated that this can result in 50
MW of additional output by allowing the reactors to work at higher power
without the possibility of risking reactor trips but still retaining adequate
alarm facilities.

The historic data system is of great value following a reactor trip.
Station operating rules demand an analysis of the cause of the trip before
the reactor can go back to power. If the analysis can be made within one
hour then assuming the cause has been eliminated the reactor can go back to
power immediately. If the delay is longer than one hour then xenon
poisoning occurs resulting in a delay of twelve hours to purge the reactor.
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The computer systems at Tomess are divided into two classes called Level 1
and Level 2. Level 1 systems are those which have safety related features
and include the main dp and auto-control systems for each reactor.

Level 2 systems include:

- auto-control test and development
- off-line program development
- plant investigation and commissioning
- chemical monitoring
- pre-stressed concrete pressure vessel structural
and temperature monitoring

- local alarm monitoring
- station and reactor services
- rod drop monitoring

The auto-control test and development system can be configured to represent
any of the auto control computers. It can be used to test both hardware and
software modules. Live data can be obtained from the main dp system of each
reaf-.or to be used in testing.

A major task in a large distributed system is to keep track of software
changes and apply strict quality assurance procedures when any changes are
introduced into the on-line system. At Torness the off-line facility
provides the means for this. Whenever a software change is introduced the
software systems*of the affected computers are re-constructed by an automated
procedure. The resulting code can then be transferred to the appropriate
computers either by magnetic tape or down-line loading.

The pl.ont investigation and commissioning system allows engineers and
physicists to carry out investigations of problems or specific aspects jf
operation using live data. They can construct displays which are suited to
the task in hand and perform calculations analysis etc.

Chemical monitoring covers the quality of the feed water to the boiler and
turbine.

The temperature of the pre-stressed concrete pressure vessel is monitored at
regular intervals and an alarm is generated if any temperature goes outside
preset limits.

All alarms which would normally be displayed on a local alarm facia with a
single group alarm presented to the operator are logged in en a dedicated
local alarms computer. The operator can request identification of each
individual alarm via his level 1 dp system.

All common services such as heating and ventilation plant and fire protection
are handled by the station and reactor services computer which scans, logs,
alarms and displays approximately 1000 signals.
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Finally the rod drop computer is programmed to record the rate at which each
of the 47 control rods drops in on receipt of a reactor trip signal.

Automatic Control

At Torness the auto-control systems perform the following tasks:

- monitoring channel gas outlet temperatures to provide
safety related interlocks on the manual gag trimming
equipment

- reactor control rod adjustment
- control of reactor coolant gas flow
- provision of the set-point reference value for the
main turbine governor

- control of boiler steam temperatures
- control of start-up feed flow in boilers
- control of starting and standby feed pump speed
- provision of the set point reference for the main
boiler feed pump governor

These features fcr auto-control were selected for the reasons given below.

In the off-peak periods during the summer season, the South of Scotland
Electricity- Boards' generation will be 100% nuclear provided by the Torness
and Hunterston stations. It will be necessary for Torness to -contribute to
frequency regulation. In the absence of a good auto-control system this
would be an onerous task for the operators requiring frequent trimming of a
highly complex system. However, with the auto-control facilities the manual
trimming is reduced to the infrequent adjustment of gags to balance the
channel gas outlets temperatures. In this operation the core map display
provided by the dp system is of great value. The gag interlock system
prevents manual adjustments in the direction which would increase CGO
temperature for those channels where the temperature is already high.
This prevents the initiation of a reactor trip in the event of an operator
error.

Because the system is complex, the task of applying constraints when raising
power is best carried out automatically. Also adaptive features can be
incorporated through the control algorithms to give better response to major
power swings and to give more stable control at high power levels thereby
avoiding frequent alarms.
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Commissioning

A large part of the dp computer system was installed in 1984. This proved to
be invaluable in checking out a major portion of the instrumentation and
cabling. It was also extremely useful in early engineering runs.

An important adjunct to the on-line computer system at Torness was the
simulator. This comprised two parts:

* simulation of the plant by the MarconiCompany
•* replication of the main Torness computer nodes

by Ferranti International

The simulator was made available before the first reactor was commissioned.
It allowed the testing of a large part of the spec:* al-to-project software to
be carried out in an environment equivalent to the real operational
situation. It also allowed high quality training of the operators in advance
of going to power.

Conclusions

Some important features of on-line computer systems for nuclear power
stations have been described. Torness has been used as an example. At the
present time Torness Unit 1 has achieved over 100 days at full power without
a reactor trip. Unit 2 is scheduled to be synchronised before the end of
1988.
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